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«As Above, So Below»

Emerald Tablet ofHermes Trismegistus

Figure 1. Arabidopsis tha/iana seedling
The red-brown seed is still visible. In the corner is represented the chemical formula of
one of the main plant hormone, auxin or 3-indol-acetic acid (lAA).
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A Charlène, ma Dame de Cœur,

Une chance formidable qui ne manque pas de piment.
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Preface

Unlike animal development, plant development is essentially post

embryonic. The mature fonn of plants is not pre-existent from the start, but

rather arises from complex interactions between growing plants and their

environment. Environmental cues can be either biotics, ranging from micro

organisms to herbivorous predators, or abiotics, such as light, temperature,

hygrometry or gravity. As plants are sessile and cannot escape from their

predators or search for resources by simply moving around, ail responses to the

environment must come either from biochemicallphysiological adaptations or

from alteration of the developmental pathways. The latter alterations can affect

pre-existing organs, bending or reinforcing them through differential cell growth

or differentiation. They can also occur upstream of organ fonnation, inhibiting or

promoting the creation of new organs.

In ail cases, plants integrate stimuli at a microscopic level, and tune their

development through complex signaling systems. One of the main components

ofthese signaling systems is auxin. This honnone has been extensively studied in

the last decades for its roles in the control of plant development. lt has been

shown to affect a large array of apparently unrelated processes, sometime in

contradictory fashions. For example, auxin promotes cell growth in the stem,

while inhibiting it in the root.

As genetic and molecular studies progress, the precise action mode of

aUXlll is starting to appear more and more clearly. The regulation of auxin

production and transport throughout the plant now appears as the principal

detenninant of auxin-controlled development. One of the most important
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advances in the field of auxin study was the invention of molecular markers of

auxin presence such as the DR5 promoter, allowing biologist to directly observe

sites of auxin perception in developing plants. Combined with the molecular

knowledge acquired on auxin transporters, it led to the design of complex

conceptual models of fluxes seeking to explain how auxin regulates organ

formation and growth at the cellular level, and how this regulation give rise to

complex macroscopic forms.

The complexity of these concepts IS often an obstacle for their full

comprehension. Fortunately, the abstractive power of mathematics and computer

sciences can be used to simplify these concepts, integrate them in true logical or

dynamical models, and study the specifie properties of these models, gaining

hindsight on the biological processes they represent.

Here, we will present a study of root development III Arabidvpsis

thaliana, and its interaction with auxin. We used a mix ofbiology to investigate

physiological processes and mathematical 1 in siliev modelling to rationalize our

findings, and finally conceive an integrated view of root branching and its auxin

regulation.
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In this first chapter, we will present the current understanding of root

structure and development, of their relationship with auxin, and how this

understanding came to be. Whenever possible, we will compare root and stem

development in order to draw the paraUels and differences between those two

systems, both controlled by auxin.

D Root Superstructure and Anatomy

I.A) Nature and roles of root systems

Wondering about the nature of the root system can appear as a rather

superficial question at first, as one simple way to define the root system would be

to consider that it is the sum of plant organs growing underground, while the

stem is the sum of organs growing in the open air. However, sorne plants present

aerial roots growing above the ground, or aerating roots growing upward and

emerging from the soil, while others support stems growing underground, such

as rhizomes.

The best way to define the root system then would be to resume it to its

two major functions. The first one is the absorption of water and inorganic

nutrients. The second major function of roots is to provide anchorage for the

plant, be it underground or over other hard surfaces (for example ivy aerial roots

clinging to walls). Roots can assume other functions in specifie cases, such as for

example the previously evoked aerating roots (a.k.a. pneumatophores) assuring

gas exchange in mangrove, haustorial roots of parasitic plants (such as mistletoe)

absorbing water and nutrient from another plant, or storage roots modified for

water and nutrient storage (for example in carrots and beets).
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In ail cases, the efficiency of the root system in his role is mainly

determined by a single factor: its architecture. As in the stem system, architecture

is the key to exploration of neighboring space and gathering of available

resources while in competition with other organisms.

LB) Root systelTIS as branching structures

As illustrated in Figure 2, root architecture appears outwardly as

extremely diverse. Moreover, while stems present repetitive nodes defined by the

presence of leaves and axillaries buds and called phytomers, roots appear devoid

of such repetiti ve patterns, seeming almost chaotic (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Comparison of stem and root architectures
A - Mint stem shows a highly regular and modular organisation white
growing in wilderness. White arrows mark the phytomers.
B - Arabidopsis root architecture is highly variable despite homogenous
growth conditions in vitro. Orange arrows mark root segment defined by the
successive lateral mots.

Lateral roots, the root system rough equivalent to the axillaries buds

present at the level of each phytomers in stems, appear dispersed without order

22



or regularity along the longitudinal root axis. One feature is however common

between the root and stem systems: they are both ramified, iterative structures.

The basic element of branching, whether lateral branch or lateral root, is repeated

throughout the architecture and this repetition defines successive branching

scales. Thus, the architecture of stem and root, however complex it may appear,

can be fuIly characterized using two types of infonnation: the topology and the

geometry of the basic elements of structure. Biologist and mathematicians alike

have exploited these properties of modularity and iteration to propose various

classifications and views of plant stems architectures (HaIlé and Oldeman 1970;

Prusinkiewicz and Remphrey 2000). While roots exhibit the same iterative

structure as stem, no equivalent classification was ever proposed for root

architecture. One possible reason for this is purely practical. Root systems are

not easily observed in the wildemess as they are hidden underground, away from

curious researchers. Persistent researchers may however took up the task to

uproot a plant to have a direct look to its roots, but such attempts often damage

the structure of the root system and can only give a general idea of the whole

functional structure. Another possibility is to use rhizotrons, clear-walled

chambers through which one can observe roots as they grow. However only the

roots growing along the clear interface will be visible, and the major part of the

root system wiIl remained hidden from view. For these reasons, the design of in

vitro systems allowing plant culture in clear medium and controlled conditions

was a major milestone for the understanding of root development regulation and

of the resulting architecture. The second major step in root developmental study

was the adoption of Arabidopsis thaliana as a model plant in 1964. Arabidopsis

is a small dicotyledonous angiosperm of the Brassica family. It can be easily

23



grown and propagated in controlled conditions in vitro, and has the invaluable

advantage of possessing an almost transparent and fairly simple root system

whose anatomy is constant and has been fully described (Figure 4). In addition,

Arabidopsis genome is the smallest angiosperm genome known (~157 Mb for

five chromosomes). Roots in general came into major scrutiny at the cellular and

molecular level in the 1980s (Schiefelbein and Benfey 1991), and molecular

analyses of root development gained major momentum since the publication of

the full genome of Arabidopsis on December 2000 (The Arabidopsis Genome

Initiative 2000). For ail these reasons, we choose to centre our work on the

model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. We will present here what is known of the

anatomy and development of the Arabidopsis root system and the current

understanding of its regu lation by the plant hormone auxin.

Figure 4. In vitro growth and observation of the Arabidopsis root system
The root of Arabidopsis thaliana is devoid of pigments, allowing direct observation
of the cellular superstructure and its evolution during root development.
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I.e) Afabidopsis foot anatomy

The anatomy of the Arabidopsis root was formally described in full

details in the 1990s (Dolan et al. 1993). From a general point of view, roots can

be considered as an ensemble of concentric cylinders organized around a

cylindrical core of vascular tissue. In Arabidopsis, each of those peripheral

cylinders corresponds to a single cell layer. From the outer layers to the most

central ones, the Arabidopsis root is radially organized as follow: epidennis,

cortex, endodermis, and pericycle. The xylem and phloem cell files are located

within the cylinder defined by the pericycle. Arabidopsis possess four altemating

poles of xylem and phloem. Each of those layers presents a constant number of

cells in Arabidopsis. his global organization is presented in Figure 5.

quiescent centre
+ surrounding

initiais
(C)

(A)

Figure 5. Anatomy of Arabidopsis root
(A) Cell layers constituting the main raot body, colour-coded. Each cell layer takes its origin at
the raot apex, inside the raot apical meristem.
(8) The raot cap is composed of the columella (central zone of the raot cap) and lateral raot cap
and pratects the apical meristem during raot growth.
(C) The raot apical meristem is formed by the quiescent centre (here in white) and the
surrounding founder cells of the raot tissues, called initiais.
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This organization is constant longitudinally along the root axis, from the

base of the root through the apex. Each tissue layer is however subject to

differentiation as the root ages, resulting in a gradient of differentiation with

young, undifferentiated tissues located at the apex (Figure 6).

c
.2
:;
3..
E
o
l5
'z.
IIC

Protoxylem poles
Protophloem poles

'îF~~~l~iPerlcyde

.....--;.~Maturexylem elements

)Roothalrs

Cortex

Epldermls

Mature endodermis
wlth C2ISparliln strlp

~~+-Immaturexylem elements

'!---'-+-Immature endodermls
t-iT---i-+- Mature pilrt

of sieve tube

,
J-?i--r.','t-Immature part of si.v. tube

: :. Protoderm
• Ground merlstem

-#-_'tt--Procambium
-r-+-+-Promeristem

--+---Rootcap

Figure 6. Gradient of differentiation along the
root axis
From outer layers to inner layers, the main
di fferentiation events are:
- apparition of root hair (epidermis)
- formation of the Casparian strip (endodermis)
- maturation of vascular elements (central cylinder)
Mature cell length is acquired through the
elongation zone, overlapping the first differentiation
events.
From "Biology of Plants", 7'11 Ed., W.H.Freeman
and Company.

Figure 7. Embryonic organization of the root
apical meristem

• Laierai rool cap

Endodermis

• RoOl cap inilial

CorrexlEndodcrmis initial

• Corle\

• Endodermis

• Quiescent centre

• VascuJar lnitials

• Pcricycle inilials

Columella

The root apex itself is a slightly more complex structure (Figure 7). It

comprises the apical meristem, which is defined as the quiescent centre

surrounded by the initiais. As its name implies, the cells fOlTI1ing the quiescent

centre hardly divide, while the surrounding initiais do so to adjoin new cells to

each of the cell layers we described previously. The apical meristem however

maintains its integrity and structure at ail time during root development. Due to

the specifie dynamics of cell division and growth in this zone, the root apex is
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conceptually divided into three domains which are, starting from the root tip

(Figure 8):

- the root cap, divided between the columella in its centre and the lateral

root cap along the apex. The root cap plays a dual role, protecting the apical

meristem and secreting mucilage to ease the movements of the root through soil,

and simultaneously being the site of perception for specifie environmental eues

such as gravity.

- the meristematic zone. lt is defined as the ensemble fonned by the

apical meristem and the mitotically active ceUs created by division of the initiaIs.

- the elongation zone, in which cells start to elongate and acquire their

mature length. Its start corresponds roughly to the end of the lateral root cap, and

its end is defined by the end of ceU elongation. The ceUs going through the

elongation zone also start to differentiate, and may continue to do so along the

differentiation zone until ail root tissues have acquired their mature phenotypes.

root cap

meristematic
zone

elongation zone

.....

Figure 8. Functional zonation of the root apex
The fronliers between each zone are purely conceptual, as the zones themselves are dynamics and
constantly moving along the root axis with each cell division occurring in the meristematic zone.

The mitotic activity of the root apical meristem is the source of ail the

root tissues. As we will now see, its functioning has been extensively described

and analyzed at the cellular and molecular levels during the past 20 years.
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ID Arabidopsis root system development

Like for the stem, root development depends on the activity of an apical

meristem, small mass of mitotically active undifferentiated cells. However, the

mechanisms of ramification in the root differ strongly from those goveming root

branching. While the shoot apical meristem produces the future lateral organs

and the stem tissues simultaneously, the formation oflateral organs in the root

system appears spatially and temporally disjointed from the functioning of the

root apical meristem. We will thus distinguish two developmental processes in

Arabidopsis: the development of the primary root of embryonic origin, and the

formation of lateral roots along the mature primary root.

II.A) Arabidopsis primary root development

The primary root is set up during embryogenesis. The contribution of

each embryonic cel! to the primary root final structure was historically analyzed

through clonaI analysis. This technique is based on the marking of a single cell

using a visible genetic marker that can be subsequently scored. This genetic

marker is inherited by aIl descendants of the original marked ceIl, and this group

of markcd cells constitutes a clone. The clone dimensions and localization

quantify the contribution of the progenitor cell to the mature organism. For the

root embryo analyses, clones were marked with the uid A gene (glucuronidase

gene) that catalyses the formation of a blue precipitate in cells expressing the

gene whcn incubated with the proper substrate. More precisely, studies of

embryonic root territories were done using genetic constructs based on mobile

genetic elements cal!ed transposons. The principle of these studies was to use a
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genetic construct in which the uid A was disrupted by a transposon, and wou Id

only activate when a rare transposition event occurs, removing the transposon

and restoring the gene. Such an event would only occurs in one or two cells at a

time during embryonic development, creating the sought after cell-specific

marking. Screening for plants in which the transposition event occurred allowed

isolating marked clones and analyzing their boundaries. This permitted the

construction of maps depicting the probable fate of each embryonic cell. It was

possible to demonstrate that the origin of the quiescent centre and the columella

root cap can be traced back to a single cell, the hypophysis (Scheres et al. 1994).

This cel! derives from the basal daughter cell of the first zygotic division, and is

the only contribution of the basal cel! to the embryo. The cells that will forrn the

primary root derive from the apical daughter cell of the zygote (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Embryonic origin of the Arabidopsis root
Top, From left to right:
tirst zygotic division; octant stage embryo; heart stage embryo; seedling with enlarged root meristem region.
Bonom:
Root apical meristem & Meristem specifie correspondence between embryonic cells and mature root meristem.
Adapted From "The Arabidopsis Book"
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The primary root apical meristem formed in the embryo will starts its

development at germination. The precise sequences of mitotic divisions assuring

the constitution of new tissues at the root apex have been weIl described

(Scheres, Benfey, and Dolan 2000; Benfey and Scheres 2000).

The epidermal/lateral root cap initiaIs give rise to the epidermis and the

outer portion of the root cap known as the lateral root cap. The central portion of

the root cap, the columeIla, has its own set of initiaIs. Cortex and endodermis are

generated by division of the cortex/endodermal initiaIs. FinaIly, the vascular

tissue and pericycle have their own sets of initiaIs. Division of initiaIs can be

either solely anticlinal (orthogonal to the axis of growth) resulting in a single file

of cells or first anticlinal then periclinal (parallel to the axis of growth) resulting

in two or more cell layers. The columella initiaIs generally divide only

anticlinally and their progeny undergo rapid cell expansIOn and then

differentiate, producing the starch-containing amyloplasts that play a role in

gravity sensing. The other three types of initiaIs generally undergo both anticlinal

and periclinal divisions, resulting in the distinct cell lineages. For example the

cortex/endodermal initiaIs divide first anticlinally to regenerate the initial cell

and a basal daughter cell. The basal daughter then undergoes a periclinal division

to form the first cells of the cortex and endodermal lineages. These cells will

undergo a small number of anticlinal divisions during which time they will

acquire their specifie fates.

The maintenance of a coherent meristem structure despite the active

divisions of initiaIs throughout the primary root development implies the

existence of identity conservation mechanisms. Laser ablation experiments were

used to determine whether these mechanisms depend on signaIs exchanged
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between the quiescent centre and the initiais (van den Berg et al. 1995; van den

Berg et al. 1997; van den Berg, Weisbeek, and Scheres 1998; Berger et al. 1998).

The principle of these studies is to specifically destroy one cell with a high-

energy laser pulse, inducing a reorganisation of the targeted tissue. Neighbors of

the destroyed cell will re-arrange to occupy the void forrned by the cell ablation.

Thus a neighbor cell will finally occupy the actual position of the destroyed cel!

(Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Laser ablation experiment in the root apical meristem
The quiescent centre was specifically targeted, and was replaced by
cells coming From division of the vascular initiais.

These studies revealed that the fate of meristematic cells depends on their

position within the meristem rather than on their origins. Ablation and

subsequent reallocation of meristematic cells along the radial axis and along the

apical-basal axis resulted in appropriate cell fate changes. This suggested that
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cell fates depend on both radial and apical-basal positional signaling,

continuously interpreted by the meristematic cells. The precise nature of the

signal promoting positional cell fate determination was investigated, and it was

shown that re-specification does not occur when the fluxes of auxin were altered

in the root apex, or when meristematic cells could not perceive auxin (Sabatini et

al. 1999).

The meristematic activities we described "build" the pnmary root by

adding new cells at its tip. These cells will then undergo longitudinal cellular

growth when passing through the elongation zone (see Figure 4 for an illustration

of the root elongation). As such, primary root growth is the combination of

cellular divisions in the meristematic zone and cellular elongation within the

elongation zone. ln this regard, primary root development appears conceptually

similar to shoot development. However, whereas the shoot apical meristem

directly create future lateral organs in the form of primordia, lateral root

primordia formation appears to be disconnected from the activity of the root

apical meristem.

II.B) Root branching in Arabidopsis

Root branching can be defined as the occurrence of lateral roots along a

longitudinal root axis. As evoked earlier, it is an iterative process, in the sense

that lateral roots may themselves support lateral roots. The classical terminology

is to name lateral root orders by reference to the primary root. As such, lateral

root forming on the primary root are named "secondary roots", lateral roots of

the secondary roots are named "tertiary roots", etc.
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In Arabidopsis, lateral roots of different orders aIl present the same

anatomy as the primary root. They possess an apical meristem responsible for

their growth, and the functioning of this meristem occurs in identical ways as for

the primary root apical meristem. This is another parallel between the shoot and

the root system. In the shoot, axillaries buds also reproduce the structure and

function of the shoot apical meristem during shoot branching. The difference

between root and shoot branching lies in the respective origins of these lateral

organs. As mentioned before, lateral roots can be considered at first glance as

created without specifie order or logic along the root axis. While in the stem

axillaries buds are neatly organized, always present and visible at the base of

each leaf, lateral roots appear dispersed and in a fashion unpredictable by simple

macroscopic observation of the root system.

This conclusion is however based on a misconception. It appeared

through fine scale anatomie observations that the lateral roots where not the

exact equivalents of the axillaries buds, but rather of the branches that can arise

from those buds. The true equivalents of the axillaries buds are lateral root

primordia. Those cellular structures arise from one of the inner root tissue layer,

the pericycle. The sequence of events leading from the first cell division to the

fully organized primordium as been weIl described and codified in Arabidopsis

(Casimiro et al. 2003; Benkovâ et al. 2003).

The first morphological event related to primordia initiation occurs in the

three pericycle cell files adjacent to one of the xylem poles (Figure Il). Two

adjacent cells from each pericyclic cell file will become founder cells for the

future lateral root primordia (for a total of 6 founder cells). One of the first
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perceivable events of initiation is the migration of founder cells nucleus toward

the transversal junction between founder cells of the same pericycle cell file.

Figure Il. Lateral root primordia initiation occurs in front of xylem poles
Right insert: transversal view of the root. EP - epidermis; C - cortex; E - endodermis; P - phloem
pole; X - xylem pole. Black arrows point to the developing primordium.
Bottom insert: front view of the 6 founder ce Ils. Stars mark the small cells born from the first
asymmetric division.
Adapted from Casimiro et al. 2003

Founder cells then undergo almost simultaneous polarized asymmetric

transverse divisions, creating two short cells flanked by two longer cells. The

daughter cells continue to divide symmetrically and asymmetrically, from the

centre upwards and downwards. The structures resulting from these divisions are

a constant (Malamy and Benfey 1997). The founder cells first give rise to a

primordium composed of inner and outer cell layers, defined as stage II. With

subsequent divisions, the primordium passes through stages III to VII, as defined

by the number of cell layers existing in each stage. This ultimately leads ta stage

VIII , at which time the primordium has acquired the same cellular structure as
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the root apical meristem (Figure 12). Stage VIll corresponds to the time of

emergence when the primordium undergoes a noticeable expansion and pierce

through the outer tissue layer of the root. Once emerged, the primordium act as

the apical meristem of the young lateral root, creating new cells in the same way

the primary root apical meristem does.

Figure 12. Lateral root primordia developmental sequence
The tirst panel shows the founder pericycle cells previous the first asymmetric division
(revealed by the blue coloration). The ladder-like structure on the left of the pericycle
corresponds to the xylem file. The successive developmental stages are named according
to the number of cell layer constituting the primordia. Arrows point to the cell walls.
Adapted from Benkova et al. 2003.

lt has been shown that the developmental sequence leading from the first

asymmetric division to emergence presents a number of important checkpoints

(Laskowski et al. 1995; Celenza, Grisafi, and Fink 1995; J G Dubrovsky et al.

2001; J G Dubrovsky et al. 2006). These checkpoints correspond to stages when

a specifie signal is needed to pursue development, this signal often being the

hormone aux in. lt is possible to distinguish three main checkpoints:

1- Initiation stricto sensu, as defined by the first asymmetric division.

2 - Emergence of the fu lly organized, mature primordium.

3 - Development and growth of the young emerged lateral root.

Each of these checkpoints is controlled by auxin. One important

consequence of these checkpoints is the fact that not ail primordia will emerge.
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This phenomenon can be directly compared to the regulation ofaxillaries buds

development in the shoot system. In shoots, not ail axillaries buds give rise to a

new branch and this developmental process is also regulated by auxin.

The fact that not ail primordia emerge implies that the observed

macroseopic architecture of the root system does not necessarily represent the

microscopic organization existing within the root, and that inherent regularities

in primordium initiation may be masked by randomness of emergence.

As evoked earlier, environment has its role in this potential randomness

(Drew 1975; Robinson 1994; Hodge 2006). Indeed, in soils or media with patchy

nutrient distributions, lateral roots appear to proliferate preferentially in nutrient

rich zones. It has been shown that regulation of root branching by environment

can occur at different levels (Zhang et al. 1999; Zhang and Forde 2000; Malamy

and Ryan 2001). For example high sucrose to nitrogen ratio in the environment

inhibits primordia initiation, while high levels of nitrate affect the lateral root

development after emergence, blocking the activation of the Iateral root

meristem. These effects of environment on root development were proven to be

essentially mediated by hormones such as abscisic acid or auxin. Auxin in

particular plays an important role in the global regulation of root development, as

we will see now.

!ID Auxin and root development

IItA) A brief history of auxin

From a historical point of view, understanding of plant development is

closely Iinked with the plant hormone auxin. At the beginning of the ISlh
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century, Dodart and Astruc took note of the vertical orientation of numerous

vegetal organs, and formulated the hypothesis that this orientation was linked

with gravity. Indeed, a root growing according to gravity and then rotated to be

perpendicular to it will quickly curve and reorient its apex in its former direction.

The same is true for shoot, albeit in the opposite direction. The causal

relationship between gravity and plant organ growth was demonstrated almost

one century later, in 1806, by Sir Thomas Andrew Knight. Growing seedlings at

the periphery of a horizontal rotating wheel, he showed that roots and shoot re-

oriented themselves according to the centrifugaI forces (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Knight experiment
The shoot and root tips of the seedling
growing on the periphery of the wheel
will re-orientate according to the sum
(R) of gravity (G) and centrifugaI (C)
forces.

In 1868, Dr. A. B. Franck showed in "Beitrage zur Pflanzenphysiologie"

that the re-orientation of roots in response to gravity was linked with a

differential elongation of the epidermis cell between the two sides of the root: the

epidermis cells within root tum appeared shorter than normal while cell on the

outside of root tum presented normal length. This differential elongation happens

within the elongation zone and induces a curvature reorienting the root apex.

Franck introduced the term geotropism to characterize this reorientation of the
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root toward the earth. This term was later replaced by the term gravitropism, as

roots re-orientate according to any gravity-field.

As many biological processes, gravitropism IS not an instantaneous

mechanism, and there is usually a delay between the change in gravity direction

and the reorientation of the plant organs. This delay varies from species to

species, and Arabidopsis root needs approximately four hours to be fully re-

oriented after a change of gravity field (or gravistimulation). ln "The power of

movement in plants" (C Darwin and G Darwin 1880), Charles Darwin and his

son repeated Theophil Cielsielski experiments (Ciesielski 1872) to determine the

site of gravity perception in maize and bean roots. Through root dissection

combined with gravistimulation, they showed that gravity is perceived in the root

cap, at the level of the columella, and also drawn conclusion on the gravitropic

and phototropic re-orientation of the shoot. They suggested that the apex

perceived environmental variation (such as changes in gravity or light) and

issued a molecular signal which diffused to the sub-apical zone, where it induced

the re-orientation (Figure 14).
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experiments
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The physical existence of this compound was demonstrated in 1915 by

Frits W. Went (as a reference, the notion of honnone was introduced in plant

science in 1909). Went used agar blocks to capture the diffusive factor from oat

coleoptiles tips, and showed that applying the blocks on other coleoptiles

induced differential elongation (Figure 15). He proceeded to name this

compound auxin, from the Greek word auxano (to grow).

Control

Control
(agar block
lacklng
chemical)
has no
effect

Excised tip place<!
on aga. block

Growth-promoling
chemical diffuses
into agar block

Aga' bloc!<
wllh chemlcal
atimulates growth

Figure 15. Went experiment
The diffusive chemical compound
mediating environment perception
was shown to induce elongation in
oat coleopti le.

This chemical compound was isolated in 1934 from human urine by Fritz

Kagel and Arie Jan Haagen-Smit, who characterized auxin as indol-3-acetic acid

(lAA). Incidentally, 1AA was independently characterized in 1935 from culture

medium of the fungus Rhizopu by Kenneth V.Thimann. IAA was not isolated

from higher plants until 1946. During the 1930s, Arie Jan Haagen-Smit and Frits

W. Went proceeded to synthesize compounds chemically similar to IAA and able

to mimic its effect on plants (Figure 16). Others natural auxins such as 3-indol-5-

butyric acid (AIS) were described during the last decades (Ludwig-Müller 2000).
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Figure 16. Chemical structure of natural auxin
and two of its analogues
80th I-naphtalene acetic acid (l-N AA) and 2,4
dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) are synthetic
auxins able to mimic the effect of indol-3-acetic
acid (LAA - natural aux in) in vivo.
The military defoliant Agent Orange used during
Vietnam War is a high concentration mixture of
2,4-D and 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid
(2,4,5-T), another synthetic auxin,

Oiscovered thanks to its simple capacity to induce differential tissue

growth, auxm (and its synthetics analogues) in fact regulates highly complex

physiological responses in plants. Auxin can promote both generic mechanisms

such as cell division and differentiation throughout the whole plant, and at the

same time induce strong tissue-specifie responses. For example, auxin promotes

cell elongation in shoot, and inhibits it in roots, due to a higher sensitivity of root

tissues to auxin (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Dose dependent auxin
response of different plant tissues
Ali plant tissues exhibit similar dose
dependent auxin-responses, At low
concentration ranges, increasing auxin
concentration causes an increase in
growth relative to contrais, whereas, after
an optimum is reached, any further
increase auxin concentration then causes
decreasing growth. Due to higher
sensitivity of raot tissues as compared to
shoot tissues, physiological auxin doses
appear to promote cell elongation in stem
while inhibiting it in raots.
From K, Thimann, Plant Growth
Hormones. In: The Hormones, Vol. 1. 24



More generally, auxm appears necessary to regulate a wide range of

developmental processes such as:

lateral root development (Reed, Brady, and G K Muday 1998;

Casimiro et al. 2001; Bhalerao et al. 2002)

vascular patteming (Mattsson, Sung, and Berleth 1999),

phyllotaxis (D Reinhardt, T Mandel, and C Kuhlemeier 2000;

Stieger, Didier Reinhardt, and Cris Kuhlemeier 2002; Didier

Reinhardt et al. 2003)

embryonic axis development (Jirf Friml et al. 2003) and tropisms

(Jiri Friml et al. 2002)

The combination of auxin concentration and tissue sensitivity deterrnine

what type of response is induced (Cholodny 1927; Thimann 1948; Thimann

1977; Weyers et al. 1995; Davies 1995). Intracellular auxin concentration itself

depends on a dynamic equilibrium between four processes: biosynthesis,

conjugation, degradation and transport.

The most abundant natural auxin is LAA, and though its base structure is

derived from tryptophan, it can also be synthesized from indolic tryptophan

precursor in tryptophan-independent pathways (Bartel 1997; Woodward and

Bartel 2005). Arabidopsis seedlings can synthesize LAA in leaves, cotyledons

and roots. Young leaves appear to have the highest biosynthetic capacity (Ljung,

Bhalerao, and Goran K Sandberg 2001; Ljung et al. 2005).

Plants can store IAA within their cells in the forrn of IAA conjugates and

indole-3-butyric acid (IBA), which can provide free IAA upon hydrolysis or p

oxidation, respectively. IAA can also be ester-linked to sugars or amide-linked to

amino acids and peptides. These conjugates have been proposed to play a role in
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storage, transport and compartmentalization of IAA, as weIl as permitting excess

IAA detoxification, or acting as protection against peroxidative degradation of

IAA. Certain IAA conjugates appear to be active in auxin bioassays, and several

plants store IAA conjugates in seeds to provide IAA to developing seedlings by

hydrolysis of the conjugate during germination.

Contrary to the described storage conjugation pathways which

temporarily "remove" IAA from the cell cytoplasm, sorne conjugation systems

are akin to catabolic pathways and can definitively inactivate IAA. For example,

Arabidopsis perrnanently inactivates IAA by ring oxidation to oxIAA, which is

then conjugated to hexose. In addition, IAA can be conjugated to amino-acid

such as Asparagine, Glutamate and Glutamine and/or to Glucose, forming

conjugates that Arabidopsis seedIings do not appreciably hydrolyze. The balance

between catabolic and storage conjugation pathways is determined by the level

of lAA present in the cells. For example, catabolic conjugation is up-regulated

and storage conjugation down-regulated in response to elevated lAA levels.

Auxin transport is complex and highly regulated, involving purely

physical mechanisms such as diffusion or vascular convection, as weIl as active

protein transporters. The regulation of plant development by IAA strongly

depends on the different IAA fluxes going through the plant tissues (Figure 18).

As mentioned earlier, IAA is mainly produced in the shoot, at the level of young

leaves and developing primordia (Ljung, Bhalerao, and G6ran K Sandberg

2001), and is transported toward the shoot apical meristem, where it regulates

phyllotaxis. lt is then transported basipetally through the vascular tissues of the

shoot (Lomax, Gloria K Muday, and Rubery 1995) and act as the mediator of

apical dominance by indirectly inhibiting axillaries buds growth (Skoog and
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Thimann 1934). Within roots, IAA is transported acropetally in the central

cylinder (Scott and Wilkins 1969), controlling lateral root primordia

development and emergence (Celenza, Grisafi, and Fink 1995). Arriving at the

root apex, IAA is redirected through the outer cellular layers and transported

basipetally in the epidermis (Davies and Mitchell 1972; Tsurumi and Ohwaki

1978). This basipetal transport controis cell e1ongation in the elongation zone

and has been shown to control lateral root primordia initiation (Celenza, Grisafi,

and Fink 1995). The full extend of the basipetal transport in the epidelmis is still

unknown.

Figure 18. Global auxin fluxes in the plant
Top insert: auxin fluxes in the shoot apical meristem determine primordia
positioning before leaving the epidermis through the vascular tissues.
Bottom insert: auxin fluxes in the raot apex are directed through the meristem, pass
in the raot cap and flow back into the epidermis toward the elongation zone.
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IlLe) Molecular basis of auxin active transport

The long distance aux in transport between leaves, shoots and roots is

mainly vascular, depending on auxin being loaded into the phloem. Where there

is no mature vasculature (embryo, shoot apical meristem, young lateral buds,

lateral root primordia and root apical meristem), auxin cellular transport depends

mainly on specifie proteins that will actively create coordinated fluxes through

the tissues. The term "polar transport" is used to describe these fluxes, and a

conceptual model was proposed in 1974 (Rubery and Sheldrakke 1974) to

explain the mechanisms driving this transport. Thanks to molecular and genetics

analysis on Arabidopsis, this model has since then been greatly refined (Figure

19).

IAAH~IAA +W

Figure 19. Cellular model for polar,
cell-to-cell auxin transport
According to the chemiosmotic
hypothesis, a pH gradient across the
plasma membrane leads to the
accumulation of IAA in the cell. A
higher pH inside the cell causes
protonated auxin molecules (IAAH) to
dissociate, making them unable to pass
passively back through the cell
membrane. Auxin efflux carrier (PINs,
sorne MOR/PGPs) are needed to
transport auxin out of the cell. In
addition, auxin influx carriers (AUXI
here, LAX 1/2/3 not shown) Can import
auxin anions (IAX) directly From the
cell wall into the cytoplasm.
Polar localisation of the carriers directs
coordinated auxin fluxes through the
plant tissues. The carriers themselves are
subject to constant endocytic cycling.
Auxin has been shown to inhibit the
endocytosis of PI Ns, increasing their
levels at the cell surface.
From Vieten et al. 2007
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The chemiosmotic hypothesis at the base of this model states that as a

weak acid, IAA can be either ionic (IAk) or protonated (IAAH) depending on

the pH, and that only the protonated forrn IAAH can diffuse freely through the

plasmic membrane. Once inside the ceIl , IAAH is dissociated into IAA-, and is

trapped inside the cytoplasm. Auxin entry can also be promoted by an influx

carrier, and its exit from the cell will only be possible thanks to active efflux

carriers. The polar transport model was notably refined by the analysis of

Arabidopsis mutants resistant to auxin: applying exogenous auxin on such

mutants does not induce specifie auxin response such as stem cells elongation or

strong lateral roots initiation. Those mutants were often found to be defective in

proteins mediating auxin transport. Among the earliest genes c10ned that were

defective in auxin-resistant mutants was AUXl, which encodes a transmembrane

protein similar to amino acid permeases (Bennett et al. 1996). AUXI mediates

the influx of IAA into cells (Marchant et al. 2002). AUXI can be localized

asymmetrically in the plasma membrane of certain cell files, facilitating

directional auxin transport (Swarup et al. 2001; Swarup et al. 2004). Since the

discovery of AUXl, three homologous genes coding for putative auxin influx

carriers were identified in Arabidopsis , and named LAJ{] to 3 (~ike AUXI

genes). It was recently shown that LAX3 plays an important role in lateral root

emergence (Swarup et al. 2008, Nature Cell Biology.ln press).

The pin-formed (pinl) Arabidopsis mutant is another auxin transport

mutant, characterized by shoot meristem defects causing inflorescences to

terminate in pin-shaped points generally lacking lateral organs (Okada et al.

1991). PIN1 was identi fied as a member of a multigene family inc1uding the

genes later named PIN2 to PlN7. The PINs genes expression appears to be
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extremely tissue-specific in wild-type plants, but observation of PIN-knocked

out mutants revealed that the expression of the other members of the PIN family

can change to compensate for the loss of activity from the knocked-out gene

(Vieten et al. 2005). PINs have been found to encode transmembrane auxin

efflux facilitator proteins with homology to bacterial efflux carriers (Chen et al.

1998; Œilweiler et al. 1998; Luschnig et al. 1998; Müller et al. 1998; Utsuno et

al. 1998). PINs appear more often asymmetrically localized in the cell than

AUXI, and their polar localization is highly dynamic. For example, PIN3 is

expressed in columelIa cells and does not usualIy present a polarized membrane

localization. However upon gravistimulation, PIN3 quickly moves from all sides

of columella cells specifically to the lateral side newly oriented toward gravity

(Jin Friml et al. 2002). This directs the majority of auxin fluxes toward the lower

side of the root (OttenschHiger et al. 2003). The large amount of auxin flowing

through the lateral root cap and epidermis then inhibits cell elongation more

strongly on this side of the root, which induces a bend re-orienting the root apex

paralle1 to the gravity vector. This mechanism of flux redirection is the one

responsible for the differential elongation observed by Cielsielski & Darwin

during the gravitropic response. More generally, PINs have been found to rapidly

cycle between the plasma membrane and unidentified endosomal compartments.

PINs membrane localization responds to cues from the PINOID serine-threonine

kinase. Overexpressing or disrupting PINOID alters the polar localization of

PINs proteins in the cell (Jin Friml et al. 2004). PINs recycling appears to be

actin-dependent (Geldner et al. 2001), and links between actin, polar auxin

transport and gravitropism have been reported in several plants. Auxin has been
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shown to inhibit the recycling of PINs, reinforcing the polar localization of PINs

existing in cells (Paciorek et al. 2005).

AUX l/LAX and PINs expression and localization have been extensively

studied in Arabidopsis using gene reporter strategies, antibodies, protein-fusion

techniques and confocal microscopy (Jiri Friml et al. 2002; Benkova et al. 2003;

Blilou et al. 2005; Tanaka et al. 2006; Wisniewska et al. 2006). This allowed the

compilation of "transporter maps" describing the expression patterns and

positioning of auxin carriers during Arabidopsis development. Those maps are

available for almost ail Arabidopsis root tissues and for lateral root primordia as

illustrated by Figure 20 and Figure 21.

Figure 20. Auxin transporters present in the root apex of Arabidopsis
Auxin ef'flux carriers were genetically fused with the green fluorescent protein GFP and their
localization was determined in confocal microscopy. AUX 1 was localized in confocal microscopy
through immunolabelling. White arrows indicate the global direction of auxin flows mediated by the
corresponding carrier.
AUX 1 is expressed specifically in the protophloem, lateral root cap, epidermis and apical meristem,
with a strong polar localization within the protophloem (on the basal membrane).
PIN 1 is expressed in the stele tissues, directed toward the root apical meristem.
PlN4 present a complementary expression to PI NI, being expressed at the lower end of the stele and
at the level of the initiais and quiescent centre. PIN4 in the stele is directed toward the meristem, but
does not exhibit specifie polarity in the meristem.
PIN3 is expressed in the columella, and does not exhibit a specifie polarity outside of
gravistimulation.
PlN2 is expressed in the lateral root cap, epidermis and cortex. Polar localization of PIN2 is
extremely tissue specifie, with basal localization in the lateral root cap and epidermis, and dual
localization in the cortex: apical from the initiais to the elongation zone, then basallocalization From
the start of the elongation zone and upward (Abas et al. 2006)

Adapted From Swarup et al. 2001, Tanaka et al. 2006
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Figure 21. Auxin transporters present in lateral root primordia of Arabidopsis
(A) Localization of AUXI expression (revealed by GUS marker in blue) during the
development of lateral root primordia.
(8) Localization of PIN 1 expression during lateral root primordia development.
(C) to (E) Localization of PIN2/3/4 proteins in emerging lateral root primordia.
Adapted from Marchant et al. 2002, Benkova et al. 2003.

We will adopt the following convention to describe the sub-cellular

localization of auxin carriers: basal localization will design polarization toward

the collet, and apical Iocalization will design polarization toward the apex of the

considered plant organ (shoot or root apex).

Lateral root primordia strongly express AUXI as early as developmental

stage I. They also express the same PINs as the root apex, and the localization of

those PINs also mimics the localization of PINs in the root apex, suggesting the

existence of common developmental processes for the embryonic root and the

laterals root primordia.

Synthesizing the information available on the localization of auxm

carrier, it is possible to describe how auxin will flows within the plant and directs

its development at the cellular level (Figure 22).
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Figure 22. Coordinated auxin
nows direct plant development
(a) Developing embryo exhibit
strong PIN patterns shaping the
future seedling.
(b) Auxin tlows within the mature
root apex maintain the meristem
identity and mediate tropic response
such as gravitropism.
Cc) PIN-directed auxin flows control
lateral root initiation, development
and emergence.
The polarity of PIN proteins and
presumptive directions of auxin
flow are indicated by arrows. The
place of perceivable auxin
accumulation IS highlighted In

green. Lrc, lateral root cap; e,
epidermis; c, cortex; en,
endodermis; v, vascular bundle.
From Tanaka et al. 2006
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III.D) Molecular basis of auxin signaling

Genetic and molecular components of the cellular auxlO response have

been vastly studied, and a large number of genes and proteins related to auxlO

signaling have been characterized in the past decades (Ulmasov et al. 1997;

Guilfoyle, Ulmasov, and Hagen 1998; Guilfoyle et al. 1998; Okushima et al.

2007; Tan et al. 2007).

One of the principal effects of auxin perception in cells is a rapid increase

10 gene transcription. This transcriptional response is regulated by genes from

two multigenic families: ARFs (Auxin Response Factors) and Aux/LAA

(Auxinlindole-acetic acid) genes. ARFs are transcription factors, able to bind to
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specifie promoter sequences named AuxRE (Aux in Response Element), inducing

the expression of genes sensitive to auxin. Aux/IAA are transcriptional

repressors of those same auxin sensitive genes. However, Aux/IAA do not

possess DNA-binding domains, and they regulate transcription by inhibiting the

action of ARFs. This inhibition is mediated by direct protein/protein interaction

and creation of ARF/Aux/IAA complexes. Aux/IAA have short half-lives, and

their tum-over has been estimated to be around 10 minutes. Auxin has been

shown to reduce this even further, inducing degradation of existing Aux/LAA

proteins, and allowing ARFs to induce gene activation.

The precise mechanism of auxin signaling has been partially e1ucidated in

2005, with the identification of the auxin intracellular receptor as being the F-box

protein TIR1 (transport inhibitor response 1). TIRI is a component of a cellular

proteic complex known as SCFTIRI. Upon auxin binding, TIR1 can recruit

Aux/lAA proteins and poly-ubiquitine them. This poly-ubiquitination targets the

Aux/IAA to the proteasome for proteolytic destruction, and the ARFs are then

free to induce gene expression by binding with AuxRE (Figure 23).

a

b

Lawauxln AuVIAA
r'l!pre~sars

Auxin-responSè
gl!f1e repressiol1

Au"X/IAA
desl(uction

Auxin ·respol15e
gene Jctlvation
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Figure 23. Auxin signaling
pathway
ARFs activators bind to auxin
response eJements in promoters of
auxin-response genes.
(a) When auxin concentrations are
low, Aux/lAA repressors
associates with the ARF activators
and repress gene expression.
(b) When aux in concentration
increase, auxin binds to the TIRI
receptor in the SCFT1R1 complex,
leading to recruitment of Aux/IAA
in the SCFT1R1 complex. Once
recruited, Aux/IAA are targeted
for proteasomic destruction
through poly-ubiquitination. The
subsequently liberateu ARFs then
activate gene transcription.
From Guilfoyle 2007.



ARFs induce the expression of a wide array of genes, including various

cell-cycle regulation genes, cell-wall remodeling enzymes, and even Aux/LAA

genes. The expression of Aux/IAA genes following the degradation of Aux/LAA

proteins creates a feedback loop which dampens the auxin signal.

Of important note, the fact that AuxRE respond specifically to aUXln

signaling was used to design a critical tool for the study of auxin fluxes

(Ulmasov et al. 1997). The artificial promoter DR5 was constructed based on

tandem repetitions of the AuxRE motif, and is now widely used as a marker of

auxin perception (Figure 24).

c

Figure 24. Auxin accumulation revealed by the ORS artilicial promoter in Arahidopsis
OR5 can be used to detect auxin accumulation and sensitivity through expression of direct markers
such as the green fluorescent protein, or indirect one such as the glucorunidase enzyme (GUS)
which is revealed through an enzymatic reaction generating a blue coloration.
Auxin accumu\ates at the apex of the future cotyledons and the future primary root of the embryo
(A - white arrows). Accumulation also occurs at the level of developing leaves primordia in the
shoot apical meristem (B - white arrows). The main accumulation site in root is located at the level
of the root apical meristem and columella (C). Ouring lateral root primordia development, auxin
accumulate at the location of the future lateral root apical meristem (0 - OL, outer layer of ce Ils;
1L, inner layer of cells; 0, r, Il, III, 1V, V, e, developmental stages of the lateral root primordia).
Adapted from Benkova et al. 2003.
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The pathways of auxin signaling are now weil understood at the cellular

level. We know how aux in may enter or leave cells, what its receptor is, the

genetic consequences of their binding, and the precise metabolism and

catabolism of auxin molecules in cells (Delker, Raschke, and Marcel Quint 2008)

(Figure 25). We still lack biological data about potential extracellular or

intracellular auxin "sensors" such as ABP 1 (aux in binding protein 1) and about

the regulation of auxin carrier trafficking by auxin itself.

Figure 25. Synthetic overview of cellular active auxin transport and signaling
Auxin may enter cells through AUXI/LAX activities, and leave cells through PIN/PGP activities. There is a
constant turnover of PINs protein at the membrane, which may be regulated by auxin perception. This
perception is mediated by the proteic complex SCFT1R'

, which upon binding aux in will polyubiquitinate
AUXIIAA proteins. AUXllAA will then be destroyed by the proteasome (identified here by its 26S subunit
tag), and ARF transcription factors, freed from the AUX/IAA inhibition, will bind to promoter presenting
auxin response element (Aux RE) sequences. This will in turn induce the expression of downstream genes
and the global auxin response.
From Delker et al. 2008
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ln the same way, macroscopical knowledge of auxin flows,

accumulations and effects has been increasingly refined in the last few years.

Once only considered to be related to plant growth, auxin now appears as a

critical factor at ail stages of plant development and growth (Figure 26). The

range of its perceived effects and of the processes it appears to regulate is so

large that auxin can be considered as a holy grail for plant developmental

biology, coordinating and controlling (almost) everything during plant

development (Jones 1998; Swarup, Marchant, and Bennett 2000; Swarup and

Bennett 2003; Jir! Friml et al. 2003; Blilou et al. 2005; Ottoline Leyser 2005;

Ottotine Leyser 2006; Scheres and Xu 2006; KJ'amer and Bennett 2006;

Guilfoyle 2007).
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Figure 26. Roles of auxin in plant
development
Auxin controls a wide range of
developmental processes such as:
1. Phyllotaxis
2. Leaves primordia development
3. Vasculature patlerning in stem
4. Vasculature patlerning in leaves
5. Stem tropisms
6. Apical dominance and axillaries
buds development
7. Lateral root emergence &
development
8. Lateral root primordia
development
9. Lateral root primordia initiation
10. Root tropisms
Il. Maintenance of root apical
meristem identity
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- THESIS PROJECT -
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This PhD project was born from a collaboration between the INRlA

Project Virtual Plants and the Rhizogenesis IRD/University Montpellier 11

laboratory, en listing both biologists and computers scientists. Benefiting from the

experience of a previous thesis based on study and modelling of the shoot apical

meristem (de Reuille et al. 2005; de Reuille et al. 2006), our main objective was

to understand and model how auxin may control secondary root morphogenesis

at the macroscopic and cellular scale.

We aimed to elucidate the regulation of ramification processes by auxin

fluxes along the primary root of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, and to

investigate the parallel and differences between shoot and root branching. We

were particularly interested to test whether or not the inhibitory field theory used

to describe shoot phyllotaxis and branching could be applied to root development

(Hofmeiester 1868; M Snow and R Snow 1962) (Figure 27).

A B

Figure 27. Inhibitory field and phyllotaxis
A - Schematic side view of a leaf primordium (P). The inhibitory field theory states that primordia
inhibit the formation of nearby primordia within a certain radius (yellow) by emission of an
"inhibitory signal" (red), This signal can correspond physically to the depletion of a local resource
by the developing primordia, New primordia will not appear while this local resource does not
become available again.
8 - Schematic top view of a shoot apical meristem. Primordia (dark blue) appear in sequence (from
oldest 6 to youngest 1) at the margin of the central competence zone (light blue) and progressively
drift away from the centre (black) by cellular divisions, The conjugation of inhibition radius of the
drifting primordia (yellow) defines a place on the border of the competence zone where inhibition is
minimal (orange dot). This is where the next primordia (nO 0) will appear. The ratio of primordia
inhibition radius and competence zone radius will determine the type of phyllotactic pattern
emerging From these interactions.
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Main steps of this project were:

i) To integrate available knowledge on lateral root positioning and

development to pin-point black-boxes for which biological

knowledge was absent or deficient

ii) To analyze homogeneous Arabidopsis thaliana seedling grown in

controlled conditions in vitro and search for developmental

regularities or specifie developmental patterns, in order to exhibit

sorne intrinsic regulation of root development

iii) To design structure-function models of developing roots and test

hypothesis concerning the control of root ramification, at macroscopic

and microscopie scales

iv) To investigate the black-boxes through biologieal experimentation

and use perturbations of root morphogenesis to validate model

predictions

The first black-box we encountered concerned the positioning of

primordia along the pnmary root aXIS. While auxm has been identified as

responsible for lateral root primordia initiation, and while auxin fluxes in the root

were globally well understood, no mechanism was ever proposed to explain how

auxin fluxes positioned lateral roots along the longitudinal root axis.

We studied this positioning mechanism on the basis that lateral root

initiation appeared correlated to root waving, another phenomenon controlled by

auxin. The results are presented in Chapter II of the present manuscript. We were

able to demonstrate a formaI link between the auxin fluxes controlling

gravitropism and those inducing initiation. We proposed a predictive mechanistic

model for the regulation ofprimordia initiation.
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We were then interested in the regulation of root branching at the level of

the whole primary root, taking into account initiation, development and

emergence of lateral roots, as all these processes were known to be regulated by

auxin fluxes (Figure 28). The results of this study are presented in Chapter III.

We were able to show that root branching is regulated by mechanisms akin to

inhibitory fields, and we designed a predictive mechanistic model of root

branching.

o

\ OH _~__a_

Figure 28. Auxin fluxes and root branching
Auxin has been shown to regulate lateral root development (a), lateral root emergence (b), lateral
root primordia development (c), and lateral root primordia positioning (d).
We investigated here the mechanisms of primordia positioning along the root axis, and the
interactions between primordia initiation and development, on the basis of aux in fluxes (red arrow).

In parallel to those two previous studies, we designed a macroscopic

mode1 of root deve10pment and auxin fluxes based on L-system as a tool to feed

biological reflection. As a complementary approach, and to investigate the

precise cellular events of lateral root primordia initiation, we also built an in

silico representation of the root tissue at the cellular scale. We proceeded to

analyze the auxin fluxes occurnng within this virtual root, and the results we

obtained are presented in Chapter IV. The main results we obtained will be put

into perspective and discussed in Chapter V.
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- PART 11-

Auxin fluxes in the root apex

co-regulate gravitropism and

lateral root initiation.
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1) Introduction

As discussed earlier, lateral root fonnation has been weIl described in

Arabidopsis thaliana (Casimiro et al. 2003; De Smet et al. 2006). Lateral root

initiation has been shown to occur within the pericyc1e, in front of the xylem

poles and in a zone close to the root apex (J G Dubrovsky et al. 2000; J G

Dubrovsky et al. 2006). The precise longitudinal site of primordia initiation is

still unknown, but it can be roughly located between the start of the elongation

zone and the differentiation zone. 1t has also been shown that initiation only

occurs sequentially in this zone, and that no new primordia can occur between

existing primordia.

Here, we were interested in the mechanisms controlling primordia

initiation. lt was known that lateral root initiation is regulated by auxin, and

correlation existed between primordia positioning and root bending, another

phenomenon controlled by auxin fluxes (Fortin, Pierce, and Poff 1989; De Smet

et al. 2007). Using gravistimulation as a tool to induce root bending, we studied

the relationship between the fluxes controlling primordia initiation and root

bending.

ID ResuUs summary

We demonstrated that a gravistimulus quickly leads to lateral root

initiation at the site of reorientation of root growth. Using gravistimulation to

perturb the pattern of lateral root initiation, we were able to show that lateral root
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initiation follows a plastic endogenous rhythm. This initiation rhythm appeared

to be biologically constrained, with both a minimum and a maximum time

between two successive lateral root initiations. We used our data to generate a

mathematical model that could predict the effects of gravistimulations on lateral

root initiation density. Moreover, we observed that the auxin flux responsible for

lateral root initiation follows the same tissular pathway as the auxin responsible

for gravitropism thus explaining the co-regulation of these two processes.

Finally, a simple mathematical model suggested that the co-regulation of root

bending and branching may optimize soil exploration by the root system.

The results we obtained were published in the Journal of Experimental

Botany in January 2008, within a special issue on Transport of Plant Growth

Regulators.
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ABSTRACT

Root architecture plays an important role in water and nutrient acquisition and in

the ability of the plant to adapt to the soil. Lateral root development is the main

determinant of the shape of the root system and is controlled by extemal factors

such as nutrient concentration. Here we show that lateml root initiation and root

gravitropism, two processes that are regulated by auxin, are co-regulated in

Arabidopsis. We generated a mathematical model that can predict the effects of

gravistimulations on lateral root initiation density and suggests that lateral root

initiation is controlled by an inhibitory fields mechanism. Moreover, gene

transactivation experiments suggest a mechanism involving a single auxin

transport route for both responses. Finally, co-regulation may offer a selective

advantage by optimizing soil exploration as supported by a simple quantitative

analysis.

Keywords: AUXI, auxin transport, AXR3, GAL4, pericyc1e, root meristem.
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INTRODUCTION

Exploration and exploitation of soil resources by plants depend on the

development of the root system. Lateral root formation, which occurs throughout

the life of the plant, is a main determinant of the shape of the root system and of

its ability to adapt to a heterogeneous and changing environment (Malamy, 2005;

Hodge, 2006).

The events leading to lateral root formation have been well described in

Arabidopsis thaliana (Casimiro et a!., 2003; De Smet et al., 2006). Lateral root

development starts with asymmetric cell divisions in two adjacent pericycle cells,

a process referred to as lateral root initiation (Malamy and Benfey, 1997;

Dubrovsky et a!., 2000; De Smet et al., 2006). Only pericycle cells that are in

contact with the xylem poles are competent for lateral root initiation (Dubrovsky

et al., 2001). Lateral root formation takes place according to an acropetal

gradient with lateral root initiation occurring in the differentiation zone of the

root close to the root apex (Dubrovsky et al., 2000, 2006; De Smet et a!., 2006).

Subsequently, initiation can no longer occur between existing primordia

(Dubrovsky et a!., 2006). In addition, lateral root initiation has a strong tendency

toward altemation between the two xylem poles (Dubrovsky et al., 2006). After

initiation, the lateral root primordium goes through a series of well-characterised

cell divisions that give rise to a root meristem (Malamy and Benfey, 1997;

Casimiro et a!., 2003). The lateral root primordium then emerges from the parent

root mostly by cell elongation (Malamy and Benfey, 1997).

Little is known about the mechanisms that control root branching. However, it

is known that lateral root initiation, the establishment of the meristem, and lateral
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root emergence are regulated independently. The plant hormone auxin plays a

central role in lateral root development. It is the key signal that controls lateral

root initiation (Casimiro et al., 2003; De Smet et al., 2006). Auxin is also

involved in the growth and organisation of lateral root primordia (Benkova et al.,

2003; Casimiro et al., 2003) and in the emergence of lateral roots from the parent

root (Laskowski et al., 2006).

This work is part of a project combining mathematical and in silico modelling

with experimental biology to better understand the mechanisms of root branching

in Arabidopsis. Since lateral root initiation in Arabidopsis only occurs close to

the root tip and since auxin is the key signal that controls this process, we

decided to focus our efforts on auxin fluxes in the root apex. Auxin fluxes have

aIready been studied in the apical root meristem (Blilou et al., 2005) but little is

known about the fluxes that are responsible for lateral root initiation.

Interestingly, data suggests a link between root waving, which depends on

gravitropism/thigmotropism, and lateral root initiation (De Smet et al., 2007;

Fortin et al., 1989). Reorientation of primary root growth according to the

gravity vector (gravitropism) depends on auxin fluxes in the root apical

meristem, which have already been weIl described (OttenschHiger et al., 2003;

Swarup et al., 2005).

Here we show that a gravistimulus quickly leads to lateral root initiation at the

site of reorientation of root growth. We used gravistimulation to analyze the

pattern of lateral root initiation. Our results indicate that lateral root initiation is

rather plastic and that it is not strictly controlled by an internai rhythm.

However, the existence of a minimum and a maximum time betwecn two

successive lateral root initiations demonstrate that there is a form of endogenous
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control. We used our data to generate a mathematical model that can predict the

effects of gravistimulations on lateral root initiation density. Moreover, we

observed that the auxin flux responsible for lateral root initiation goes through

the same route as the auxin responsible for gravitropism thus explaining the co

regulation of thcse two processes. FinalIy, mathematical modelling suggests that

the co-regulation of root bending and branching optimize soil exploration by the

root system.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Plant Material and Growth

Wild type (Col-O) seeds were obtained from the NASe. ProCYCB/:GUS (Col-O

background) seeds were provided by Dr P. Doemer (University of Edinburgh,

UK). J0951, MOOI3, UAS-axr3 lines in wild-type (Col-O) background and

J0951, M0013, UAS-AUXI lines in auxI-22 mutant background were kindly

provided by Dr. R. Swarup (University of Nottingham, UK). Plants were grown

on vertical plates as previously described (Laplaze et al., 2005). Plates were then

subjected to 90° gravistimulations. For additional details on the periodical

gravistimulation, see Figure SI. AlI gravistimulation and transactivation

experiments were repeated twice independently.

Root lengths were measured from scans of the roots with the UTHSCSA

ImageTool open-source software, available at

http://ddsdx.uthscsa.cdu/dig/itdesc.html. Lateral root development stages were
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scored using an optical microscope according to Malamy and Benfey (1997).

Data were analyzed using the Excel statistical package.

Microscopy

Seedlings were collected and incubated in a solution containing 50 mM sodium

phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 0.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6 and ~Fe(CN)6, 0.05% (v/v)

Triton X-IOO, 0.05% (v/v) DMF, 0.02% (v/v) EDTA, and 1 mM 5-bromo-4

chloro-3-indolyl-~-glucuronic acid and incubated at 37°C for several hours.

Seedlings were then cleared in 70% (v/v) ethanol for 24 hours, before being

immersed for 2 hours in 10% (v/v) glycerol 50% (v/v) ethanol; 2h in 30% (v/v)

glycerol 30% (v/v) ethanol; 2h in 50% (v/v) glycerol. Seedlings were mounted in

50% (v/v) glycerol and visualized using a DMRB microscope (Leica).

Design ofa mechanistic model oflateral root initiation

The mechanistic model of lateral root initiation we introduced (Fig. 3A) was

formalized and transcribed in the python programming language as a logical

algorithm (Fig S4). Parameter Tl (spontaneous initiation threshold) was

estimated directly from the observed data as the mean time between two

successive initiations in the control. The two other parameters T2 (induced

initiation threshold) and G (cost of gravistimulation) were inferred from

observed data, using Python-scripts to explore the parameters-space. Over 1800

parameter combinations of T2 and G were tested. The parameter combination

corresponding to the best fit of lateral root initiation densities to the observed
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values was selected for subsequent model prediction. The Python stand-alone

module is available from the authors.

Lateral dissymmetry ofsail exploitation along the primary root

As pnmary roots do not grow straight, succeSSIve bends induce geometric

dissymmetry between the inner and outer parts of a root tum. We quantified the

effect of such dissymmetry in terms of the availability of local resources using

simple mathematical modelling. As Arabidopsis thaliana lateral root initiation

takes place in a plane defined by the two protoxylem strands, this analysis was

made in a 2-dimensional space. ln addition, we made a number of simplification

hypotheses. The number of root hairs (n) is considered equal between each side

of a root turn. As a consequence, due to the differential growth of epidermal

cells under gravistimulation, the density of root hairs on the external side is

lower than on the internaI side (Fig. 5B). We consider that each root hair harvests

a fixed pool of resource (a) and that resources diffuse passively in the soil (i.e.

resources flow toward the root as they become locally depleted). According to

these assumptions, overall soil exploitation, defined as the volume of resources

harvested per time unit, is equivalent on both sides of the root. Working in a 2

dimensionnaI space, here we consider the corresponding exploited surfaces, s] on

the inner side and S2 on the outer side (Fig. 5C). We also assume that each root

tum corresponds to a portion of a circle of radius p. Considering an infinitesimal

portion of root tum defined by the angle da, soil exploitation takes place over dl]

(inner side) and dl2 (outer side; Fig. 5B). If (b) represents the thickness of the

root (assumed to be constant in the zone concemed), we have:
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(1) dl] = (p - b /2) . da

(2) d12 = (p + b /2) . da

The surface of soil exploited on each side can be written as:

(3) S] oc dl]. h]

(4) S2 oc d12 . h2

where oc stands for proportional and h] and h2 are the respective depth of

exploitation on each side (not to be confounded with root hair length - see Fig.

SC). Under our hypotheses, these surfaces are proportional to the number of root

hairs (n) and their harvesting power (a). These parameters being the same on

each side of the root, we have:

(S)S]=s2=s oc n.a

From (3), (4) and (5) we obtain:

(6) dl]. h] =dI2 . h2

And from (1), (2) and (6) we get:

(7) h] / h2 = (p + b / 2) / (p - b / 2)

This equation gives the ratio between the depth of exploration on each side as

a function of p (Fig. S6A). If p tends toward infinity, i.e. the root becomes

completely straight (infinite curve radius), then the ratio h]/h2 tends to 1. This

corresponds to an equal depth of exploration on each side of straight roots. By

contrast, ifp tends to (bI2), hl becomes much greater than h2. The equation (7) is

not valid for p inferior to (bI2) as this is a biological impossibility (root tum with

an inner side ofnegative length dl]).

Using pictures of gravistimulated root tum and waving roots, we were able to

estimate various values for p (Fig. S6B, C). These values correspond to a ratio

h I /h 2 varying between lA and 3 (Fig. S6D). Extrapolating these results to the
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whole root and in three dimensions leads to an asymmetric profile of soil

exploration (Fig. 5A, D) and corresponding resource depletion (Fig. 5E).

Root hair length analysis

Wild type (Col-O) seeds were grown on vertical plates as previously described

(Laplaze et al., 2005). Plates were then subjected to three 900 gravistimulations

at 12h time intervals, starting 30h after germination. Pictures of the plants were

obtained using a MZFLIII (Leica) dissecting microscope equipped with a digital

camera. Root hair length was measured with the UTHSCSA ImageTool open

source software. Data were analyzed using the Excel statistical package.

RESULTS

Gravistimulation leads ta locallateral root initiation

Recent studies indicate that lateral root formation is correlated with root waving

in an AUXI-dependent way (De Smet et al., 2007). In order to test whether

gravitropism and lateral root initiation are co-regulated, we tested the effect of

gravistimuli on lateral root initiation. Transgenic Arabidopsis plants carrying a

ProCYCBI:GUS marker for cell division were grown on vertical plates for 30

hours after germination and then subjected to a gravistimulus (900 rotation) every

12h for 3.5 days. Two different patterns of gravistimulation were used leading to

stair- or crenel-shaped root growth (see Fig. SI). Plants were then left to grow

for an extra 60h before testing for GUS activity. Roots were then cleared and
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lateral root initiation, i.e. the presence of a lateral root primordium from the first

asymmetric cell divisions in the pericyc1e (stage 1) on, was scored under a light

microscope.

We observed that lateral root initiation occurred in more than 90% of the

gravistimulated zones where the root apex was reorientating its growth toward

the new gravity vector (thereafter called tums; Fig. lA, B). By contrast, only a

limited number of lateral root initiations were observed between tums «10%;

Fig. lA, B). This cannot be explained by the relative length of the

gravistimulated zone versus the non-gravistimulated zone because the straight

(non-gravistimulated) zone was longer than the curved (gravistimulated) zone

(data not shown). Moreover, we observed that it took four hours in our growth

conditions for aIl root apexes to reorient their growth direction after a 90°

gravistimulus (data not shown) in agreement with previous studies (Swarup et

al., 2005). In our experiment, we therefore had about four hours of

gravistimulated growth followed by about eight hours of non-gravistimulated

root growth. If lateral root initiation occurs randomly or regularly, we would

expect about 2/3 of the LRP to occur in the non-gravistimulated zone. We

therefore conclude that lateral root initiation is induced in response to gravitropic

root bending.

We next analyzed the timing of lateral root initiation following a

gravistimulus. Six batches of ProCYCB/:GUS plants were grown for 30h after

germination on vertical Petri dishes then subjected to a 90° gravistimulus every

six hours with a one hour delay between each batch. This was done for 24h and

plants were then harvested and stained for GUS activity. This enabled us to

observe gravistimulated zones every hour from 0 to 25h after stimulation. The
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occurrence and stage of development of lateral root primordia at root tums were

scored (Malamy and Benfey, 1997). The first occurrence of stage 1 lateral root

primordia was found seven hours after gravistimulation (Fig. 1C). Ail the

gravistimulated zones showed lateral root initiation 13 hours after

gravistimulation (Fig. 1C). Stage II and 111 of lateral root development occurred

six and 12 hours after lateral root initiation respectively (Fig. ID). Our data

therefore indicate that lateral root initiation occurs rapidly after gravistimulation.

We observed that lateral root primordia always appeared on the extemal side

of the bend (100%, n=2677 LRP observed; Fig. S2). Previous studies observed a

left-right altemation of lateral root formation (De Smet et al., 2007). This was

indeed the case in stair-shaped roots. In contrast, the crenel-shaped roots had two

initiations on one side followed by two initiations on the other side (Fig. S2). In

this case we observed that lateral root initiation occurred twice along the same

protoxylem pole (data not shown). This indicates that lateral root initiation is not

constrained to a left-right altemation but that lateral root primordia always

appear on the extemal part of a gravistimulus-initiated root bend. This is in

agreement with previous results showing that emerged lateral roots occur

preferentially on the convex side of a curved root (Fortin et al., 1989).

The rhythm oflatera1root initiation is modified by external dues

We showed that lateral root initiation can be initiated by gravistimuli applied

every 12 hours. Studies by De Smet et al. (2007) suggest that lateral root

initiation sites are predetermined by an endogenous rhythm with a period of

about 15 hours. In order to test whether lateral root initiation was strictly
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controlled by an internaI rhythm, we used the experimental design previously

described applying gravistimuli every l, 3, 6, 12 or 24 hours (Fig. 2A, Fig. S3A).

Similar results were obtained for stair- and crenel-shaped roots (Fig. 2 and Fig.

S3 respectively). For periods of 6, 12 and 24 hours between gravistimuli, lateral

root initiation was found in more than 90% of root tums (gravistimulated zones;

Fig. 2B). This value was reduced to about 50% for roots gravistimulated every

three hours (Fig. 2B). For roots stimulated every hour, the roots did not have

enough time to reorientate their growth and we were therefore unable to measure

the percentage of turns showing lateral root initiation. Lateral root initiation

occurred between tums only in roots subjected to gravistimulation at 12 hour

(less than 10%) or 24h intervals (more than 35%; Fig. 2e). This confirrns that

lateral root initiation is induced by gravistimulation independently of the period

between stimulations. As previously observed, lateral root primordia always

formed on the extemal part of the bend.

We then determined the effect of the gravistimuli on the density of lateral root

initiation. We first observed that gravistimuli had no significant effect on the

growth of the primary root (Fig. 2D). Moreover within gravistimulated roots the

gravistimulated and non-gravistimulated segments displayed similar root growth

(Fig. 2D). We then observed that gravistimulation changed lateral root density

with an optimum for gravistimulation at 6-hour intervals (Fig. 2E). Taken

together our results indicate that lateral root initiation is not strictly controlled by

an internaI biological rhythm and that the rhythm of lateral root initiation can

vary according to environmental clues such as gravity or touch. However, we

also show that, in our experimental conditions, two subsequent lateral root

initiations cannot occur at too short intervals. Indeed, when the interval between
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two sUCCeSSIVe gravistimulations was equal to or less than three hours, the

percentage of turns with LRI dropped and LRP density retumed to non

stimulated level. Moreover, our data also suggest that, on the contrary, two

lateral root initiations cannot be separated by too long a time interval.

Accordingly, lateral root initiations between tums increased with the time

between gravistimulations and LRP density cannot be reduced below a minimal

level that is close to non-stimulation conditions. We conclude from our

experiments and previous data (De Smet et al., 2007) that there is an

endogenous regulatory system controlling lateral root initiation that IS

responsible for regular lateral root initiation III a homogeneous medium.

However this regulatory system IS influenced by external clues such as

gravitropism.

The effect of gravistimulations suggests a mechanism of inhibitory

fields controlling root branching

These first results on gravistimulation showed a global consistent rationale

that we attempted to capture quantitatively through the design of a simple

mechanistic model. This model was based on an auxin budget system (Fig. 3A)

and aimed to explain the effects of gravistimulations on lateral root initiation.

When a root grows unperturbed it initiates new lateral root primordia regularly.

We model this phenomenon as the progressive filling of an exploitable auxin

pool. The filling is assumed to take place at a constant rate (P). When the

quantity of auxin in the pool is greater than the threshold value Tl, lateral root

initiation occurs and the auxin pool is entirely consumed. This mechanism
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controls spontaneous initiation (Fig. 3A, white arrows). We estimated the

threshold value Tl to be equivalent to 12 hours of aUXIll

production/accumulation in our conditions, as initiation density in our control

corresponds to a 12 hours period between lateral root initiations.

When a 90° gravistimulation is applied, it either enhances the perception of

auxin at the future initiation sites, or locally concentrates auxin at these points by

changing auxin distribution without changing the global auxin quantity in the

root. Both hypotheses are strictly equivalent at an abstract level, and can be

expressed in the model by introducing a new threshold. We thus distinguish in

our mode! the spontaneous lateral root initiation threshold Tl and the lower

threshold T2 corresponding to gravistimulation-induced initiation. In addition,

each gravistimulation induces an auxin consumption (G) from the auxin pool.

Two cases must then be distinguished: either the remaining auxin level is higher

than T2, or it is lower. In the first case, a lateral root initiation occurs and the

auxin pool is flushed (Fig. 3A, grey arrows). In the second case, no initiation

occurs, and the system mns its course (Fig. 3A, black arrows).

We designed a computer algorithm implementing the above mechanistic

model controlling lateral root initiation in time as described in figure 3A. This

model takes as an input parameter Tl, estimated from observed data (Tl=12h,

which corresponds to the mean time between two successive initiations in the

control), and a gravistimulation pattern, corresponding to a series of time

intervals between gravistimulations on a given individual. The algorithm retums

the predicted sequence of lateral root initiations over the time length of the

gravistimulation pattern, depending on the value of T2 and G. To estimate the

values of these two parameters, we proceeded to an extensive exploration of the
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parameter space and compared the number of lateral root initiations of the

returned initiation patterns to the observed number of lateral root initiations of

gravistimulated roots. The values of T2 and G giving the best fit were T2 - 0.4

Tl and G - 0.05 Tl. The output of the model obtained using those values closely

follows the observed number oflateral root initiations (Fig. 3B).

ln order to validate the model, we designed a new experiment to evaluate its

predictive power. We selected 6 new gravistimulation patterns (Fig. S5) not

previously tested, with either regular or irregular spacmg between

gravistimulations. Based on direct pattern observation, it was not possible to

guess the total number of lateral root initiations that would be produced. Those

patterns were applied on ProCYCBl:GUS seedlings for 48h, according to the

previously described protocol of gravistimulation. The total number of lateral

root initiations for the various seedlings groups were scored and compared to the

total number of lateral root initiations predicted by the model (Fig. 3C). This

experiment was repeated twice independently.

We found that the total number of lateral root initiations is not governed by

the number of gravistimulations (Fig. 3D). The quantitative model was able to

predict with accuracy the total number of LRI for each pattern, over a large range

of total number of lateral root initiations without loss of accuracy (Fig. 3C,E)

thus showing that the total number of lateral root initiations is actually a function

of the structure of the gravistimulation pattern. Similarly to the inhibitory field

models for the shoot apical meristem (Douady and Couder, 1996; Smith et al.,

2006), the proposed model suggests that lateral root initiations are submitted to

inhibition fields (here represented by auxin consumption) that control their

patterning.
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Common auxin fluxes regulate gravitropism and lateral root

initiation

Gravitropism and lateral root initiation are both regulated by auxin (Casimiro et

al., 2001; Swarup et al., 2005). Gravity is perceived in the central part of the root

cap and gravitropism relies on an AUXI-dependent acropetal auxin flux from the

root apex through the lateral root cap and the elongating root epidermis where it

induces changes in cell e1ongation (OttenschHiger et al., 2003; Swarup et al.,

2005). AUXI encodes a high-affinity auxin influx carrier (Yang et al., 2006). On

the other hand, very little is known about the auxin fluxes that are responsible for

lateral root initiation in the root pericycle. However, the aux] mutant is perturbed

in both lateral root initiation and root gravitropism and recent studies suggest a

cornmon auxin transport pathway for gravitropism and lateral root initiation (De

Smet et al., 2007).

Since we found that gravitropism and lateral root initiation are co-regulated

we tested whether both processes were dependent on the same auxin transport

route. We used a transactivation strategy to complement the aux] mutant in

different tissues at the root apex as described by De Smet et al. (2007) and to test

the effect on lateral root initiation. Plants expressing UAS:A UX] under the

control of the GAL4 enhancer trap lines MOOB (root cap) or J0951 (root cap and

expanding root epidermis) in an aux]-22 mutant background (Swarup et al.,

2005) were grown for 10 days on vertical plates. They were then harvested and

scored for gravitropism and lateral root primordia density. Our results on lateral

root initiation (Fig. 4A) were similar to those obtained by De Smet et al. (2007)
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on lateral root density. We therefore conc1ude that the auxin necessary for lateral

root initiation and gravitropic root growth has to be transported through the same

route in the lateral root cap and the elongating root epidermis.

We next tested whether auxin needs to be perceived in the tissues through

which it flows for lateral root initiation. We transactivated a dominant negative

version of the AXR3 protein (axr3-1) that was previously shown to inhibit auxin

response in different root tissues (Swarup et al., 2005) and tested the effects on

gravitropism and lateral root initiation. FI plants were grown for 10 days on

vertical plates before analysis. Our results on gravitropism were similar to those

of Swarup et al. (2005). When axr3-1 was transactivated in the root cap, using

ET line M0013, it had no effect on gravitropism or lateral root initiation (Fig.

4B). When axr3-1 was transactivated in both the root cap and the root epidermis

using enhancer trap line J0951, it abolished the gravitropic response of the root

but did not perturb lateral root initiation (Fig. 4B). Thus our results suggest that

in contrast to gravitropism, auxin does not need to be perceived in the root

epidermis in order to direct lateral root formation.

Does co-regulation of gravitropism and lateral root initiation

optimize soi! exploration?

Our results indicated that lateral root initiation and

gravitropism/thigmotropism are, at least in part, co-regulated. We next wondered

if co-regulation could have sorne selective advantage. We used simple

geometrical considerations to evaluate the potential effect of co-regulation on

resource exploitation (Fig. 5). We estimated the volume of soil explored by a
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root (see Material and Methods for details) using three simplifying assumptions:

1) the volume of soil exploited by a given root segment is proportional to the

number of root hairs, 2) resources (water and nutrients) diffuse in the soil

according to their concentration gradient, and 3) aU root hairs have the same

absorption potential. Since gravitropismlthigmotropism is due to changes in ceU

elongation in the root epidennis, the number of root hairs is the same on the

internaI as on the external side of a curved root, and root hair density (per root

length) is lower on the external side (Fig. 5B). This means a greater depth of soil

is exploited on the internaI side (h l, Fig. 5C) than on the external side (h2).

Extrapolating these results to the whole root and in three dimensions leads to an

asymmetric profile of soil exploration (Fig. 5A,D). This suggests that lateral root

formation on the outer parts of the turns may optimize soil exploitation (Fig. 5E).

We considered in our model that root hair length was identical on both side of

the bend. On the other hand, auxin is known to increase root hair length (Pitts et

al., 1998) and auxin preferentiaUy accumulates on the lower side of roots during

gravitropic curvature. Accordingly, we found that root hairs were significantly

longer on the inside and shorter on the outside of a bend than control root hairs

(Fig. S6E,F). This will therefore increase the depletion effect that observed in our

model on the inside of the bend.

DISCUSSION

Our study shows that gravistimuli induce lateraI root initiation. Lateral root

formation in gravistimulation experiments is not due to bending itself because

the root of the aux] mutant or J095I»axr3 plants showed many turns without
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increasing lateral root initiation. The co-regulation of lateral root initiation and

root gravitropism explains why there is such a good correlation between root

waving and lateral root initiation (De Smet et al., 2007). This is also in

agreement with the fact that many mutants are perturbed in both processes.

Simple mathematical modelling suggests that this co-regulation of

gravitropism/thigmotropism and lateral root initiation leading to formation of

lateral root primordia on the external side of a bend might offer sorne selective

advantage by optimizing soil exploration.

Our data suggest that the regulatory system responsible for lateral root

initiation is sensitive to external cIues perceived at the root apex such as gravity.

Indeed we were able to change root architecture simply by applying

gravistimulations at different intervals. Our data also point out to internaI

characteristics of the regulatory system such as the minimum/maximum time

between two successive initiations. We used these results to create a

mathematical model that can explain and predict the effects of gravistimulations

on lateral root initiation density. Our model suggests that by creating a

asymmetric distribution of auxin in the apex using gravistimulations, one is able

to reduce the amount of auxin necessary for lateral root initiation. Interestingly

this simple mechanistic model suggests that lateral root initiation is controlled by

inhibition fields (auxin consumption) in the root apex like lateral organ formation

in the shoot apical meristem (Douady and Couder, 1996; Smith et al., 2006).

Because it is impossible to predict the position of lateral root initiation and

because initiation is a relatively rapid process, little is known about the cellular

events that precede it, i.e. the very first division that occurs during lateral root

deve1opment. Our results indicate that it is possible to use gravistimuli to induce
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lateral root initiation locally with almost 100% success. Such a system can thus

be used to monitor the course of cellular events that occur before lateral root

initiation. It offers an alternative approach to auxin-based lateral root induction

systems (Himanen et al., 2002) to study cellular processes such as nucleus

movement or changes in cellular trafficking or in the organization of the

cytoskeleton that might prepare the first cell division i.e. lateral root initiation.

Finally, our experimental data suggest a mechanism for co-regulation of

gravitropism and lateral root initiation (Fig. 6). Auxin, the key signal that

controls both processes, is produced in leaf primordia and transported to the root

via the vascular basipetal flow (Friml et al., 2006). Root meristems and lateral

root primordia can also produce auxin (Ljung et al., 2005). An auxin maximum

is generated in the root columella (Sabatini et al., 1999) and auxin is

redistributed in the meristem from the columella in a PIN3-dependent way. Upon

gravistimulation, PIN3 is retargeted to the lower face of columella cells thus

creating an asymmetric auxin distribution (Friml et al., 2002). Auxin is

transported from the root tip through the lateral root cap and in the elongating

root epidermis in an AUX1/PIJ'J2-dependent way thus generating an acropetal

auxin flux (Swarup et al., 2005). Auxin perception in the epiderrnis is then

responsible for root gravitropism by changing the relative elongation of

epiderrnal cells (Swarup et al., 2005). Our transactivation experiments together

with previous results (De Smet et al., 2007) indicate that the same acropetal flux

is responsible for lateral root initiation further up the root. This is consistent with

previous data indicating that acropetal auxin transport from the root tip is

responsible for lateral root initiation (Casimiro et al., 2001; Bhalerao et al.,

2002). Moreover, our axr3 transactivation data suggest that while gravitropism
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requires AUX/IAA-dependent auxin perception in the root epidennis, lateral root

initiation does not. This suggests that the root epidennis only acts as a passive

auxin transport route in lateral root initiation. Since the dynamic changes in PIN

protein cellular localization in response to changes in auxin concentration in the

root depend on the AUX/IAA-ARF pathway (Sauer et al., 2006), this suggests

that laterai root initiation does not require such auxin-dependent PIN

reIocalisation at Ieast in the epidennis.

Later stages of laterai root development depend on basipetal auxin transport

from the shoot (Casimiro et al., 200 I; Bhalerao et al., 2002) untii lateral root

primordia becorne independent of externai auxin between stage III and V

(Laskowski et al., 1995) when auxin synthesis may start (Ljung et al., 2005). As

a consequence the position of Iateral root primordia is partially controlled by

gravitropism!thigmotropism but the later development of these primordia is

independent of these two processes and may be regulated by other factors such as

water or nutrient availability (Malamy, 2005). How an asymmetric auxin

distribution in the epidennis leads to Iaterai root initiation in the pericyc1e is still

unknown. Interestingly, during gravitropism the auxin maximum occurs on the

internaI side of the bend while laterai root initiation occurs on the externai side.

We are currently building an in silico model based on this and previous studies

(Blilou et al., 2005; Swarup et al., 2005) to try to understand how the

redistribution of auxin in the root apex controis root branching.
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Fig. SI. Gravistirnulation protocols. SeedIings were grown on vertical plates and

gravistirnulated by a periodic (period T) 90° rotation of the growth plates. Two

different rotation protocols were used to generate either crenel-shaped or stair

shaped roots. Roots subjected to these protocols were grown under stimulation

for 3.5 days and with no stimulation for an additional 2.5 days before harvesting.

Fig. S2. Localisation of lateral root initiation in a gravistimulated root. A

ProCYCBl::GUS seedling was subjected to crenel gravistimulation at 12-h

intervals. Lateral root initiations were localized and their development scored.

Fig. S3. Influence of varying gravistimulation on lateral root initiation density

(crenel-shaped roots). (A) Vertically grown ProCYCBl::GUS seedlings were left to

grow (control; n=20) or were subjected to gravistimulation at intervals of 1 h (n

= 24), 3 h (n = 20), 6 h (n = 21), 12 h (n = 21) or 24 h (n= 24) over a period of

3.5 days (1), then left to grow for 2.5 days without stimulation (2). Bars = 1 cm.

(B) Occurrence of LRI in root tums. (C) Occurrence of lateral root initiation

between root tums. Due to the particular configuration of roots subjected to

gravistimulation at I-h and 3-h intervals (respectively presenting no visible tums

and only tums), sorne values were not determined (na = not applicable). (D)

Effect of gravistimulation on root growth. Length of the gravistimulated root

segments (first 5 days of growth) and non-gravistimulated root segments (last 2.5

days of growth) were also determined. (E) Lateral root initiation densities were

determined in gravistimulated and non-gravistimulated root segments. Different
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letters indicate significantly different results as tested by a Student T-test (P <

0.01).

Fig. S4. The RootInit algorithm corresponding to the mechanistic mode!. The

pseudo-code is expressing the mechanisms described in Fig. 3A in discrete time.

Fig. SS. Gravistimulation patterns used for the evaluation of our mode!. Six

previously non-tested gravistimulation patterns were applied to seedlings over a

48h period starting 30 hours after germination. Gravistimulation are indicated by

black dots. The total number of gravistimulation for each pattern varies between

10 and 25. After the last gravistimulus, seedlings were left to grow undisturbed

for 24h before harvest and observation.

Fig. S6. Curve radius, depth of exploration and root hair length. (A) Curve of

the function hl/hl '= (p + b / 2) / (p - b / 2). (see figure 4 for additional details on

the parameters) (B) Curve radius estimated for a portion of a gravistimulated root

(900 re-orientation). band p are the thickness and the curve radius of the chosen

root portion respectively. (C) Curve radius estimated for various root turns of a

waving root. (D) Ratio of exploration depths (h] / h2) for various values of (P).

(E) Direct visualization of root hair on both sides of a root turn. (F) Root hair

length was measured on both sides of root tums (n=20) and straight roots.

Different letters indicate significantly different results as tested by a Student T

test (P < 0.01).
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1. Influence of gravistimulation on lateral root initiation (LRI). (A)

Segmentation of the root between gravistimulated (tum) and non-gravistimulated

(straight) zones used for determination of the position of LRI. (B) Percentage of

lateral root initiations in the gravistimulated and non-gravistimulated zone of

crenel-shaped (n = 23) and stair-shaped (n = 24) roots gravistimulated at 12-hour

intervals (see supplementary figure for additional details on the

gravistimulation protocol). (C) Kinetic of lateral root initiation after

gravistimulation. Six batches of roots (n = 40) were gravistimulated every 6

hours over a 24-hour period before harvest and GUS staining, with a one-hour

shift between each batch. This led to the formation of root tums aged from 0 to

25 hours, which were scored for lateral root initiation. (D) Kinetic of LRP

development after gravistimulation. Arrows indicate the period of time over

which the different deve10pmental stages were observed.

Fig. 2. Influence of the gravistimulation interval on lateral root initiation

density. (A) Vertically grown ProCYCBl:GUS seedIings were left to grow (control;

n=20) or were subjected to gravistimulation at intervals of 1 h (n = 24), 3 h (n =

20),6 h (n = 21), 12 h (n = 21) or 24 h (n= 24) over a period of3.5 days (1), then

left to grow for 2.5 days without stimulation (2). Bars = 1 cm. (B) Occurrence of

lateral root initiation in root tums. (C) Occurrence of lateral root initiation

between root tums. Due to the particular configuration of roots subjected to

gravistimulation at intervals of 1 h and 3 h (respectively presenting no visible

tums and only tums), sorne values were not determined (na = not applicable). (D)
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Effect of gravistimulation on root growth. The length of the gravistimulated root

segments (first 5 days of growth) and non-gravistimulated root segments (last 2.5

days of growth) was also determined. (E) Lateral root initiation densities were

determined in the gravistimulated and non-gravistimulated root segments.

Different letters indicate significantly different results as tested by a Student T

test (P < 0.01).

Fig. 3. Model of lateral root initiation regulation. (A) Logical circuit of the

model. Auxin accumulates with a production rate P, and when its level is above

the threshold Tl a lateral rot initiation (LRI) occurs. Initiations cause a flush of

the auxin pool. Gravistimulations induce an auxin consumption (G) and an

initiation if the remaining auxin level is higher than a second threshold T2. (B)

Comparison of observed LRI densities and of the best fit output of the logical

model. The parameters corresponding to the best fit were determined by

extensive automated parameters space exploration. (C) Evaluation of the

predictive power of the logical model. The predicted LRI densities and the LRI

densities observed for each gravistimulation treatment were compared (n = 20,

see figure S4 for additional details on the treatments). The control is a non

gravistimulated seedlings lot grown in the same condition as the gravistimulated

seedlings (n = 20). (D) There is no relation between the number of

gravistimulations and the number of LRI. Each point corresponds to one of the

treatments presented in (B) or (C), as identified by the corresponding tag. TBR:

time between rotations. E) Number of observed LRI as a function of the

predicted number of LRI. Each point corresponds to one of the treatments
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presented in (B) or (C). This graph shows that the values observed match closely

the predicted value.

Fig. 4. Effect of A UXI and axr3 transactivation on lateral root initiation. LRP

densities were determined for the AUXI complementation crosses (A) and the

axr3 transactivation (B). Different letters indicate significantly different results

as tested by a Student T-test (P < 0.01).

Fig. 5. Influence of root bending on resource exploitation. (A) Exploitation of

soil resources by a bent root (grey zone). (B) Infinitesimal portion of root turn.

Parameters are (n), number of root hairs; (P), curve radius of selected zone; (h),

thickness of the root; (da.), angle made by selected zone; (dl]) and (dlz), length of

curved zone on each side of the root turn. (C) Area of soil exploited. Parameters

are (s]) and (s2), area of soil exploited each side of the root turn; (a), absorption

strength of a single root hair ; (h]) and (hz), depth of soil exploited on each side

of the root turn. (D) Transversal profile of soil exploitation at a root turn. (E)

Corresponding depletion of resources.

Fig. 6. Model of gravitropism and lateral root initiation signaling pathways.

Auxin fluxes responsible for gravitropism (A) pass through the lateral root cap

and are perceived in the epidermal cells via the AUX/IAA molecular pathway,

eliciting auxin response (B). Auxin fluxes responsible for lateral root initiation

pass through the lateral root cap and the epidermis, but do not require interaction

with the AUX/IAA molecular pathway, suggesting a more direct influence on

internaI tissues further along the root.
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Figure 1. Influence of gravistimulation on
lateral root initiation (LRI). (A)
Segmentation of the root between
gravistimulated (turn) and non-
gravistimulated (straight) zones used for
determination of the position of LRI. (8)
Percentage of lateral root initiations in the
gravistimulated and non-gravistimulated
zone of crenel-shaped (n = 23) and stair
shaped (n = 24) roots gravistimulated at 12
hour intervals (see supplementary figure 1
for additional details on the gravistimulation
protocol). (C) Kinetic of lateral root initiation
after gravistimuIation. Six batches of roots (n
= 40) were gravistirnulated every 6 hours
over a 24-hour period before harv-cst and
GUS staining, with a one-hour shift between
each batch. This led to the formation of root
turns aged from 0 to 25 hours, which were
scored for lateral root initiation. (0) Kinetic
of LRP developrnent after gravistimulation.
Arrows indicate the period of time over
which the different developmental stages
were observed.
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Figure 2. Influence of the gravistimulation interval on lateral root initiation density. (A)
Vertically grown ProcrCBI:GUS seedlings were left to grow (control; n=20) or were subjected
to gravistimulation at intervals of 1 h (n = 24), 3 h (n = 20), 6 h (n = 21), 12 h (n = 21) or 24 h
(n= 24) over a period of 3.5 days (1), then left to grow for 2.5 days without stimulation (2).
Bars = 1 cm. (B) OcculTence of lateral root initiation in root tums. (C) OccUiTence of lateral
root initiation between root tums. Due to the particular configuration of roots subjected to
gravistimulation at intervals of 1 h and 3 h (respectively presenting no visible turns and only
tums), sorne values were not determined (na = not applicable). (0) Effect of gravistimulation
on root growth. The length of the gravistimulated root segments (first 5 days of growth) and
non-gravistimulated root segments (last 2.5 days of growth) was also determined. (E) Lateral
root initiation densities were determined in the gravistimulated and non-gravistimulated root
segments. Different letters indicate significant1y different results as tested by a Student T-test
(P < 0.01).
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Figure 5. Influence of root bending on resource exploitation. (A) Exploitation of soil
resources by a bent root (grey zone). (B) Infinitesimal portion of root tum. Parameters are
(n), number of root hairs; (P), curve radius of selected zone; (b), thickness of the root; (da),
angle made by selected zone; (dl,) and (dl]), length of curved zone on each side of the root
tum. (C) Area of soil exploited. Parameters are (s,) and (s2), area of soil exploited each
side of the root tum; (a), absorption strength of a single root hair ; (h,) and (h 2 ), depth of
soil exploited on each side of the root tum. (D) Transversal profile of soil exploitation at a
root tum. (E) Corresponding depletion ofresources.
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Figure 6. Model of gravitropism and lateral root initiation signaling pathways.
Auxin fluxes responsible for gravitropism (A) pass through the lateral root cap and
are perceived in the epidermal cells via the AUX/IAA molecular pathway, eliciting
aux in response (8). Auxin fluxes responsible for lateral root initiation pass through
the lateral root cap and the epidermis, but do not require interaction with the
AUX/IAA molecular pathway, suggesting a more direct influence on internai
tissues further along the root.
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Figure S2. Localisation of lateral root initiation in a gravistimulated root. A
ProCYCB(:GUS seedling was subjected to crenel gravistimulation at 12-h intervals.
Lateral root initiations were localised and their development scored.
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without stimulation (2). Bars = 1 cm. (B) Occurrence of LRI in root tums. (C) Occurrence of
lateral root initiation between root tums. Due to the particular configuration of roots subjected
to gravistimulation at I-h and 3-h intervals (respectively presenting no visible tums and only
tums), sorne values were not determined (na = not applicable). (0) Effect of gravistimulation
on root growth. Length of the gravistimulated root segments (first 5 days of growth) and non
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segments. Different letters indicate significantly different results as tested by a Student T -test
(P < 0.0\).
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The Rootlnit algorithm

INPUT
- time_Iength = observation duration
- initial_pool = starting auxin reserve
- production_per_hour = amount of auxin produced during 1 hour
- Tl = spontaneous initiation threshold
- T2 = induced initiation threshold
- G = auxin consumption following gravistimulation

grav_signal[t] array of boolean representing the
gravistimulation signal, set to true if there is a
gravistimulation at time t, set to false otherwise

OUTPUT
- initiation[t] array of booleans
ini tiat ion process, set to true if an LRI
set to false otherwise

representing the
occurs at time t,

RootInit Algorithm
auxin_pool = initial_pool
for t = 0 to time_Iength

if auxin_pool < Tl :
auxin_pool = auxin_pool + production_per_hour

if grav_signal[t] = true :
auxin_pool = auxin_pool - G
if auxin_pool < 0

auxin_pool = 0
if auxin_pool >= Tl or grav_signal[t] true

initiation_signal = true
else initiation_signal = false
if initiation_signal = true and auxin_pool > T2

initiation[t] = true
else initiation[t] = false
if ini tiation [t] true:

auxin_pool = 0

Figure 84. The RootInit algorithm corresponding to the mechanistic model. The
pseudo-code is expressing the mechanisms described in Fig. 3A in discrete time.
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- PART 111-

Lateral inhibition during root

branching in Arabidopsis thaliana

revealed by a systems biology

approach
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D Introduction

As discussed in Chapter J, plant development is essentially post

embryonic. Meristems create new organs and develop branching structures under

the influence of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. The resulting shoot architecture

appears highly modular, while the root architecture seems devoid of such regular

structure. While auxin is a key factor controlling both roots and shoots

branching, no global mechanism was ever proposed to unify those two

phenomena.

As recent studies tended to support the hypothesis that lateral root

initiation was in fact more regular than initially thought (J G Dubrovsky et al.

2006; De Smet et al. 2007), we investigated here the mechanisms regulating

initiation and emergence of lateral root primordia at the macroscopic scale. As

initiation and emergence both depend on auxin, we also studied the potential

interaction between these two phenomena.

II) ResuUs summary

We used a combination of biological, mathematical and in silico

modelling approaches to understand the mechanisms regulating root branching in

Arabidopsis. We found macroscopic regularities both in initiation and emergence

levels. These macroscopic regularities in initiation and emergence were found to

be stable as the root develops and to be identical at each ramification level of the

root system. Using stochastic model1ing, we extracted rules followed by
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initiation and emergence patterns at the microscopie level. Among those mIes,

we observed similar mechanisms to the auxin-based inhibitory fields regulating

phyllotaxis in the aerial part of the plant. We were also able to show that lateral

root initiation and development/emergence interact in a feedback system based

on auxin fluxes. Based on our results and previous studies, we designed a

mechanistic model of root ramification integrating auxin-based inhibitory field

control of lateral root initiation and emergence. This mechanistic mode!

accurately predicted the phenotypes of mutant plants altered in initiation or

emergence. Lastly, we used gravistimulated plants to further study the balance

between initiation and emergence. We confirmed the existence of a balance

between initiation and emergence, and found that gravistimulation also enhances

emergence. We were able to use the mechanistic model to reproduce the

observed effect of gravistimulation on emergence.

The results we obtained will be submitted for publication to Plos Biology

in June 2008.
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Author Summary

In order to develop and grow successfully, plants essentially need air,

light, water and nutrients. Air and light are freely exploited in the open by the

leaves of the shoot system, while water and nutrients must be searched for

underground by the root system. As the soil is a highly heterogeneous medium,

the harvesting of resources by roots is strongly dependant on the architecture of

the root system as a whole. This architecture arises from the combination oftwo

process, lateral root initiation, and lateral root emergence. Lateral root initiation

positions potential future roots (a.k.a. primordia) along existing ones, and lateral

root emergence detennine which ofthose potential roots will effectively become

full fledge roots. These two processes are repeated each time a new root is

fonned, progressively building the adult root system. Hence, the comprehension

of each of those two processes is essential to understand how roots adapt

themselves to different environmental conditions. Here, we studied the

interactions existing between those two processes, and showed that they appears

to be more closely linked than previously thought. We proposed a mechanistic

model of root ramification integrating these findings, and showed that the model

could be use to accurately predict the phenotype of various mutants of initiation

and emergence. Investigating the balance between initiation and emergence, we

uncovered an unforeseen effect of gravistimulation (the act of suddenly changing

a root orientation) on primordia development and emergence.

Blurb

Root branching mechanisms are often perceived as completely distinct from stem

ramification mechanisms, but is it really the case?
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Summary

Root architecture is a crucial part of plant adaptation to soi! heterogeneity

and is mainly controlled by root branching. The process of root system

development can be divided into two successive steps: lateral root initiation and

lateral root development/emergence which are controlled by different fluxes of

the plant hormone auxin. While shoot architecture appears to be highly regular,

following rules such as the phyllotactic spiral, root architecture appears more

chaotic. We used stochastic modeling to extract hidden rules regulating root

branching in Arabidopsis thaliana. These rules were used to build an integrative

mechanistic model of root ramification based on auxin. This model was

experimentally tested using plants with modified rhythm of lateral root initiation

or mutants perturbed in auxin transport. Our analysis revealed that lateral root

initiation and lateral root development/emergence are interacting with each other

to create a global balance between the respective ratio of initiation and

emergence. A mechanistic model based on auxin fluxes successfully predicted

this property and the phenotype alteration of auxin transport mutants or plants

with modified rythms of lateral root initiation. This indicates that root branching

is controlled by mechanisms of lateral inhibition and a competition between

initiation and development/emergence for auxin.

Keywords: auxin transport, gravitropism, lateral root initiation, lateral root

emergence, Markovian model, computer model
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Introduction

Unlike animal development, plant development is essentially occurring post

embryonically. New organs are constantly derived from the activity of groups of

undifferentiated ceIls called meristems that integrate both intrinsic

developmental instructions and environmental constraints to glve rise to an

adapted architecture. Both the shoot and the root system depend on the

functioning of meristems to develop branching structures. While the shoot

architecture appears to be highly regular, following ruIes such as the phyllotactic

spiral [1], the root architecture appears more chaotic and seems to be almost

exclusively dependent on the environment. This might be the evolutionary

consequence of the higher heterogeneity of the subterranean environment,

compared to the above-ground conditions [2,3] and suggests that shoot and root

branching may be controlled by different mechanisms.

The plant hormone auxin is a key factor controlling lateral root formation from

pericycle cells [4,5]. Auxin controls both lateral root initiation [6,7] and the

development and emergence of lateral root primordia [8,9,10] but while the

initiation of lateral root primordia depends on auxin coming from the root tip

(acropetal transport) [4,9], their development and emergence depend on auxin

flowing from the aerial part toward the root tip (basipetal transport) [8,9,11]. As

lateral root primordia arise from an inner root tissue (the pericycle), and are

invisible until they eventually emerge [12,13], the outward appearance of the

root system does not reflect its internaI structure. Recent studies tend to support

the hypothesis that lateral root initiation is in fact more regular than initially

thought [7,14,15].
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In this study we used a combination of biological, stochastic and in silico

modeling approaches to understand the mechanisms regulating root branching in

the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. We found that root branching shows

macroscopic regularities at aIl times and at each structural level of the root

system. We used stochastic modeling to extract rules followed by lateral root

patterns. Among those, we observed the existence of feedback regulation

between lateral root initiation and development/emergence. We designed a

mechanistic model of root ramification integrating lateral inhibition due to

competition for auxin. The predictions of the mechanistic model were confirrned

by analyses of mutant plants altered in initiation or emergence. Lastly, we used

gravistimulated plants to further study the balance between initiation and

emergence and showed that gravistimulation enhances emergence. We were able

to use the mechanistic model to reproduce the observed effect of gravistimulation

on emergence.

ResuUs

Arabidopsis root development exhibits scale-free, persistent macroscopic

regularities

In arder to analyze the regulation of root architecture, we built and ana1yzed an

extensive database of root developmenta1 sequences of Arabidopsis seed1ings.

400 Col-O seed1ings aged from 3 to 12 days were observed and their

deve10pmenta1 profiles were encoded as presented in Figure 1. It has been

reported previous1y that mature Arabidopsis fOots exhibit a stable mean number
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of latera1 root primordia under controlled growth conditions [13,14,15]. The

chrono10gical ana1ysis of root deve10pmental profiles revealed a strong regularity

in 1ateral root initiation rhythm expressed as a function of root 1ength (expressed

as a number of ceIls, Figure 2A). This initiation rhythm was stable for root aged

from 3 to 12 days. Moreover, this regularity was observed for primary roots as

weIl as for secondary and tertiary roots of the 10 and l2-days old seedling

(Figure2A, orange and red data points for root length less than 150 cells long).

While initiation appears to be highly regular from on the first stages of growth,

emergence only appears stable after sufficient growth (Figure 2B). In our growth

conditions, lateral root emergence stabilized at around 50 % after one week of

growth (Figure 2e).

As such, these macroscopic observations show that initiation of new primordia

follows a stable rhythm at each developmental stage and each branching order of

the root system, whereas emergence reaches equilibrium after one week.

Stochastic modeling ofroot development

While it was possible to exhibit strong regularities when observing large sets of

roots at the macroscopic level, individual roots showed a high variability in

developmental profiles at the microscopie level, as illustrated by the sample in

Figure 3. We thus used a stochastic approach to rapidly and thoroughly explore

such an extensive database of root profiles. This made it possible to identify

developmental patterns and regularities that were not directly apparent, due to

the diversity of the root architectures.
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For the following database analysis, we defined a "root segment" as the

developmental unit formed by two successive lateral organs (primordia or lateral

root) and the distance between them, recorded as the observed number of

epidermal (trichoblast) cells between the two lateral organs. From the

developmental profiles composed by the succession of root segments, we

extracted 3 types of developmental data for further analysis (Figure 3):

sequences of developmental stages, considering only the developmental

stages of the successive lateral organs,

sequences of root segment lengths, considering only the distances

between successive lateral organs,

cell strings, resulting from the encoding of the full developmental

profiles, with the following convention: 1 codes for non-emerged

primordia, 2 codes for emerged lateral root and Os indicate the segment

length between two primordia.

The cell string transcription of the database was used as a basis to build a

stochastic mode! based on Markov chains (see Materials and Methods for

additional details). Such a model can be seen as an abstraction of the root

developmental sequence (Figure 4) that efficiently summarizes ail the observed

root developmental profiles in a single unified model. The parameters were

obtained by a c1assical likelihood maximization procedure [16,17]. The estimated

model is composed of 6 states (numbered 0-5). States 0, 2, 4 and 5 represent the

segments (expressed as a sequence of cells) between lateral organs. The length of

each segment is defined by a distribution associated with each of these states
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(Figure 4, top row). States 1 and 3 represent the production of lateral organs. An

additional terminal state was introduced to indicate the end of the sequence. ln

each state, outgoing arrows indicate the possible transitions from this state to the

others. Each arrow is associated with a probability that reflects the frequency of

the corresponding transition in the ceIl string.

The model makes it possible to identify 4 main zones in roots from the collet to

the root tip. The first zone (model state 0) corresponds to the short

developmental period following germination and preceding the first lateral root

initiation (collet zone). The second macroscopic zone (proximal zone) is

composed of state 1 (presence of an emerged lateral root or of a blocked

primordia) and state 2 (root segment without initiation) and corresponds

biologicaIly to the mature zone of the root. The third zone ("distal zone") is

composed of state 3 (presence of a primodium), and state 4 (root segment

without initiation) and corresponds to the zone of primordia development. The

fourth zone (state 5) corresponds to the developing root apex, where the next

primordia will appear (apical zone).

Several theoretical distributions were computed from the estimated stochastic

model and were compared to the corresponding empirical distributions. The

predicted distributions of the number of lateral organs per root fitted weIl the

corresponding empirical distributions extracted from the observed data (P-value

of 0.08 for primordia and 0.62 for emerged Iaterai roots with the Chi-square

goodness of fit test) (Figure 5). This indicates that the stochastic model

adequately captures the structure of the developmental sequences in the database.
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Stochastic model reveals interaction between primordia initiation and

development

Along the complete root, lateral organs can be of three different types:

developing LRP, blocked LRP and emerged lateral roots. In order to study the

relationship between the distance and types of successive lateral organs, we had

to restrict our analysis to regions where the fate of lateral organs was known (i.e.

containing no developing LRP). Since lateral root initiation was shown not to

occur between existing primordia [14], the analysis was made on proximal zones,

where LRPs could be considered blocked in their development. The stochastic

model was used to identify the proximal zone on each root by computing the

most probable state sequence corresponding to the cell string. As a result, each

cell string was optimally segmented into collet, proximal, distal and apical zones.

We then analyzed the distribution of root segment lengths between lateral organs

in the proximal zones (Figure 6). If the initiations were made at random and

independently with respect to one another, one would expect geometric segment

length distributions (the shorter the segment, the higher its frequency). However,

in the observed distributions the most frequent segments have interrnediate

lengths and the shortest segments have low frequencies. This shows that the

initiations are not independent of one another and suggests the existence of a

lateral inhibition mechanism that prevents successive initiations at short

distances.

We then considered whether particular mIes were goveming the emergence of

lateral organs. We first wanted to know whether lateral root emergencc events

werc interacting with cach other and over which distance. For this, wc built a
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variable-order Markov chain to model the succeSSIOn of lateral organ types

(blocked LRP or emerged LR denoted respectively by P, E) in the proximal

zones. Such a model makes it possible to automatically detect frequent patterns

in the analyzed sequences while keeping a minimal number of parameters in the

model. In our case, the observed sequences were best fitted by a variable-order

Markov model of maximum order 2 (Figure 7). Frequent patterns were identified

(Table 1):

i) at order 1 as P -7 E (0.52) i.e. a blocked primordium was followed by

an emerged lateral root in 52% of the cases.

ii) at order 2 as: P,E -7 E (0.55), i.e. an emerged root following a

blocked primordium was followed by an emerged root in 55% of the

cases; E,E -7 E (0.75) i.e. two successive emerged roots were

followed by an emerged root in 75% of the cases.

While primordia appear to have a 50% chance of emerging if they are directly

preceded by a non-emerged primodium, the probability of emergence rises to

0.75 if the two previous primordia both emerged. Thus, the variable-order

Markov chain analysis strongly supports the idea that successive lateral root

emergence are not independent.

Then, to test whether the distance between succeSSIve lateral organs had an

influence on the development of those organs, we studied the distribution of

segment length before and after each organ depending on their type within the

proximal zone. We found that the segments before and after a blocked

primordium were significantly shorter than the segments before and after an
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emerged root according to the Student t test (Table 2). As primordia positioning

is sequential at the root apex, this correlation between organ development and

position can be interpreted as the consequence of an inhibitory effect between

primordia on lateral organ development. This effect tends to decrease as adjacent

primordia are initiated farther away from each other.

Design ofa mechanistic model oflateral root initiation and development

Our statistical analysis revealed an unexpected feedback between lateral root

initiation and development suggesting a competition for auxin. To test this

hypothesis, we designed a mechanistic model of root ramification based on auxin

fluxes (Figure 8A). For this, we used a set of hypotheses which attempts to

combine various knowledge sources coming from literature with our analysis in

an integrated framework:

1 - Acropetal auxin fluxes come from the aerial parts, and increase after one

week of growth [18]. The increase in auxin production after one week coincides

with the acceleration of initiation rhythm we observed at the macroscopic level

(Figure 2A - almost twice as much primordia appeared during the last 5 days

than during the first 7).

2 - Developing primordia consume a fraction of the acropetal auxlll flux

according to an age-based hierarchy (oIder primordia have precedence on

younger ones) [19].

3 - Primordia which have consumed enough auxin emerge (emergence threshold

- ET) and stop consuming auxin [18].
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4 - After a given time (developmental window - DW), primordia which have not

emerged are blocked and stop consuming auxin [14].

5 - The remaining auxin flux arrives at the root apex, where it takes part in a

reflux system [7,15,20]. The mathematica1 properties of the reflux system

(Figure SB) 1ead to a stable point in flux intensity, which depends on the

efficiency of the reflux at the apex and within the initiation zone, on the flux

coming from the development zone, and on the auxin degradation rate (Figure

SC). For strong effective reflux values, the stable point flux in the initiation zone

becorne increasingly responsive to small variation of parameters.

6 - Sorne of the auxin coming from the reflux flow through the lateral root cap

and the epidermis accumulates in the initiation zone (IZ) where initiation can

take place. Initiation occurs when the level of auxin in this zone, considered as a

pool of auxin, reaches a predefined initiation threshold (IT). The initiation of a

new primordium empties the pool [7,15,19].

7 - To account for the biological variability observed in the data, both the

initiation and emergence thresholds (IT and ET) were submitted to random

(Gaussian) fluctuations.

In a previous study, we showed that initiation patterns can be significantly

altered by control1ed gravistimulation during root growth [15]. Such

perturbations can be used to test the predictive power of the model. We therefore

used the following hypotheses already tested by Lucas et al. 200S to take into

account the effect of gravistimulation in the model:

S - Gravistimulation induces the initiation of new primordia by reducing the

initiation threshold (IT).
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9 - Gravistimulation consumes a fraction of the auxin available for initiation

(quick repetitions of gravistimulations inhibit initiation).

10 - Gravistimuli disappear over 4 hours, and as a consequence both the drop of

IT and consumption of auxin in the IZ induced by a gravistimulus decrease

regularly (linearly) over a 4 hour period.

The corresponding computer algorithm is presented in supplementary Figure S2.

The parameters of the model were either directly extracted from observation (e.g.

observed initiation rate, percentage of emergence, number of simultaneously

developing primordia), or estimated through extensive parameter space

exploration and comparison between model outputs and observation (see

Supplementary Figure S3 for a detailed outlook of the reference used for

parameters calibration). Due to the stochastic variation of IT and ET, each

parameter set was tested by a run of simulations whose output were used for

statistical comparison between observation and prediction. Figure 9 A & B

shows the distribution of initiation and emergence obtained through calibration

of the mechanistic model.

We were able to generate a set of parameters for which the model's output

c10sely followed the observed number of lateral root initiation for normal root

growth as well as for various gravistimulation patterns (Figure 9 A, B & C;

Supplementary Figure S3).

Mechanistic model predicts a balance between initiation and development

Wc used the mechanistic model to explore the potential interactions between

primordia initiation and development. We first studied the effect of varying the
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reflux efficiency parameter from 20% to 99% and proceeded to the analysis of

the resulting initiation and emergence levels. The model predicted that a drop of

reflux efficiency leads to a decrease of the initiation level and a concomitant

increase of the emergence rate. For instance, if the reflux efficiency changes

from 95% to 50%, the model predicts a 4-fold reduction of the initiation level

and a 2-fold increase of the emergence rate (Figure 9D). In order to validate this

prediction, we used Arabidopsis mutants in which the auxin reflux mechanism is

altered. Changes in the auxin reflux can be found in pin2 and auxJ-22 mutants,

in which the auxin reflux in the lateral root cap is reduced (with a stronger

reduction in auxJ-22 than in pin2). We compared the initiation and emergence

densities of the auxJ-22 and pin2 mutants to wild-type Col-O seedlings. We

found that mutants exhibited a rise in emergence level compared to the wild type,

with a mean 2.5-fold increase in emergence for the most severe reflux reduction

of auxJ-22 (Figure 9F).

We then studied the consequences of a premature arrest of primordia

development on the initiation system in our model. Newly-formed primordia

were artificially arrested in their development (stopping auxin consumption from

the central flux) when they reached a predefined development level. This

analysis was done for decreasing development levels, ranging from full

development to no development at aIl. The model predicted a roughly 2.5-fold

increase of initiation level when primordia development was arrested as soon as

new primordia appeared (Figure 9E). Premature arrest of primordia development

can be found in another mutant of active auxin transporter, the lax3 mutant [1 Ol

This mutant exhibited a mean 2.5-fold increase in initiation levels compared to

wild-type plants [10; Figure 9Fl
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Balance between initiation and development is enhanced by gravistimulation

The consistency of our model predictions with different mutant phenotypes

provides a first validation of the model's assumptions. In order to further test the

concept ofbalance between initiation and development, we decided to artificially

perturb the primordium initiation process and study the consequences on the

development process.

We used a system of gravistimuli-induced initiation previously described [15].

This system allows for a wide range of controlled alteration of initiation level.

We applied regular gravistimulation patterns with a time between rotations

ranging from 1 to 24 hours. As a result, the initiation and emergence densities

observed in the gravistimulated zones were negatively correlated (Figure 1DA).

This confirmed the existence of a balance between initiation and emergence that

was predicted by the model and observed in the mutant analysis. In addition,

gravistimulated roots presented a homogeneous rise in emergence rate (Figure

1DA). To elaborate on this, we compared the development of lateral root

primordia for different gravistimulation rhythms (Figure lOB). We observed that,

independently from the gravistimulation pattern applied, seedlings which were

stimulated with low level of gravistimulation (l2h and 24h between

gravistimulation) presented a four-fold increase in percentage of emerging lateral

organs. As the seedlings gravistimulated every 24h presented primordia initiation

in-between root gravistimulations, we were able to directly compare the

deve10pment of primordia occurring during or outside of gravistimulus (Figure

10C). The observed distribution of developmental stages showed a c1ear

distinction between those two primordia populations. Primordia initiated by
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gravistimulations at root bends developed faster (and/or more strongly) than

primordia occurring outside bends.

We integrated this new effect due to gravistimulation in the mechanistic model

by assuming that gravistimulation facilitates the emergence of lateral roots. This

was translated in the model as a drop of ET for primordia formed during

gravistimulation. This single hypothesis was sufficient to reproduce the negative

linear correlation between the initiation and emergence densities due to

gravistimulation, with comparable variation amplitudes (Figure lOD).

Discussion

In this study, we used a combination of stochastic analyses, in silico modeling

and biological observations to study the mechanisms regulating root branching in

the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. A large number of roots (400) from plants

aged from 3 to 12 days were analyzed and encoded to generate a database of

developmental profiles. The study of this dataset indicated that while lateral root

initiation and development shows strong macroscopic regularities, there was a

large variability between individual roots. We therefore used a stochastic model

to extract a succinct set of probabilistic rules that capture this diversity. This

stochastic model demonstrated that root branching is strongly structured and

follow sorne developmental mIes. Moreover it revealed a feedback regulation

between lateral root primordia initiation and development/emergence. This was

an unexpected finding as those two phenomena occur in distinct parts of the root.

Moreover, while auxin is the main regulator ofboth lateral root initiation [6] and

development/emergence [9,10], these two processes were shown to depend on
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different auxin fluxes. [4,7,10,21]. Lateral root initiation is regulated by auxin

coming form the root tip (acropetal transport) [6,7,15] while lateral root

development/emergence depends on auxin coming from the shoot (basipetal

transport).

We generated a novel mechanistic model ofroot branching based on auxin fluxes

that was able to reproduce the observed competition between primordia initiation

and development. This model was also found to accurately predict the phenotype

of mutants perturbed in root acropetal auxin transport (pin2, auxi-22) and lateral

root emergence (fax3). The feedback between lateral root initiation and

development/emergence was further confirmed by analyzing plants with

modified rates of initiation using gravistimulations [15], with the added

observation that emergence was enhanced by gravistimulation. We showed that a

simple extension of the mechanistic model was sufficient to predict the effect of

gravistimulation on lateral root initiation and development/emergence.

Additional studies will need to investigate the enhancement of lateral root

development by gravistimulation. The higher emergence rate observed in root

tums may be linked with the mechanical constraints existing within the outer

tissue layer. It has been shown that emergence is linked with a remodeling of the

cell walls in the endoderm, cortex and epidermis, allowing the emerging

primordia to push through the outer tissue layer without tearing up the

surrounding cells [10]. DifferentiaI cell elongation occurring during root bending

would theoretically induce longitudinal strains on the tissue, facilitating

dissociation of cclI walls in the same zone where the primordia appears and will

potentially emerge. Potential experiments to investigate this hypothesis include
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physical measurements of the strains existing within root turns and study of the

emergence level in root turns for emergence mutants such as lax3.

Taken together, our findings indicate that even if lateral root initiation and

development/emergence are dependent on different auxin fluxes in the root, they

use the same limited pool of auxin thus creating feedback mechanisms. These

mechanisms are akin to inhibitory fields as defined by Hofmeister [22].

Inhibitory fields were historically proposed as a theoretical explanation for the

phyllotaxis arising from the shoot apical meristem [23]. It has been shown in the

last few years that the inhibitory fields regulating phyllotaxis, and subsequently

shoot branching, were related to auxin and auxin transport [24,25,26]. Root

branching however was known to be regulated by auxin since the discovery of

the hormone itself, but no regular mechanism was ever proposed to explain how

auxin directs root branching. Our findings suggests that regulation of root and

shoot branching by auxin share common theoretical bases, pointing to potentially

unified molecular mechanisms of plant development.

Mechanistic modeling proved to be a powerful tool to integrate and test

biological concepts that would be too complex to comprehend otherwise. As our

knowledge of auxin flux regulation grows, the opportunities to use mechanistic

modeling to study auxin transport occurring at the cellular level during lateral

root initiation multiply. We are currently developing an in silica cellular model

of auxin fluxes to understand how the redistribution of auxin in the root apex

may control the fine positioning oflateral root initiation.
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Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions. Wild type (Col-O), pin2 and auxl-22

mutants (Col-O background) seeds were obtained from the NASe. ProCYCBl:GUS

(Col-O background) seeds were provided by Dr P. Doemer (University of

Edinburgh, UK). Plants were grown on vertical plates as previously described

[27]. When applied, gravistimulations consisted of 90° successive rotations of

the plates. For additional details on the periodical gravistimulation, see [15].

Microscopy. Seedlings were collected and incubated in a solution containing 50

mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 0.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6 and ~Fe(CN)6,

0.05% (v/v) Triton X-l 00, 0.05% (v/v) DMF, 0.02% (v/v) EDTA, and 1 mM 5

bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-D-glucuronic acid and incubated at 37°C for several

hours. Seedlings were then cleared in 70% (v/v) ethanol for 24 h, before being

immersed for 2 h in 10% (v/v) glycerol 50% (v/v) ethanol; 2h in 30% (v/v)

glycerol 30% (v/v) ethanol; 2h in 50% (v/v) glycerol. Seedlings were mounted in

50% (v/v) glycerol and visualized using a DMRB microscope (Leica). Pictures

of the plants were obtained using a MZFLIII (Leica) dissecting microscope

equipped with a digital camera.

Observation. Development stages of successive lateral organs (as defined by

[12]) and the distances between them (i.e. number of epidermal hair cells) were

scored using the previously mentioned optical microscope. Special care was

taken to follow continuous epidermal cell file in scoring the distance between

successive lateral organs. When root spiraling became too important to allow the
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observation of a single continuous epidermal cell file, observation was resumed

on a visible cell file in phase with the previous one. Cell counting always started

at the collet, and cell counting ended when protoxylem ladder-structure was no

longer visible.

Basic statistical analyses were made using the Excel statistical package.

Stochastic modeL We chose to model the cellular string structure by a specific

hidden Markovian model. Our model incorporates four semi-Markovian states

with attached occupancy distributions to model the four types of segments of

non-differentiated cells and two Markovian states to model the occurrence of

either primordia or emerged roots in the two median zones. In this study, we

assumed that the end of an observed sequence systematically coincides with the

transition from the last segment state to an extra absorbing "end" state. The

estimated hidden hybrid Markov/semi-Markov chain is shown in Figure 4. The

model is "hidden" since non-differentiated cells (output 0) can be observed in the

four semi-Markovian states while both primordia (output 1) and emerged roots

(output 2) can be observed in Markovian state 1 (hence, the observed cell

differentiation stage does not enable to determine the state in the model). The

resulting hidden hybrid Markov/semi-Markov chain is thus defined by four

subsets of parameters:

Initial probabilities to model which IS the first state occumng III the

primary root,

Transition probabilities to model the succeSSIOn of states along the

primary root,
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Occupancy distributions attached to semi-Markovian states to represent

the segment length in number of non-differentiated celIs,

Observation distributions to model the composition properties within a

state. AlI the observation distributions are degenerated i.e. a single output

can be observed in astate except the observation distribution for the

Markovian state 1 with a mixture of primordia an emerged roots.

The maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of a hidden hybrid

Markov/semi-Markov chain requires an iterative optimization technique, which

is an application of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [16,17]. The

hidden hybrid Markov/semi-Markov chain was estimated on the basis of 185

sequences of cumulated length 14,065. The 20 parameters consist of 3

independent initial probabilities, 4 independent transition probabilities, 12

parameters for the occupancy distributions attached to the four semi-Markovian

states (aIl these occupancy distributions are negative binomial distributions

defined by three parameters, including an additional shift parameter), and 1

independent observation probability (Markovian state 1). Once the hidden hybrid

Markov/semi-Markov chain had been estimated, the most probable state

sequence was computed with the Viterbi algorithm [17] for each observed

sequence. On the basis of this global stochastic model of celI string structure,

various sub-samples and data characteristics were extracted and analyzed.

AlI the statistical analyses were made using the VPlant statistical package

(successor of AMAPmod [28]) integrated in the OpenAlea platform [29],

available at http://openalea.gforge.inria.fr/wiki/doku.php?id=openalea.
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Variable order Markov chain modeling. The succeSSIOn of primordia and

emerged roots was analyzed within the proximal zone using variable-order

Markov chains. In variable-order Markov chains, the order (or memory length) is

variable and depends on the context within the sequence instead of being fixed.

We applied the algorithm proposed by [30] for estimating variable-order Markov

chains. This algorithm both selects the optimal set of memories and estimates the

transition probabilities attached to each memory (for instance the transition

probabilities attached to the second-order memory "primordium, emerged root").

Variable-order Markov chains of maximum order 3 were compared on the basis

of 43 proximal zones of long roots sequences (cumulated length 445). The

variable-order Markov chain with memories "primordium" (order 1),

"primordium, emerged root' , and "emerged root, emerged root" (order 2) was

selected; see Table 2 for the estimated transition probabilities with associated

confidence intervals. Compared with a fixed first-order Markov chain, the fit of

the runs length of emerged roots was greatly improved (Figure 7).

Mechanistic modeling. The root branching process was formalized as a

mechanistic model (Figure 8A). Let <1> D and <1> 1 be respectively the flux

entering the apex from the development zone and the reflux retuming to the apex

from the initiation zone (Figure 8B). Let a (respectively P) be the fraction of

the auxin flux leaving the apex (respectively the initiation zone) toward the

initiation zone (respectively the apex), with a, f3 E ]0;1[. Hence the accumulation

of auxin within the meristem (dc) and within the initiation zone (dc' ) can be
dt dt

written as:
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dc'
- = a(1- ,8)(<1> + <1> ) - &' , (2)
dt D /

where 0 is the degradation rate of aux in.

The conservation of fluxes at the IZ node leads to:

Isolating <1> / in the left-hand terrn yields:

ap
<1>/ =--<1>D . (4)

1-ap

From (1), (2) and (4) we can express the accumulation of auxin within the

meristem and initiation zone as:

dc _ 1-a <1> &
dt - 1-a,8 D-

(5)

(6)

We can thus express the auxin concentration within the meristem and initiation

zone at equilibrium:

1-a
Ceq = 0(1- ap) <1> D , (7)

C' = a(1- P) <1>
eq o(1-ap) D, (8)

and integrate (5) and (6) as:

{

if (1- a)<I> D > 0,
(1-ap)

otherwise
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{

if a(l- P)<I> D > 0,
(l-ap)

otherwise

(10)

where Co and Co are the initial auxin concentrations within the meristem and

initiation zone. As a, f3 E ]0;1[, equations (9) and (10) are true as long as

Supplementary Figure SI compares the values of C and C' for different values of

The equation (4) shows that <1> 1 is particularly sensitive to values of ap that are

close to 1. For such values, the system shows large variations in <1> 1 even for

small changes in either ap or <PD (Figure SC).

A discrete version of this model written m the Python programmmg

language is given in Supplementary Figure S2.

The different model parameters were either estimated directly from observed

data (e.g. mean time between successive initiations, mean percentage of

emergence, simultaneous number of deve10ping primordia) or inferred from

observed data through automated parameters' space exploration. Over 1000

parameter combinations were tested. Due to the stochastic distribution of IT and

ET, each parameter combination was tested for run of 20 simulations, and

outputs were used for statistical evaluation of the parameter set. The parameter

combination corresponding to the best fit of lateral root initiation and emergence

densities to the observed values was se1ected for subsequent model prediction.

The Python stand-alone module is available from the authors.
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Tables

Table 1: Transition probabilities (with confidence intervals) of the estimated

variable-order Markov chain.

Previous state(s)
Primordium (P.)

primordium - emerged root
(P. E.)

emerged root - emerged root
(E. E.)

primordium (P.)

OA8 (OAl, 0.55)
OA5 (0.34, 0.57)

0.24 (0.17, 0.32)

emerged root (E.)

0.52 (OA5, 0.59)
0.55 (OA3, 0.62)

0.76 (0.68, 0.83)

count

197
73

127

Table 2: Empirical distributions ofthe segment length between two lateral organs

/1, u (sample size)

primordium
emerged root

Figures legends

segment before
7.66,5.6 (159)
1OA, 5.39 (243)

segment after
8.74,6.19 (191)
10.1,5.91 (244)

Figure 1. Determination of root developmental profile

Transgenic seedlings (n=397) aged 3 to 12 day and expressing the ProCYCBl:GUS

marker were observed using a Leica DMRB microscope. The developmental

stage of each primordium and the distance (i.e. number of root hair cells)

between them were scored along the primary root and emerged laterals. Each

root was then assigned a unique identification code and developmental profile as

illustrated here.
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Figure 2. Macroscopic regularities of root development

Each data point corresponds to a single primary or secondary root (n = 397). The

color of the point indicates the age of the root when observation took place (3 to

12 days after germination).

(A) The global number of lateral root primordia initiation is proportional to the

total root length (measured in number ofroot hair cells).

(B) The global emergence rate of lateral roots stabilizes around 50%.

(C) Stabilization of emergence rate occurs after the first week of growth. Data

point size indicates the relative number of similar observed values.

Figure 3. Encoding the root structure

We defined three kinds of sequences based on full blown developmental profiles.

The sequence of developmental stages considers only the developmental stages

of the successive lateral organs.

The sequence of root segment length (root segment being defined as the unit

formed by two successive organs and the distance between them) considers only

the distances between the successive lateral organs.

The cellular string sequence were obtained by transcoding and expanding the

developmental profile. The transcoding of the developmental stages is shown

below the cellular string: observed un-differentiated ceUs were coded as 0, non

emerged primordia were coded as 1, and emerged lateral roots were coded as 2.

Figure 4. Stochastic model of root development

This mode1 traduces aU observed developmental profiles.
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Each state is represented by a vertex which is numbered in red in its lower right

corner (except the final end state). The possible transitions between states are

represented by arcs with the attached probabilities noted nearby. Dotted arcs

entering in states indicate initial states. The attached initial probabilities are

noted nearby. Gnly arcs with attached initial or transition probabilities > 0.03 are

figured. The occupancy distributions of the semi-Markovian states 0, 2, 4, and 5

are figured above the corresponding vertex. The possible outputs in a state are

noted in the corresponding vertex with the attached observation probabilities

when < 1. States 1-2 (respectively 3-4) define the proximal (respectively distal)

functional zones.

The lower part of the panel present the most probable state sequence predicted

for the given cellular string.

Figure 5. Primordia and lateral root distributions in the stochastic model

The observed distributions (number of lateral organs of a given type per root) are

extracted from the data while the theoretical distributions are computed from the

estimated stochastic model.

Figure 6. Empirical distribution of root segment length in the proximal zone

(state 2 in the stochastic model)

Figure 7. Distribution of the mn length of emerged roots

The observed distribution (i.e. number of successive emerged roots) is extracted

from the data while the theoretical distributions are computed from an estimated

first-order or variable-order Markov chain.
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Figure 8. Mechanistic model of lateral root initiation and development

(A) Structure of the model. Auxin reflux takes place though the initiation zone

(IZ). A fraction of the reflux accumulates until the initiation threshold (IT) is

reached. A new primordium then appears and depletes auxin in the IZ. Primordia

going through the development zone (DZ) drain a percentage of the central auxin

flux. Primordia will emerge if their auxin content is higher than the emergence

threshold (ET). Emerged laterals cease consuming auxin. Primordia which have

not yet emerged when they leave the DZ for the emergence zone (EZ) will stop

developing. Gravistimulation is considered to induce a drop of IT and to

consume a fraction of the auxin in the IZ. IT and ET both vary dynamically

according to Gaussian distributions. Auxin production augments after one week.

(B) Mathematical representation of the reflux system. Fluxes coming from the

development and initiation zone are denoted as <1>D and <1>]. The reflux

efficiencies are denoted a and [3, while 0 expresses auxin degradation in the

meristem and in the IZ.

(C) Auxin fluxes passing through the IZ at equilibrium. As the reflux is

considered to be imperfect, the flux going through the IZ will reach a stable point

depending on the efficiencies of the refluxes a and [3 and on the central flux

entering the IZ from the DZ (value in arbitrary units of production per minute).

For high values of reflux efficiency, a small variation in reflux efficiency or

entering fluxes willlead to a strong change of stable point (black arrows).
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Figure 9. Mechanistic model calibration and predictions

(A & B) Initiation and emergence in the model were calibrated according to the

observed mean initiation and emergence level (see figure 2). Runs of 20

simulations were done for each condition. Data point size indicates the relative

number of simulations giving the same output.

(C) Fit between model prediction and observation for various gravistimulation

patterns (see Supplementary Figure S3 for additional details on the

gravistimulation patterns). Runs of20 simulations were done for each condition.

(D) Predicted emergence rate and initiation level as a function of apical reflux.

Runs of 20 simulations were done for each condition (reflux efficiency ranging

from 20% to 99%).

(E) Predicted initiation level as a function of development level of primordia.

Development of primordia in the model was either full or arrested at various

level ranging from 4/5th of full development to no development at aIl. Runs of

20 simulations were done for each condition. Data point size indicates the

relative number of simulations giving the same output.

(F) Observed initiation and emergence densities in mutants and wild-type Col-O.

Initiation and emergence densities were scored for the mutants pin2 and aux],

and normalized in regard to the emergence density of wild-type Col-O plants.

Data for the lax3 mutant were provided by Pr. Malcolm Bennett. Each data point

corresponds to a set of more than 20 seedlings.
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Figure 10. Gravistimulation enhanced balance between initiation and

development

(A) Initiation density and emerged lateral root density were scored for plants

gravistimulated according to the gravistimulation protocol presented in [15]. The

results are given for primordia located in gravistimulated zones. Measurements

were normalized in regard to the emergence density of non-gravistimulated

plants. Each data point corresponds to a set of more than 20 seedlings. Non

gravistimulated Col-O seedlings were used as a control group.

(B) Emergence of lateral roots in gravistimulated roots. White bar: emerged

lateral root percentage. Gray bar: non-emerged primordia percentage. Non

gravistimulated Col-O seedling were used as a control.

(C) Distribution of primordia developmental stages for the 24h time between

gravistimulation treatment. White bar: primordia appearing and developing

between gravistimulation (n = 72). Black bar: primordia appearing and

developing in root tums (n = 373).

(D) Initiation and emergence densities predicted by the mechanistic model with

the added hypothesis of a drop of ET under gravistimulation.

Supporting Information

Figure SI. Auxin accumulation in the meristem and initiation zone

(Top row) Auxin accumulation during time within the meristem (C) and

initiation zone (C') as a function of auxin fluxes coming from the differentiation

zone, computed according to the reflux system presented in Figure 8B. a = 0.9 ;

~ = 0.9; 8 = 0.01. Auxin level is expressed in arbitrary units.
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(Bottom row) Auxin accumulation during time within the meristem (C) and

initiation zone (C') as a function of auxin degradation, computed according to the

reflux system presented in Figure 8B. Cl = 0.9 ; P= 0.9 ; <1>0 = 10. Auxin level is

expressed in arbitrary units.

Figure 82. The RootFeedback algorithm corresponding to the mechanistic model

The pseudo-code is expressing the mechanisms described in Fig. 8A in discrete

time.

Figure 83. Gravistimulation patterns used for the calibration and evaluation of

the model

Seedlings were grown in vertical plates and gravistimulated by a 90° rotation

(black dot) of the growth plates.

Treatments labeled 1 to 24 were applied for 3.5 days using either crenel-shape

generating or stair-shape-generating protocols (see [15] for additional details).

The results obtained following those treatments were use to calibrate the model

presented in figure 8.

Treatment labeled A to 1 were applied for 48 hours after germination using stair

shape-generating protocols. The results obtained following those treatments were

directly compared to model output using the parameters previously defined.
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Figure 1. Determination of root developmental profiles
Transgenic seedlings (n=397) aged 3 to 12 day and expressing the ProCYCB/:GUS marker were
observed using a Leica DMRB microscope. The developmental stage of each primordium and
the distance (i.e. number of root hair cells) between them were scored along the primary root
and emerged laterals. Each root was then assigned a unique identification code and
developmental profile as illustrated here.
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Figure 2. Macroscopic regularities of
root development
Each data point corresponds to a single
primary or secondary root (n = 397).
The color of the point indicates the age
of the root when observation took place
(3 to 12 days after germination).
(A) The global number of lateral root
primordia initiation is proportional to
the total root length (measured ln

number of root hair cells).
(8) The global emergence rate of lateral
roots stabilizes around 50%.
(C) Stabilization of emergence rate
occurs after the first week of growth.
Data point size indicates the relative
number of similar observed values.
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Root segment Sequence of developmental stages Sequence of root segment lengths

Lll+ 17 []+
1 U· IV+ ·111+ • 11+ • Il • 1 • ~ 13. 7 • 7 • 17 • 14 • 16 • 14 •

14 If

/
Developmental profile RILIPI U 7 IV+ 7 TII+ 17 Li+ 14 0 16

~
Cellular string 00010000000100000001 00000000000000000 1 00000000000000 1 0000000000000000 100000000000000 1 00000000000

Figure 3. Encoding of the root stmcture
We defined three kinds of sequences based on full blown developmental profiles.
The sequence of developmental stages considers only the developmental stages of the
successive lateral organs.
The sequence of root segment length (root segment being defined as the unit forrned by two
successive organs and the distance between them) considers only the distances between the
successive lateral organs.
The cellular string sequence were obtained by transcoding and expanding the developmental
profile. The transcoding of the developmental stages is shown below the cellular string:
observed un-differentiated cells were coded as 0, non-emerged primordia were coded as l,
and emerged lateral roots were coded as 2.
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Figure 4. Stochastic model of root development
This model traduces ail observed developmental profiles.
Each state is represented by a vertex which is numbered in red in its lower right corner
(except the final end state). The possible transitions between states are represented by arcs
with the attached probabilities noted nearby. Dotted arcs entering in states indicate initial
states. The attached initial probabilities are noted nearby. Only arcs with attached initial or
transition probabilities > 0.03 are figured. The occupancy distributions of the semi-Markovian
states 0, 2, 4, and 5 are figured above the conesponding vertex. The possible outputs in astate
are noted in the conesponding vertex with the attached observation probabilities when < 1.
States 1-2 (respectively 3-4) define the proximal (respectively distal) functional zones.
The lower part of the panel present the most probable state sequence predicted for the given
cellular string.
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Figure 5. Primordia and lateral root distributions in the stochastic model
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extracted from the data while the theoretical distributions are computed from the
estimated stochastic model.
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Figure 8. Mechanistic model of lateral root initiation and development
(A) Structure of the model. Auxin reflux takes place though the initiation zone OZ). A fraction of

the reflux accumulates until the initiation threshold (IT) is reached. A new primordium then appears
and depletes auxin in the IZ. Primordia going through the development zone (OZ) drain a
percentage of the central auxin flux. Primordia will emerge if their auxin content is higher than the
emergence threshold (ET). Emerged laterals cease consuming auxin. Primordia which have not yet
emerged when they leave the OZ for the emergence zone (EZ) will stop developing.
Gravistimulation is considered to induce a drop of IT and to consume a fraction of the auxin in the
IZ. IT and ET both vary dynamically according to Gaussian distributions. Auxin production
augments after one week.
(8) Mathematical representation of the reflux system. Fluxes coming from the development and
initiation zone are denoted as <l>D and <1>[. The reflux efficiencies are denoted a. and fi, while 6
expresses auxin degradation in the meristem and in the IZ.
(C) Auxin fluxes passing through the IZ at equilibrium. As the reflux is considered to be imperfect,
the flux going through the IZ will reach a stable point depending on the efficiencies of the refluxes
a. and fi and on the central flux entering the IZ from the OZ (value in arbitrary units of production
per minute). For high values of reflux efficiency, a small variation in reflux efficiency or entering
fluxes willlead to a strong change of stable point (black arrows).
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Figure 9. Mechanistic model calibration and predictions
(A & B) Initiation and emergence in the model were calibrated according to the observed mean
initiation and emergence level (see figure 2). Runs of 20 simulations were done for each
condition. Data point size indicates the relative number of simulations giving the same output.
(C) Fit between model prediction and observation for various gravistimulation patterns (see
Supplementary Figure S3 for additional details on the gravistimulation patterns). Runs of 20
simulations were done for each condition.
(0) Predicted emergence rate and initiation level as a function of apical reflux. Runs of 20
simulations were done for each condition (reflux efficiency ranging from 20% to 99%).
(E) Predicted initiation level as a function of development level of primordia. Development of
primordia in the model was either full or arrested at various level ranging from 4/5th of full
development to no development at aIl. Runs of 20 simulations were done for each condition.
Data point size indicates the relative number of simulations giving the same output.
(F) Observed initiation and emergence densities in mutants and wild-type Col-O. Initiation and
emergence densities were scored for the mutants pin2 and aux], and normalized in regard to the
emergence density of wild-type Col-O plants. Data for the fax3 mutant were provided by Pr.
Malcolm Bennett. Each data point corresponds to a set of more than 20 seedlings.
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Figure 10. Gravistimulation enhanced balance between initiation and development
(A) Initiation density and emerged lateral root density were scored for plants gravistimulated
according to the gravistimulation protocol presented in [15]. The results are given for primordia
located in gravistimulated zones. Measurements were normalized in regard to the emergence
density of non-gravistimulated plants. Each data point corresponds to a set of more than 20
seedlings. Non-gravistimulated Col-O seedlings were used as a control group.
(B) Emergence of lateral roots in gravistimulated roots. White bar: emerged lateral root
percentage. Gray bar: non-emerged primordia percentage. Non gravistimulated Col-O seedling
were used as a control.
(C) Distribution of primordia developmental stages for the 24h time between gravistimulation
treatment. White bar: primordia appearing and developing between gravistimulation (n = 72).
Black bar: primordia appearing and developing in root tums (n = 373).
(0) Initiation and emergence densities predicted by the mechanistic model with the added
hypothesis of a drop of ET under gravistimulation.
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figure 51
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Figure SI. Auxin accumulation in the meristem and initiation zone
(Top row) Auxin accumulation during time within the meristem (C) and initiation zone
(C') as a function of auxin fluxes coming from the differentiation zone, computed
according to the reflux system presented in Figure 88. Ci = 0.9 ; P= 0.9; 8 = 0.01. Auxin
level is expressed in arbitrary units.
(Bottom row) Auxin accumulation during time within the meristem (C) and initiation
zone (C') as a function of auxin degradation, computed according to the reflux system
presented in Figure 8B. Ci = 0.9 ; P= 0.9 ; <1>D = 10. Auxin level is expressed in arbitrary
units.
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5upplementary
figure 52

The RootFeedback algorithm

INPUT
- time_length = observation duration in minutes
- base_flux(t) = amount of auxin produced during 1 minute; augment after 1 week of growth
- a = root apex reflux efficiency

- IT = mean initiation threshold ; Or standard deviation from IT

- l conso = accumulation factor in the initiation zone

- LRP conso = primordia consumption

- ET = mean emergence threshold ; OEstandard deviation from ET

- developmental_window = period of primordia development
- return_time = time needed to return to normal after gravistimulation
- gravitropic_effect_max = maximum reduction factor of IT under gravistimulation
- G_max = maximum auxin consumption following gravistimulation

- gray signal {t} = array of boolean representing the gravistimulation signal, set to true if
there is a gravistimulation at time t, set to false otherwise

OUTPUT
- LRP_index = array indexing the id (time of initiation) of initiated LRP
- LR_index = array indexing the id (time of initiation) of emerged LR
- LRP{t} = array of real representing the amount of auxin in the primordia formed at time t,
equal to -1 if the primodia has not been initiated (initial condition for every potential
primordial

[gauss(~/O) return a random value from the distribution of JV{~,a2)]

DZ_flux[O] = 0 ; LRP index = [] ; LR index = []
RootFeedback Algorithm
auxin-pool[Ol = 0 ; IZ_flux[Ol = 0
for t = 1 to time_length :

DZ flux[tj = base flux(t)
if-grav_signal[t]-

G[tl = G_max
gravitropic_effect[tl = gravitropic_effect_max

else :
G[t] = G[t-1] - (G max / return time)
gravitropic_effect[tl = gravitr~pic_effect[t-11-(gravitropic_effect_max

for id in LRP_index :
if ( id > (t - developmental_window) ) :

LRP[id] = LRP[id] + DZ_flux[tl*LRP_conso
DZ_flux[tl = DZ_flux[t] * (1-LRP_conso)

if (LRP[id] > gauss (ET, aE)):

LR_index.append(id)
LRP_index.remove(id)

IZ_flux[t] = ( DZ_flux[tl + IZ_flux[t-11 ) * a

auxin-pool[t] = auxin-pool[t-1] + IZ_flux[tl * I_conso - G[t]
IZ_flux[tl = IZ_flux[tl * (1-I_conso)

/ return_time)

if ( auxin-pool [t] > gauss (IT' (l-gravi tropic_effect [t] ) , al' (l-gravitropic_effect ft)) )

LRP[tl = 0
LRP_index.append(t)
auxin-pool[t] = 0
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Supplementary
figure S3
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Figure S3. Gravistimulation patterns used for the calibration and evaluation of the model
Seedlings were grown in vertical plates and gravistimulated by a 90° rotation (black dot) of the
growth plates.
Treatments labeled 1 to 24 were applied for 3.5 days using either crenel-shape-generating or
stair-shape-generating protocols (see [15] for additional details). The results obtained following
those treatments were use to calibrate the model presented in figure 8.
Treatment labeled A to l were applied for 48 hours after germination using stair-shape
generating protocols. The results obtained following those treatments were directly compared to
model output using the parameters previously defined.
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-PARTIV-

Macroscopic and microscopie models

of auxin fluxes within the root system.
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D Macroscopic model of auxin fluxes

Root growth and development both depend on auxin fluxes which have

been weil described at the macroscopic level. Auxin flows from the aerial parts

through the phloem, and reaches the root apex where its flux is directed by active

auxin transporters in a complex reflux circulation. It is possible to use the data

available in the literature to draw a map of the potential auxin fluxes within the

root apex (Swarup et al. 2001; Marchant et al. 2002; Jiri Friml et al. 2002;

Benkova et al. 2003; BliJou et al. 2005; Sauer et al. 2006; Tanaka et al. 2006;

Wisniewska et al. 2006) (Figure 29).

Figure 29. Cellular auxin fluxes within the root apex
Available data on auxin carriers distributions can be used 10 propose a synthelic view of auxin
fluxes expected within the root apex. Blue arrows, acropetal auxin fluxes; red arrows,
basipetal auxin fluxes; orange stars, non direcled auxin fluxes and sites of auxin accumulation.

The root itself is a constantly evolving structure, new cells appeanng

through cellular division, existing cells growmg and changing their shape

through differential elongation, mechanical properties altered by tissue

di fferentiation. .. And sti Il aUXIn flows through the tissues, directing their

evolution and simultaneously submitted to it as the pathway it follows is

progressively altered by the structural changes. This feedback between the

information propagating in a system and the structural evolution of this system is
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characteristic of a class of systems called "Dynamical System in a Dynamical

Structure", or DS2 (Giavitto and Michel 2003; Giavitto 2003). The complexity of

this kind of systems makes it particularly challenging to understand and predict

their behavior.

One way to solve this problem however is to use conceptual,

mathematical or dynamical models to abstract these complex processes. Here, we

designed a macroscopic model of fluxes within a virtual root based on L

systems, in the hope of deciphering the interactions between auxin fluxes and

root development.

LA) L-systems modelling

Lindenmayer systems (or L-systems) are a mathematical formalism

introduced by Aristid Lindenmayer in 1968 to model multi-cellular organisms

(Lindenmayer 1968; Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 1990). As a biologist,

Lindenmayer worked with yeast and filamentous fungi and studied the growth

patterns of various types of algae, such as the blue/green bacteria Anabaena

catenula. Originally the L-systems were devised to provide a formai description

of the development of such simple multicellular organisms, and to illustrate the

neighborhood relationships between plant cells. Later on, this system was

extended to describe higher plants and complex branching structures.

Rewriting

L-systems are based on the central concept of rewriting. Rewriting is a

process allowing the generation of complex objects by iterative replacement of
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elemental parts of an original simple object, according to a set of predefined

rules or productions.

This iterative process is similar to the one used to generate fractal patterns

such as the snowf1ake curve, defined in 1905 by Koch (von Koch 1905).

Mandelbrot proposed the following snowf1ake construction method (Mandelbrot

1982):

"One begins with two shapes, an initiator and a generator. The latter is an

oriented broken line made up of N equal sides of length r. Thus each stage of the

construction begins with a broken line and consists in replacing each straight

interval with a copy of the generator, reduced and displaced so as to have the

same end points as those of the interval being replaced."

The Figure 30 illustrates this iterative building process.

inilialor generalor

"-------~-----~

7~~

Figure 30. Construction of Koch snowllake curve by geometrical rewriting
At each iteration, ail straight segments of the figure are simultaneously replaced
by a scaled copy of the iterator.
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While the Koch construction recursively replaces open polygons,

rewriting systems are not Iimited to these simple geometrical operations. For

example, Wolfram studied patterns generated by rewriting arrays of rectangular

elements (Wolfram 1984; Wolfram 1985). The game oflife invented by Conway

is also based on similar array-rewriting principles (Gardner 1970; Gardner 1971).

The most extensively studied and the best understood rewriting systems

are not geometrical, but rather operate on character strings and are caIled

Grammars. String rewriting came into the spotlight in the late 1950s, foIlowing

Noam Chomsky's work on formaI grammars (Chomsky 1956), where he applied

the concept of rewriting to describe the syntactic features of natural languages.

L-svstem formalisms: DOL-systems

In 1968 the biologist Aristid Lindenmayer introduced a new type of

string-rewriting mechanism, subsequently termed L-systems (Lindenmayer

1968). The principal difference between grammars defined by Chomsky and L

systems lies in the method of applying productions. In Chomsky grammars

productions are applied sequentiaIly, replacing one element at a time, whereas in

L-systems productions are applied in paraIlel and simultaneously, replacing aIl

letters in a given word at the same time. Indeed, productions in L-systems are

intended to represent ceIl divisions in multiceIlular organisms, where division

processes may occur simultaneously. ParaIlel production application has an

essential impact on the formaI properties of L-system. For example, it exist sorne

languages which can be generated by L-systcms but not by Chomsky grammars

(Salomaa 1973; Herman and Rozenberg 1975).
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The simplest type of L-systems is the DOL-system: Detenninistic,

context-free (0), L-system (Rozenberg and Salomaa 1980). They can be fonnally

defined as follows:

• An alphabet is a finite set of letters denoted as V. The letters are also

called modules.

• A word is a sequence of letters over an alphabet. The set of aIl words

over alphabet Vis denoted as V'.

• A production is a pair (a, u) denoted as a - u , where a is a letter and u

is a word. a is called predccessor and u is called successor.

• A DOL-system is a triplet G = (V, OJ, Pl, where V is an alphabet, OJE V·

IS a word called the axiom, and P is a set of productions such that

1

'r;ja EV: :3 Pa E P, where pa denotes a production that has module a as its

predecessor.

By convention it is assumed that if no production is explicitly specified

for a module a, then the identity production (a - a) is added implicitly to P.

Note that the term production does not imply that the CUITent module will always

be replaced by another, as production can specify the removal of a module from

the string. This is expressed by specifying an asterisk (*) or ë (empty production

in formaI notation) as the successor.

Note also that as L-systems have been defined as a way to model

biological entities, the modeler usually needs to visually judge the adequacy of

the L-system representation to its biological counterpart. Thus the character

string is often interpreted and represented geometrically using a pre-defined set

of interpretation ruIes. In the most usual interpretation, each symbol of the string

will be replaced by a series of instruction for a LOGO-style turtle (Abelson and
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diSessa 1982; Prusinkiewicz et al. 1996). The turtle will then proceed to draw the

visual interpretation of the string according these interpretation rules.

DOL-systems have been classically used to describe the growth of linear

tissues or organs such as the vegetative segment of the Anabaena catenula

bacteria (Lindenmayer 1971; De Koster and Lindenmayer 1987). To represent

branching structures using a string of letters (linear structures by definition), two

specific modules were introduced as a part of the original definition of L-systems

(Lindenmayer 1968). These modules are the left and right brackets [ and]. They

respectively specify the beginning and the end of a branch. The following L-

system is an example of simple branching process (Figure 31).

L-system definition:

axiom: A

A ~ l [A] [A] lA

l ~ II

L-system evolution:

A

1 [A] [A] lA

II [1 [A] [A] lA] [1 [A] [A] lA] III [A] [A] lA

Geometrical interpretation:

A

A

A

1

• A

1 -. ...

Figure 31. Definition and visualization of a branched L-system
This system does not present any terminal symbols (symbols which map onto
themselves), and will continue to evolve until stopped or a predefined depth of
decomposition is reached. The visual interpretation of the string is based on a turtle
interpreter.

L-systems formalisms: parametrie and context sensitive L-systems

DOL-systems, as presented in the previous section, can convey qualitative

information as each type of module in the model represents a different type of

biological components, such as cells or organs.
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However modelers often need to consider dynamic and/or continuous

quantitative information associated with these components, such as varying

concentration of hormones in cells, or organ size changes. Parametric L-systems

were formalized to answer this need (Hanan 1992). In parametric L-systems each

symbol of the alphabet can be associated with numerical parameters, which are

referred to using formai parameters when computing the production of the L

system. AdditionaIly, formaI parameters can be used in arithmetic expressions to

calculate new values of parameters in the productions successors.

The formai definition of parametric DOL-systems can be written as

follows (Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 1990):

• V is the alphabet.

• ~ is the set of formai parameters.

• C(~) is the set of aIllogical expressions with parameters from ~.

• E(~) is the set of aIl arithmetic expressions with parameters from ~.

• OJE (V X 9{* t is a nonempty parametric word called the axiom.

• P is a finite set of ordered productions of the form pred: eondopt - suee,

such that pred E V x r: , eond E CCL) and suee E CV x E(L)*)*. These

components of the production expression are respectively called predecessor,

condition and successor. The condition eond can be omitted, in which case it is

assumed to evaluate to true. Due to the existence of the conditions, the process of

string rewriting is slightly more complex than for DOL-systems. For a production

to match a module in the string, the following conditions must be met:

1) The module's letter must match the letter in the predecessor,
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2) The number of actual parameters associated with the module and the

number of formaI parameters in the predecessor must be the same,

3) The condition eond must evaluate to true.

Parametric DOL systems associate quantitative information with the

qualitative representation of the character string. However they do not take into

account the interactions between neighboring modules. In biologieal objects,

neighbor cells or organs are rare1y completely independent, and often influence

each other state and fate, for example by transmitting hormonal fluxes. Context

sensitive L-systems were thus introduced and made it possible to specify what

modules must be in the neighborhood of the modules being replaced for the

production to be applied (Lindenmayer 1968).

Coupled with conditions evaluation of the parametric L-systems, the

context-sensitive L-systems are sufficient to model complex processes such as

information flow circulating within the modeled structure and directing its

evolution. The formaI expression of context-sensitive production takes the form:

le < pred > re : eond - sueeessor

The symbols < and> separate the left context (le), the strict predecessor

(pred) and the right context (re). Note that context-sensitive production mIes

take precedence on context-free production rules applying on the same strict

predecessor. The process of matching a production mIe with a strict predecessor

within a branched context-sensitive parametric L-system can be highly complex,

and won't be detailed here. The problems associated with this process have been

extensively reviewed in (Radoslaw 2002).
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Figure 32 illustrates a simple signal propagation process within a context-

sensitive L-system.

L-system definition: Geometrical interpretation:

Axiom: l (+J] (-J]J(+J] (-J]J(+J] (-J]J

Pl' l < J 7 l

Pl' 1+ < J 7 l

Pl: 1- < J 7 l

L-system evolution:

l (+J] (-J] J[+J] [-J] J(+J] [-J] J

1[+1] (-I]I[+J] [-J]J(+J] [-J]J

l [+1] (- 1] l [+ 1] [- 1] l [+ J] [- J] J

1[+1] [-1]1[+1] [-1]1[+1] [-1]1
l

Figure 32. Information propagation within a context-sensitive L-system
Ali production rules defined here are only sensitive to left context, and allow simulation of information
propagation from the base to the tip of the system. The + and - modules are special modules interpreted as
geometric orientation of the branches by the turtle.

L-systern forrnalisrns: L+C

L+C is a language based on the previously described fonnalism of

parametric L-systems. lt has been created to address the need for a fonnalism

that would allow the expression of complex plant models (Radoslaw 2002). ln

previous L-system fonnalisms, the parameters which can be associated with

components of the model are inherently limited to numerical arguments. L+C

was developed to allow inclusion of parameters of any type to describe the state

of detailed plant models. ln L+C, user-defined structures can be used as

parameters for the modules, and user-defined functions can be called upon while

processing the character string. Definition of e1ements known from general-

purpose programming, such as functions and user-defined data types (structures),

is done according to the C++ syntax, hence the name L+C of this particular

fonnalism.
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L+C notably extends the formalism of L-systems by introducing the

concepts of derivation direction and new context. These two concepts are the

foundation for the fast information transfer method, a way to propagate signaIs

instantaneously in linear and branching structures represented by L-system

strings. This feature is specifically targeted at the modelling of processes on

fairly different timescale, such as the propagation of forces and torques in

biomechanical models which appears instantaneous compared to the speed of

cellular division and growth.

LB) Roo! macroscopical modelling

To adequately capture the various feature of the developing root system,

we designed a macroscopic model based on the L+C formalism.

The general principles behind this model are presented in Figure 33. We

considered the root system as a stack of slices, each of them formed by a set of

concentric cylindrical tissues.

Each of those slices was associated with a L-system module, taking the

inner structure of concentric cylinders as a user-defined parameter. To model

auxin diffusion and transport, each of those cylinders was subdivided in a central

"cell" compartment and four surrounding independent "walls" compartments.

Auxin was assumed to be able to diffuse between adjacent walls, and to be

transported from and to the walls by active carriers present in cells (as discussed

in Part 1of this manuscript). Efflux carriers were assumed to be polarized, while

influx carriers were assumed to be evenly distributed around cell membranes.
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Figure 33. Definition of a root macroscopical L-system model
A - The base module of our system represents a raot slice, and takes the various sub-compartment of this slice as user
defined parameters. The tissue layers are simplified as concentric cylinder slices. Each of these is itself separated in a
central compartment ("cell") and four adjacent compartments ("walls").
B - For simplicity sake, we define the following layers in our model (from outer to inner): lateral raot cap (LRC), outer
tissues (equivalent to epidermis & cortex), inner tissues (equivalent to endodermis & pericycle) and central tissues
(corresponding to the vasculature). Each of those layers is considered to express polarized eftlux carriers and non-polar
influx carriers with varying intensity (white - strong expression, black - no expression).
C & D - Auxin within the walls compartment is considered to diffuse between neighbour wall layers and adjacent layers
of successive root slices. Auxin will flow through the structure, actively transported from cell to wall, diffusing from
wall to wall, and actively transported back from wall to cells. Compartment colour expresses its auxin concentration.
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Our system also took into account root growth with re-writing rules

stating that the slices corresponding to the initiais (as defined in Part 1) should be

re-written as two slices at regular time intervals, one of them retaining the initiais

identity, the other being a "nonnal" root slice (Figure 34). We also integrated

various biological considerations such as the limited life-length of lateral root

cap cel1s, elongation of root slice leaving the root apex, the production of auxin

in the aerial part and its transport by the vascular system up to the root tip.

Figure 34. Growth of the root L-system
To comply with biological reality, new raot slices are only added by re-writing of the raot
slices corresponding to the initiaIs of the raot apical meristem (top). Older raot slices also
loose the cylindrical layer corresponding to the lateral raot cap (bottom). Those slices then
undergo longitudinal elongation for a limited time after leaving the raot apex (yellow
arraw).
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The philosophy of this modelling approach was to create a model of root

development that would serve as food for thought to devise and direct further

biological investigations. We thus implemented our model in the lpfg

programming environment to take advantage of the interactivity toolbox

available (Radoslaw 2002) (Figure 35).

Initial parameterization of auxin carners distribution within the root L-

system was done accordingly to biological observations (Swarup et al. 2001;

Marchant et al. 2002; Jirî Friml et al. 2002; Benkovâ et al. 2003; Blilou et al.

2005; Sauer et al. 2006; Tanaka et al. 2006; Wisniewska et al. 2006) (Figure 36),

allowing preliminary simulations ofauxin fluxes (Figure 37).

Figure 35. Control panel of the root L-system
The IpJg environment offers the possibility to access and modify model parameters on the fly. We thus designed the root
L-system to allow the user to change the following system parameters directly /Tom the control panel while the
simulation is rllnning: depth of the L-system derivation (number of derivation steps), number of steps of growth (dllring
subsequent steps only auxin fluxes are updated), relative importance of each flux mechanism (convection, active
transport, wall diffusion), membrane diffusion and degradation of auxin, vasculature maturation delay ... We also
offered the possibility to choose l'rom different auxin production curve for the aerial part (such as constant or cyclic
auxin production). The main feature of the parameter access by control panel is the possibility to change the efficiency
of each auxin carrier type independently and rapidly evaluate the impact of each modification on the whole system.
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Figure 36. Parameterization of the root L-system
The auxin carriers patterns were determined based on transporters map available in the literature. The global
distribution of those carriers created an apical reflux system. The main auxin source was considered to be the
aerial parts, and we took vascular auxin transport into account in this system as a strong convective transport
system propagating the auxin flux along the raot more rapidly than the active transporters could do il.

Figure 37. Example of fluxes dynamics in the root L-system
The raot L-system was allowed to grow for a limited period of time, and then only aux in transport was
allowed to take place. In this system, auxin accumulates within the quiescent centre during raot growth, and
upon raot growth arrest will quickly saturate the lateral raot cap. A movie for a similar simulation is
available on the DVD, in the IMedia/moviesl directory.
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The CUITent implementation of the root L-system is available in the DVD

joined to this manuscript, under the /Programming/LsystemJoot/ directory. A

movie of dynamical simulation is also available in the /Medialmovies directory.

This macroscopic model offered us a first opportunity to ponder on the

interaction between auxin fluxes and the growing root structure. lt notably drove

us to reflect on the control of lateral root primordia initiation and positioning. As

at the time of this model conception, no hypothesis existed to explain how auxin

fluxes determined the positioning of lateral root primordia, integrating

ramification in our model proved to be rather problematic.

We thus initiated a series ofbiological studies in order to gather sufficient

data to answer this question. A first study aimed at elucidating which auxin

fluxes controlled lateral root primordia initiation, and how to perturb it. The story

behind this study has been presented in Part II. In a second study, we searched

for the rules of root ramification regulation existing at the macroscopical scale.

This study and its results have been extensively presented in Part III.

By the time these two studies were concluded, we had a clearer view of

how root branching may be regulated by auxin fluxes, but the first macroscopical

model we developed and presented here lacked the precision necessary to further

investigate on the topic primordia initiation. Indeed, the fluxes of auxin

responsible for initiation were discovered to be confined to a fairly specifie

region of the root apex, at the level of the elongation zone (De Smet et al. 2007).

To be able to predict primordia initiation precisely, we needed to consider the

auxin fluxes at a smaller scale, and thus decided to model them at the cellular

level, with the intention of slowly bridging the gap between the microscopie and

macroscopical models.
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ID Microscopie mode. of auxin fluxes

One biological observation in particular specifically required us to

consider the fluxes at a cellular scale. During gravistimulation, auxin fluxes are

globally redirected toward the lower side of the root, and auxin accumulates on

what will be the inner side of the future root bend (Hangarter 1997; Moore 2002;

Ottenschlager et al. 2003; Perrin et al. 2005). As it has been shown that auxin

promote lateral root primordia initiation, one would expect a primordia to appear

at the site of auxin accumulation (Casimiro et al. 2001; Casimiro et al. 2003;

Celenza, Grisafi, and Fink 1995). However primordia induced by

gravistimulation always appeared on the outside of root bend, where an auxin

minimum would be expected (Fortin, Pierce, and Poff 1989; De Smet et al. 2007;

Lucas et al. 2008) (Figure 38).

Figure 38. The paradox of
initiation upon gravistimulation
The auxin fluxes driving root
gravitropism lead ta an auxin
maximum on the inner side of the
root bend (red), and an auxin
minimum on the outer side of the
bend (yellow). White primordia are
considered ta depend on high auxin
level ta be initiated, they always
appear on the outer side of the bend
(blue).

Trying to solve this paradox required the capacity to follow and quantify

auxln fluxes with gravitropism simultaneously causing differential ceIl

elongation, mechanical constraints, and changes in fluxes orientation. One

sensible way to predict the behavior of this dynamical equilibrium of competition
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and exchange was to consider a fine-scale model of the system, based at the

cellular level.

Our study of auxin fluxes at the cellular scale was built upon similar

studies of cellular auxin fluxes developed on other plant organs and

developmental processes, such as:

leaf venation (Mitchison 1980; Mitchison 1981; Francois G Feugier,

Mochizuki, and Iwasa 2005; François G Feugier and Iwasa 2006),

trunk vascular patterning (Kramer 2001; Kramer 2002),

shoot apical meristem phyllotaxis (de Reuille et al. 2006; Jonsson et al.

2006; Smith et al. 2006),

root gravitropism (Swarup et al. 2005),

auxin accumulation at the root apex (Grieneisen et al. 2007).

This work was done within the "virtual meristem" subgroup of the

VirtualPlants team, in close interaction with Szymon STOMA, responsible for

the study of similar flux models in the shoot apical meristem, and Jérome

CHOPARD, who works on auxin fluxes and mechanical properties of the floral

meristem development. We will present here how the cellular model was

designed and implemented, and sorne of the preliminary results it yielded.

II.A) Building a virtual foot

As described earlier, lateral root primordia initiation occurs within the

root apex, at the level of the elongation zone (De Smet et al. 2007). From

observations of PIN patterns, the root apex itself has been defined as a "fountain

system", where auxin fIows acropetally within the central tissues and then

basipetally back along the outer tissue layers (Swarup et al. 2001; Marchant et al.
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2002; Jiri Friml et al. 2002; Benkova et al. 2003; Blilou et al. 2005; Sauer et al.

2006; Tanaka et al. 2006; Wisniewska et al. 2006). This reflux system has been

proved to play an important role in initiation of new primordia (Casimiro et al.

2001; De Smet et al. 2007; Lucas et al. 2008). We thus chose to model the entire

zone of reflux, from the root tip to the elongation zone onward.

Fluxes within a given network of elements strongly depend on the

specific topology and geometry of the considered system. The root apex cells

exhibit a wide range of forms and size (Figure 5), so we chose to build an in

silico root apex on the basis of real root images. The process of digitizing we

used is semi-automatic. With vectorial imagery software, we annotated manually

the root apex images to locate cell corners and walls. The vectorial image could

then be processed automatically to generate the graph corresponding to the

annotated tissue, with a geometry and topology truthful to those existing in vivo.

In addition, we captured specific annotations adding physiological

information to the virtual tissue. This process was used notably to specify the

identity of the different root cell layers within the virtual tissue and to initialize

the localization of the PINs proteins for each of the graph cells. The whole

process of digitizing was applied to a range of root apex microscopy images,

allowing generation of several virtual tissues with distinct geometry and

topology (Figure 39).

The virtual tissue itself can be defined as a two-dimensional graph whose

nodes represent the different elements composing the biological tissue (ceIl, cell

walls) and edges represent the physical connection existing between those

elements in vivo. We choose to implement a discretization in which each cell in

the initial tissue corresponds to exactly one auxin compartment (one graph node)
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in the virtual tissue. This choice was made under the assumption that gradient of

auxin within cells can be considered as irrelevant for the study of primordia

initiation. This assumption can be chaJlenged for sorne of the longer cel! existing

in the elongation zone, but is reasonable for the vast majority of the root apex

tissues where cells are relatively small (see (KI'amer 2007) for discussion on

intracellular auxin gradients).

Figure 39. Root apex
digitization process
Steps B & C were
performed with vectorial
digital imagery software.
The resulting vectorial
image was automatically
transcribed in a 2D graph
including the provided
physiological information.
The virtual tissue can then
be directly manipulated
through the adequate user
interface.

Manual annotation
of lopology and
geomelry

Aulomated transcription
in 2D graph

-

Manual annotation
of physiology
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B.B) Virtual tissue implementation

We adopted the recursive simplicial complex implementation as defined

in the PlantGL environment (Pradal et al. 2008). ln simpler terms, we considered

our tissue as a two-dimensional structure composed of polygonal cells. The

intersections between adjacent cells define cell walls, and the intersections

between cell walls define the cell corners (Figure 40).
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Figure 40. Implementation of the virtual tissue structure
The tissue is composed of three types of elements (cell, wall, cell corners). Adjacent cells share wall
and cell corners, and each cell element maintains an index of its associated wall and cell corners. The
information on pump localization and orientation digitized from the source tissue is associated with
wall elements. The corner graph is used to represent the tissue spatial organisation. The transport graph
is directed according to the information on pump localization and orientation. The diffusion graph
expresses the relation of adjacency between cells.

As such, the virtual root tissue can be defined by a set of interconnected

graphs. To describe those graphs, we will adopt the following conventions:

a non-directed graph CI composed by the vertices of set V linked by

edges from the set E will be denominated as CI(V, E).
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a directed graph G2 composed by the vertices from the set V linked by

oriented arcs from the set U will be denominated Gi V, U). Elements

from U can be written as (VI, V2) where VI and V2 are elements from V.

The elements composing the virtual tissue are associated with information

coming from the source tissue and used in the flux simulations. Each element

belongs to one of the following three sets:

C is the set of cells. Each element of C corresponds to a single unique cell

in the biological source tissue. Each element in this set is associated with

a physical compartment that can contain, produce, degrade, and transport

auxlll.

W is the set of walls. Cells are digitized as polygon and each intersection

between two of those polygons is added to W as a unique element. As

such, a single element of W can be associated with at most two cells in

the tissue. ln the current implementation, W is used to maintain the

information concerning auxin transporters localization and orientation.

A is the set of cell corners. Element of A are defined as the intersection

between elements of W. Adjacent cells are considered as sharing corners

in direct contact, and as such a single element ofA can be associated with

multiple cells in the tissue. A only maintains the information of tissue

geometry and topology.
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Depending on the biological connection we want to represent, each

element of those three sets may be used to identify either a node or an edge of the

considered graph. Based on these three sets, we defined the following graphs:

the graph of corners Ge (A, W). This graph represents the physical 2D

structure (shape and position of cells) ofthe source tissue.

The graph of transport GT (C, P), with P defined as { (cs, Ct) 1 Cs, Ct E C}.

This graph expresses the existence of an organized auxin transporter

network, and its directed edges are associated with information on

transporter localization and polarization stored within the corresponding

element of W (common wall between cell Cs and Ct).

the graph of diffusion GD (C, W). This graph represents the physical link

existing betwcen adjacent cells in the source tissue.

ILe) Auxin dynamics

The notations we will use here were taken from previous studies of auxin

fluxes at the cellular level (Mitchison 1980; Smith et al. 2006; Jônsson et al.

2006; de Reuille et al. 2006).

As mentioned earlier, each element of C is associated with a physical

compartment which can contain a certain concentration of auxin. Based on
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biological knowledge of auxin physiology (cf. Part 1), we consider that three

main dynamical processes regulate this concentration: production/degradation,

passive diffusion and active transport. Each of these processes is govemed in our

model by a specific equation.

Auxin Production and Degradation

Auxin is synthesized with a certain rate of production aa (mol.m-3.s- l
)

and existing auxin is simultaneously decayed with a rate of degradation fla (S-I).

Hence the rate of change in auxin concentration aa j in compartment Ci during inat
infinitesimal timestep can be written as:

(Jai

(Ji
na. - fJaai. (1)

Auxin production and degradation takes place within each compartment

associated with elements of C.

Passive Auxin Diffusion

A flux of molecules is defined as the number of molecules passmg

through a given surface within a given timeframe. Here the flux J/~..n due to

diffusion between two adjacent compartments Ci and Cn containing the respective

auxin concentrations a j and an is modeled according to Fick's first law:

JE-.n = rD ((l'i - an), (2)

where rD (m.s- I
) is the constant of permeability reflecting how easily auxin can

cross the barrier separating the two compartments. In our implementation, auxin
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is considered to diffuse directly from cell to cell, and the apoplastic compartment

between cells (cel1 wall) is neglected. The respective cell volume and interface

surface between adjacent cells is however taken into account to compute the flux,

and from (2) we can express the rate of change in auxin concentration da;
dt

ma

compartment Ci by diffusion between Ci and the ensemble of neighbouring

compartments Ni :

1
V:. ~ Si.n J{~-+n ,

'/. nEN
i

(3)

where Vi is the volume of compartment Ci and Si,n the area of the interface

between compartment Ci and cn. By convention, aIl out-coming fluxes are

considered positive. Diffusion fluxes are computed for each edges connected to

each element of the diffusion graph GD'

Active Auxin Transport

We also neglected the apoplastic compartment when considering active

transport. As a consequence, we did not differentiate between auxin influx and

efflux carriers in our model, and used a generalized transporter representation in

which auxin is pumped directly from one cell to another. The flux J;~n due to

active transport between two compartments Ci and Cn containing the respective

auxin concentrations a; and an and auxin transporters of respective

concentration pi.n (transporters oriented from Ci to cn) and pn,i (transporters

oriented from Cn to Ci) has been formalized according to Mitchison equation

(Mitchison 1980; Mitchison 1981):
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where rA (m3.mor1.s·1
) characterizes the transport efficiency of the transporters.

From (4) we can derive the rate of change in auxin concentration da; III a
dt

compartment Ci by active transport between Ci and the ensemble of neighboring

compartments N; :

1
lI,. L: Si,nJ{~n'

t nEN;

(5)

where Vi is the volume of compartment Ci, and Si.n the area of the interface

between compartment Ci and Cn . Transport fluxes are computed for each directed

edges connected to each element of the transport graph Gy:.

Global Auxin flux

From equations (1) to (5), we can derive the global expression goveming

h f h
.. . da.

t e rate 0 c ange III auxlll concentratIOn -' III a compartment Ci:
dt

8ai,

at 0a - f-Ja ai +

1
-- '"""' S' ~A (a'p'11; ~ 1•• n 1 1.i,n

nEN;

II.D) Transporter dynamics

- a p .)'n n,t . (6)

As illustrated in equations (4) and (6), the flux of auxin in a cell depends

on the relative concentrations of active transporters pumping auxin from and into
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the considered cell. ln our model, we considered pump concentration to be a

dynamic parameter, and expressed its dynamics according to the following

hypotheses.

Transporter synthesis and degradation

As discussed in Chapter l, auxin transporters are submitted to a constant

recycling in vivo (Jin Friml et al. 2002; Paponov et al. 2005; Blilou et al. 2005).

To take this recycling into account in the model, we considered the following

aPi,n
equation expressing the rate of change III transporter concentration at

accumulating at the membrane of Ci and directed from compartment Ci to Cn :

C-\:p - (JpPi,n, (7)

where a p (mol.m'3. s·l) is the rate of transporter production and Pp (S·I) is the

rate of decay of existing transporters.

Transporter reallocation and auxin fèedhack

Auxin transporters have been shown to be able to react to extemal stimuli

and to auxin signaling in specifie tissues either by re-allocation along the

membranes or by modification of their recycling rates (Jiri Friml et al. 2002;

Sauer et al. 2006; Abas et al. 2006). We thus defined a specifie function <1> as a

way to integrate these phenomena in the virtual tissue. <1> alters the dynamic of

auxin transporters as follows:

fJ
O:p - /Jp]Ji,n + cI>(i,n).
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Depending on its fonn, the <1> function can take various arguments such as the

value of the local auxin gradient or the effective auxin flux exchanged between

two compartments. We have tested in our model sorne of the fonns which have

been canonically used in cellular models of auxin fluxes.

We will now present the model implementation and sorne preliminary

results obtained with <1> functions.

ILE) Madel implementation

The root apex is represented by a set of polygonal cell fonning a 2-D

surface. This surface corresponds to the tissular organization observed for a

longitudinal section passing through the centre of the root tissue. Each edge of

the polygonal cells represents a cell wall as defined earlier. We defined specifie

subset of cells as pertaining to the distinct root cell layers, so as to be able to

manipulate each of theses subsets separately. This also allowed the specification

of distinct auxin reaction mIes for each of the subsets, in accordance to

biological observations of the behavior of root tissues (Sauer et al. 2006). The

tissue was considered to be fixed from a structural and geometrical point ofview,

and neither cell growth nor cell divisions were implemented here. The non-linear

system of equations describing the auxin fluxes is integrated over pre-defined

time-steps using the Scipy package designed for ODE solving.

The code of the model itself has been designed as a module for the

OpenAlea software platfonn for plant modelling, integrated within the Virtual

Meristem framework developed by Jérome CHOPARD & Szymon STOMA.
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The visualization of tissue simulations was carried out with PlantGL, an

open-source graphie toolkit for the creation, simulation and analysis of 3D

virtual plants available in OpenAlea (Pradal et al. 2008). In all figures

representing the virtual root apex, we adopted the following graphical

conventions (Figure 41):

auxin concentration in cells is represented as a gradient of green (lowest

concentration as black, highest concentration as bright green).

Intermediate concentrations are represented by linear interpolation

between these two extremes.

Polar active transporters from cell Ci to cell Cn are represented as red bars

on the Ci side of the interface between Ci and Cn• The thickness of the red

bar expresses the concentration of these specifie transporters.

For each figure presenting a simulation result, we provide a

corresponding movie showing the system dynamics. The movies are available in

the DVD joined to this manuscript, inside the medialmovies/ folder, and are

named after the figures. We also provided additional movies showing the

behavior of the cellular model under a simulated gravistimulation and a virtual

root eut for two types of pumps dynamics (fixed pumps or semi-fixed pumps,

where 50% of the pumps total concentrations are subjected to the "against the

gradient" regulation mIes we describe in the following chapter).
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Figure 41. Graphical user interface and representation of the virtual root apex
The horizontal toolbar is used for control of the simulation and visualization.
The vertical toolbar is used for direct interaction with the virtual tissue. From top to boltom, the
available tools are: cell selection, wall selection, creation of permanent auxin sin!< (auxin
contempt disappear at each time-step), augmentation of auxin degradation, diminution of auxin
degradation, creation of permanent auxin source (fixed maximal auxin concentration),
augmentation of auxin production, diminution of auxin production, return auxin
production/degradation to normal.

Comparative

dynamics

study of transporters

IItA) Different types of transporter dynamics

Auxin carriers disnibution can be altered in vivo through perception of a

physical or honnonal stimulus (Swarup et al. 2005; Francois G Feugier,

Mochizuki, and lwasa 2005; Sauer et al. 2006). We aimed here to test potential

regulation rules for this perception and response in our system. We compared

three of the major classical options:
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fixed pumps (no dynamics) were tested for two reasons - the first one

being the strong stability of pump patterns observed at the root apex

which might be simply due to limited pump reaction in the root tissues 

and the second reason being the possibility to use this fixed system as a

reference for the other tested dynamics.

"Pumping against the gradient" hypothesis. In this hypothesis, the

<1> function takes the form <1>(i,n)=7](an -aJ, where 7] is a constant

and ai, an the respective auxin concentrations inside the considered cell

and its neighbor. In this case, <1> depends on the local auxin gradient

between adjacent cells, and induces higher production of pumps oriented

against this gradient. In the case of negative flux (net flux corresponding

to an auxin entry), the <1> function is truncated to O. This type of

<1> function has been used to explain the mechanisms driving phyllotaxis

in the shoot apical meristem (Jônsson et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006). This

hypothesis implies the existence of cellular sensor of auxin gradient in

vivo, whose potential existence and identity is still unknown (Merks et al.

2007).

"Pumping with the flux", also known as "canalization" hypothesis.

According to Sachs' original concept (Sachs 1969; Sachs 1984),

canalization relies on a feedback mechanism from the auxin fluxes on its

transporters. More precisely, we assume that the value of the <1> function

for production of transporters oriented from cell Ci to cell Cn will depend

on the effective flux Jj-->n passing through the interface between Ci and Cn .
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The effective flux is defined as the total amount of auxin leaving cell Ci

through the considered interface by mean of diffusion and active

transport. Canalization has been widely used to model veination

patteming (Sachs 1969; Mitchison 1980; Francois G Feugier, Mochizuki,

and lwasa 2005; Rolland-Lagan and Prusinkiewicz 2005; François G

Feugier and lwasa 2006), and more recently for phyllotaxis modelling

(Merks et al. 2007).

We tested two types of <1> function for canalization:

- linear <1> function (9)

- quadratic <1> function <P Q (J i --+ n ) (10)

arbitrary reference flux to keep constant units in the equations. For

negative flux (net flux corresponding to an auxin entry), both

<1> functions were truncated to O.

The boundary conditions were the same for each simulation: the tissue

was considered to be isolated from its environment, and boundary cells do not

present any specific interaction outside of those existing with inner cells of the

tissue. Initial conditions varied, and will be detailed in each case.

Simulation needed to be validated against biological observation to be

considered relevant. Tissular modelling studies of auxin flows have used various

biological observations as validation criterion, such as:

localization and polarization of auxin carriers (de Reuille et al. 2006),
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pattern of auxin accumulation (de Reuille et al. 2006; Grieneisen et al.

2007),

prediction of mutants phenotypes (Grieneisen et al. 2007; Prusinkiewicz

et al. 2007).

In our case, we restricted our validation analyses of simulation to the

observed patterns of transporters and auxin distributions (see Figure 20 & Figure

24 for reference). We namely expected the apparition and maintenance of a

stable auxin accumulation at the root apex, centered on the columella and apical

meristem. We compared the three regulations of pump transporters dynamic

presented earlier. We used the following setting:

auxin production and degradation was reduced to 0 for each cell.

Each cell in the tissue contains a non-null initial aUXIll concentration.

This implies that the total initial amount of auxin in the tissue is known

beforehand.

Two sinks (cells with a fixed null auxin concentration) where added on

the basal boundary of the tissue, to comply with the biological

assumption that auxin may be evacuated from the root apex through the

epidermis (Swarup et al. 2005).

Initial transporters distributions were fixed according to auxin carners

distributions observed in confocal microscopy (Swarup et al. 2001;

Marchant et al. 2002; Jiri Friml et al. 2002; Benkova et al. 2003; Blilou et

al. 2005; Sauer et al. 2006; Tanaka et al. 2006; Wisniewska et al. 2006).

Transporters concentrations were initially fixed as either 0 (no
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transporters) or l (maximum concentration of transporters along the

considered interface), and subsequently evolved during simulation

according to the chosen transporter dynamic.

III.B) Preliminary results

Fixedpumps

Fixed pump distribution allowed for the rapid apparition of the apical

auxin maximum within the quiescent centre and columella. However this

maximum was not maintained and auxin was evacuated from the tissue through

the epiderrnis and the sink cells (Figure 42.A).

It appeared that pure apical and basal polarizations of the pumps within

the epidcrrnis and cortex were insufficient to induce the reflux needed to

establish an auxin circulation within the root apex. This raises an interesting

question as these pumps distributions were based on biological observations. 11

could be possible that auxin actually diffuses more strongly than expected

between cells of the different layers, or that it exists strong direct cell-to-cell

connections such as plasmodesmata (cytoplasmic bridges between adjacent cells)

driving fluxes unaccounted for in our mode!.

Pumping against the gradient

The "pumping against the gradient" mechanism did not allow for apical

auxm accumulation, rather inducing the apparition of multiple auxin maxima

whosc position and size depended on the specifie topology and geometry of the

tissue, as well as on the initial transporters distribution (Figure 42.B).
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Canalization

The canalization hypothesis proved to be sufficient to create and maintain

a stable auxin maximum at the apex (Figure 42.C). To complement this finding,

we then studied the canalization processes in a setting comparable to the

situation existing in vivo. In this case, cells were initially devoid of auxin, and an

auxin source (cell with a fixed maximal auxin concentration) was added at the

basal boundary of tissue, at the level of vascular tissue from which auxin is

expected to flow into the root in vivo. We showed that canalization rapidly

induced the apparition of a linear auxin maximum within the vascular tissue in

addition to the apical auxin accumulation. Upon disappearance of the auxin

source, the auxin maximum in the vascular tissue quickly fades away, while the

apical auxin accumulation stays stable (Figure 43). This behavior was observed

with both linear and quadratic <1> functions. Canalization was also found to

slightly alter the initial pattern of pump distribution, organizing a strong reflux

component from outer to inner celllayers.

The results concerning the canalization dynamics came as a support for

an article by Szymon STûMA et al. In this article, canalization is discussed as a

potential unification mechanism for auxin fluxes within the shoot apical

meristem, leaf veination and the root apex. This article was submitted to Plos

Computational Biology. The submitted manuscript is presented in at the end of

this Part.
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Figure 42. Comparative study of auxin transporters dynamics
Ali simulation runs are do ne with the same initial conditions, and same physiological parameters (pump
efficiency, diffusion coefficient). There is no auxin synthesis or degradation in the cells, and each cell
contains an initial non-null auxin concentration. Two sinks are added at the boundary (blue dotted cells in top
most image) to represent evacuation ofauxin from the root apex. The only difference between simulation is
the type of <t> function used (A - no dynamic, 8 - pumping against the gradient, C - canalization, quadratic).

Each row of images corresponds to simulation snapshots taken at equivalent simulation time. The bottom
row corresponds to the quasi-stable state of the system (evolution of auxin distribution negligible over one
hundred timesteps).
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Figure 43. Canalization in physiological settings
Cells initially contained no auxin concentration, and an auxin source was added at the basal
boundary (step 0000, bright green cell). At time step 400, the auxin source was removed.
Auxin circulating within the whole tissue subsequently accumulated stably at the apex.
Bottom-left insert: visualisation of auxin accumulation (blue) in root using a GUS marker,
before (top) and 2 day after root eut (bottom). From Grieneisen et al. 2007.
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!Y) Limits and evolution of the cellular model

The current implementation of the virtual tissue presents several limits

that we wish to overcome in future evolutions of the model. We will here briefly

evoke each of those limits and we plan to deal with them.

Distinction between efflux and influx auxin carriers

As mentioned in Chapter 1, auxin transport in vivo does not occur directly

from cell cytoplasm to cell cytoplasm. Auxin is imported from cells wall by the

AUX lILAXs proteins, and exported from the cell cytoplasm to the cell wall by

PINs protein. This dual transport can be approximated as a direct transport from

one cell to another if the following conditions are met:

the considered cells must express both influx and efflux carriers

the diffusion of auxin within cell walls must be slower than its uptake by

auxin influx carrier, so that auxin exported from cells do not "escape" the

wall before being imported into the next cell.

Diffusion within cell walls has been extensively characterized by E.

Kramer (Kramer 2006; Kramer, Frazer, and Baskin 2007; Kramer 2008). He

showed that for a cell wall 0, 1 ~m thick bordered by cells that do not express an

auxin carrier, an auxin molecule may travel up to ~5 ~m. Depending on the size

of the considered ceIls, this may imply that auxin can leave the wall where it was

exported. Within the root apex, cell size varies strongly, with small cubic cells

toward the apex (cell size around 10 ~m), thin elongated cells in the vascular
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tissue (cell length between 10 and 50 ~m, cell width around 5-1 0 ~m), and longer

cells in the elongation zone (cell length up to 100 ~m) (Figure 5). This implies

that depending on the considered part of the root apex, it may be necessary to

consider auxin diffusion within the apoplast (cell wall). Moreover, the auxin

influx carrier AUX 1 is not express in ail root apex cells (Figure 20). lt is

specifically present within the protophloem, the apical meristem, the lateral root

cap and epidermis.

lt should be necessary to investigate in detail the role of the apoplast, and

take it into account into future model version, as illllstrated in Figure 44.

Processes of auxin diffusion and transport shall be adapted accordingly to the

new tissular structure, and a process of physical diffusion between cell wall will

need to be added to the system.
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Figure 44. Future implementation of the virtual tissue
Cell wall will eventually need to be considered as potential auxin reservoir. Processes of
diffusion and active transport shall then take place between a cell and its cell walls, with
possible diffusion occurring between adjacent cell walls.
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Cel/-to-cel/ direct connectivity

Until now, we have described each cell as an individual entity, separated

from its neighbors by its membrane and cell wall. This is not totally true, as plant

cells exhibit specifie structures called plasmodesmata (Oparka 2005). These

structures are microscopie channels traversing the cell walls and directly

connecting adjacent cells cytoplasm. Plasmodesmata allow for direct, regulated,

symplastic intercellular transport of substances between cells. The connected

cells form what is called a syncytium. The existence of syncytium teITitories has

been demonstrated at the root apex by microscopy and use of fluorescent

diffusive markers (Sack and Kiss 1989; Imlau, Truemit, and N. Sauer 1999).

From a modelling point of view, future Implementation of the virtual

tissue may take the existence of plasmodesmata into account with a simple cell

to-cell diffusion, much like the diffusion of auxin is considered to take place in

the CUITent Implementation of the virtual tissue. Additional biological

information will be needed however to distinguish each syncytium territory

existing within the root apex.

Model Parameterization

Two strategies are possible for parameterization of the model. First, we

can choose (invent) parameters with few to no experimental reference,

considering that the model parameters are validated a posteriori, from

comparison between mode! output and biological observations. Such parameters

are often subjected to robustness analyses to show that model outputs are stable

in given range around the chosen parameters values. This approach was the one

used in the study presented previously.
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Another approach is to capture the biological mechanisms by usmg

parameters derived from biological observation. Here, this implies the need to

choose real istic parameters for production, degradation, diffusion or transport of

each molecule type in the model (be it auxm or a transporter). Whenever

possible, those parameters should be extracted from known biological

observations or directly measured. Missing parameters may be estimated on the

same basis that is used for the first parameterization approach. As biologically

relevant parameters become more and more easily available, this second

approach will be preferably used in future simulations studies on the virtual root

tissue.

2D vs. 3D root

The CUITent virtual tissue implementation does not take into account the

potential radial aux in fluxes and cell interactions. While the root tissue layers

form continuous 3D cylinders in vivo, tissues layers appear disjointed in the 2D

model (Figure 45). We plan to use two strategies to resolve this issue.

Figure 45. Longitudinal and transversal root view
The CUITent virtual root tissue does not take into account potential interactions occurring between
cells of the same cell cylinder (yellow an·ows).
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First, we can use the digitizing approach for transversal views of the root

tissue, and evaluate the fluxes distribution within virtual transversal sections of

the root at different levels (cap, meristem, sub-meristematic, elongation zone ... ).

Second, we may eventually consider a full three-dimensional approach. A

research program of 3D-digitization of root apex is currently under development

by Romain Femandez, PhD student in the VirtualPlants team. Once the

technique of 3D digitization will be complete, we envisage using the tools

developed by Jérome Chopard for 3D modelling of the floral meristem and build

a 3D-model of auxin fluxes in the root apex.

Tissue mechanics

The current implementation of the virtual tissue was considered entirely

fixed from a structural point ofview. However, the root apex is a zone of intense

cellular division and growth in vivo. It might prove to be necessary to take these

processes into account to predict the site of lateral root primordia initiation. As

the root tissue structure has been defined from the start to be compatible with

tools of mechanical simulations developed by Jérome Chopard for the study of

the floral meristem, we have the possibility use those tools for future mechanical

simulation of the root apex.
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Summary (250-300 words) Plants continuously
generate new organs through the activity of small
populations of stem cells called meristems. The
shoot apical meristem initiates leaves, flowers and
lateral meristems in highly ordered spiralled or
whorled patterns via a process called phyllotaxis.
It is commonly accepted that the active transport
of the plant hormone auxin plays a major role in
this process. Current hypotheses propose that cel
lular hormone transporters of the PIN family create
local auxin maxima at precise positions, which in
turn lead to the initiation of organ primordia. To
explain how auxin transporters could create hor
mone fluxes to distinct regions within the plant, dif
ferent concepts have been proposed. A widely ac
cepted hypothesis, canalization, proposes that the
auxin transporters act by amplifying and stabiliz
ing existing fluxes, which could be initiated by lo
cal diffusion. This hypothesis very convincingly
explains the organised auxin fluxes in internai tis
sues during vein formation. For the shoot apical
meristem, however, a distinct mechanism was pro
posed, where the hormone would be systematically
transported towards the areas with the highest con
centrations. This implies the co-existence of two

l

radically different mechanisms for auxin transport,
one flux based, the other based on local concen
tration sensing. Here, using a dedicated computer
simulation tool, we show that canalization is able
to explain auxin transport at the shoot meristem
as well, thus providing a unifying concept for the
control of auxin distribution in the plant. There
fore, canalization could provide a unifying concept
for the control of auxin distribution in the plant.
In addition, we propose an experimental predictive
framework that should be able to distinguish be
tween canalization and other hypotheses that ex
plain the direction of auxin fluxes.

Author's summary (150-200 words) Shoot api
cal meristems continuously create new stems, leaves
and flowers in highly precise positions. It is widely
accepted, that the plant hormone auxin plays an
important role in this process. This hormone is
actively transported throughout the plant by pro
teins located at the plasma membranes of many
cells. These transporters, so-called PIN-proteins,
create fluxes of hormone in the plant that lead to
the formation of local hormone maxima and min
ima which are subsequently interpreted in terms of
differential cell behaviour. Two hypotheses have
been used to explain the formation of the organ
ised hormone fluxes. The first hypothesis proposes
that auxin is transported against existing gradi
ents. This concept can account for the observed
auxin fluxes at the shoot apex and probably also
for those in other tissues. The second hypothe
sis, called canalization, proposes that the trans
porters act by amplifying and stabilising small ex
isting fluxes. This concept is most widely used
to explain the pattern of fluxes in internai tissues,
but so far it was unclear whether it could also ac-



count for fluxes at the shoot apex. Here we show,
using computational simulations of virtual tissues
that the canalization hypothesis can be used to ex
plain aIl observed auxin fluxes in the plant. Based
on these simulations, we propose an experimental
framework that should allow us to test the validity
of both proposed mechanisms.

Introduction

During plant development, organs are continuously
created by small populations of stem cells called
apical meristems. The so-called shoot apical meris
tem (SAM) generates aIl the aerial parts of the
plant. The SAM is a highly organized structure,
composed of a central zone required to maintain the
meristem surrounded by a peripheral zone, which
is competent to initiate new organ primordia fI].
The young organs are usually initiated in highly 01'

dered spiralled or whorled patterns. This remark
able arrangement of organs is called "phyllotaxy"
and varies according to particular plant species and
growth conditions. Over the last two centuries,
phyllotaxy has been extensively studied and differ
ent models for this patterning process have been
proposed. From a mechanistic point of view, it
is now widely accepted that phyllotaxy emerges
from a process of local lateral inhibition: each pri
mordium creates an inhibitory field in its vicinity
where no other primordium can develop. This basic
"inhibitory field" hypothesis (see [2] for a review),
is potentially able to generate a wide range of phyl
lotactic patterns [3, 2 , 4 , 5 , 6 ].

Hypotheses concerning the physiological nature of
these inhibitory fields were proposed only recently
[7]. They rely on the signalling role of a key hor
mone called auxin , that plays a crucial role in
primordium formation [1]. Auxin is actively trans
ported throughout the plant from cell to cell by car
riers that are located at the cell plasma membranes
[81. First cell-influx carriers of the AUX/LAX fam
ily, facilitate auxin transport into the cells. This
is in contrast to the family of effiux carriers, also
called PIN-FORMED (PIN) proteins, which are fa
cilitating effiux [9]. Interestingly, PIN proteins are
often accumulated on a particular side of the cell,
thus suggesting that auxin is evacuated preferen
tially via that side. Importantly, PIN carriers orten
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show locally coherent orientations between groups
of neighbouring cells, indicating that PIN orienta
tion is coordinated at the level of tissues [7, 10 ]. It
is therefore easy to imagine how cells could trans
port auxin from cell to cell throughout the plant,
thereby creating fluxes that lead to local hormone
maxima and minima [11, 12]. These differences
in concentration would subsequently be interpreted
in terms of differential gene expression and growth
rates.

At the SAM, auxin importers and exporters are
mainly expressed at the meristem surface. When
auxin transport is inhibited, organ initiation is
severely affected or even totally absent [13]. In ad
dition, the cells at the SAM orient their PIN pro
teins towards the young primordia and it is now
currently thought that organs are initiated at auxin
accumulation points, while the hormone is depleted
in their neighbourhoods [7]. The young primordia
would thus create drainage basins in their vicin
ity which would be equivalent to the inhibitory
fields proposed previously. While the coherent be
haviour of PIN proteins in cell populations is weIl
established, the actual mechanism behind this phe
nomenon is still not weil understood. So far two
basic concepts have been proposed in this context.

A first hypothesis is based on the pioneering work
of Sachs (1969) on vascular tissue differentiation in
plants [14]. Sachs proposed that the auxin trans
port is facilitated during the process of vascular
tissue induction. He suggested that the positive
feedback between flux and transport is able to am
plify smaIl fluxes and can potentially create canals
of auxin between auxin sources and sinks that sub
sequently differentiate into vein tissues. This canal
ization hypothesis was then formalized by Mitchi
son [15, 16 ] who developed a mathematical model
of this process that increases membrane permeabil
ity of cell plasma membrane on the sides where the
net flux of auxin is positive. This model was then
further studied in the context of leaf venation pat
tern by several authors [17, 18 , 19 , 20 ] who inter
preted the canalization hypothesis as a feedback
mechanism between auxin fluxes and PIN trans
porters and studied the properties of such a cou
pling both on a fixed shape and during leaf devel
opment. From the biological point of view, recent
experiments tend to support the canalization hy
pothesis, at least in the inner tissues of the plant
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2. Auxin is created locally in every cell (sug
gested by Reinhard et al. [28), used also in
other models [17, 25 , 24 D. Tissues such as
growing leaves and developing flowers produce
auxin [29], but we do not know at which stage
of primordium development am:in biosynthe
sis is triggered. Small apical explants that re
tain only the meristem and one primordium
with submeristematic tissues are capable of or
gan formation, suggesting that the sources of
auxin are close to the meristem [28). When
PIN shaped meristems kept under influence of
NPA (a transport inhibitor) are relieved from
transport inhibition, they resume leaf forma
tion despite the absence of pre-existing leaves
[1]. This suggests that stem tissues are capa
ble of sufficient auxin production to promote
organ formation. However, the relative con
tributions of the different tissues in the apex
(i.e. primordia, stem and meristcm) to auxin
biosynthesis remain largely unknown.

4. We assume that auxin is transported from
the cell into the inter-cellular space according
the chemiosmotic model [Rubery&Sheldrake,
1974). Briefly, it supposes that it is very diffi
cult for auxin to leave the cell by diffusion be
cause of the neutral pH of the cytoplasm, while

1. Auxin concentration in a cell changes as
a result of transport processes between
cells and local creationjdegradation [25,
10, 24 ).

3. Auxin is degradated locally in every cell.
e.g. see [30).

To model auxin transport in a tissue we used a set
of hypotheses derived from biological observations
taken from the literature (see also introduction).
In the text we refer to them as Auxin Hypotheses
(AH):

Since "pumping against the gradient" cannot pro
vide on its own a unifying mechanism for the con
trol of auxin fluxes in the plant, we investigated
whether "canalization", as the other major concept
in the field could provide a realistic alternative.

In this paper, we show that a computational model
based on the canalization concept is able to i) gen
erate spiral phyllotactic patterns observed in the
SAM ii) produce pro-vascular strands below pri
mordia in the sub-epidermal meristem layers and
iii) reproduce stable auxin maxima as observed in
root meristems. We therefore conclude that canal
ization could provide a unifying principle for the
guidance of auxin fluxes in the plant. In addition,
our modelleads to a set of testable predictions, that

[21, 22 , 23). However, whether it could also ac-should be able to distinguish between the "canaliza
count for the behaviour of auxin transporters in tian" and" against the gradient" hypotheses.
other parts of the plant such as the shoot and root
apical meristem or leaf margins remains an open
question. Models
More recently, a second concept for auxin trans-
port was proposed to explain auxin transport at Biological assumptions
the SAM surface [24, 25 ). Based on the observation
that PIN carriers point to primordia initiation sites
in the SAM which supposedly correspond to auxin
maxima, it was hypothesized that every cell ori
ents its transporters toward the neighbour, if any,
with higher auxin concentration. They would thus
tend to export auxin against the auxin concentra
tion gradient (i.e. "pump against the gradient"),
thus amplifying local concentrations of auxin when
they appear and creating local maxima or spots of
auxin [22). Using computational modelling, sev
eral authors were able to show that this hypothe
sis can produce spiralled and whorled phyllotactic
patterns. In a recent article, Merks et al. pro
posed a modified "against the gradient" hypothesis
[26]. Interestingly although it still requires further
development, it is potentially able to explain the
formation of veins in internaI tissues. Could it,
therefore, represent a unifying mechanism for the
control of auxin fluxes throughout the plant? A
major argument against this idea is that the model
does not seem to be compatible with the presence
of stable auxin maxima in certain tissues [27]. This
is typically the ca<;e at the root meristem, where
a continuous, stable auxin maximum is maintained
with incoming and outgoing fluxes, which cannot
be explained by this model.



it can enter it more freely from the acidic inter
cellular space. Therefore, the plant has devel
oped a system of transporters that facilitates
the transport from cell to cell [31, 8]. At the
meristem, only PIN transporters seem to be
polarised, while the AUX/LAX influx carriers
are homogeneously distributed over the mem
brane. \Ve model this overall transport process
using a simplified system. First, we assume di
rect flux of auxin from cel! to cell with omission
of wall compartment. Second, due to the sym
metry of influx carriers, orny PIN is simulated
explicitly. Therefore we Inodel auxin redis
tribution in the IneristeIn as a result of
passive diffusion between cells and polar
transport which is governed by PIN. A
similar approach was also used in other trans
port models [17, 25 ,24,10 , 26].

5. PIN concentration in a cell wall is up
regulated by auxin flux through this wall
[14]. This hypothesis is explained in detail in
the Mathematical Formalization section.

To design the model of phyl!otaxis, we extended
the AH with a set of hypotheses related to phyl
lotaxis. In the text we refer to them as Phyllotaxis
Hypotheses (PH):

1. The shoot apical meristem is a dome shaped
structure, containing up to thousands of
cells. We distinguish the epiderInallayer,
called LI, that is one ceU thick froIn the
sub-epiderInal cells that Inakes up the
rest of the dOIne.

2. The LI layer is itself cOInposed of a
central zone surrounded by a periph
eral zone (also called cOInpetence zone).
These zones exhibit different properties [32].

3. PriInordia can appear only in the pe
ripheral zone of the IneristeIn (1]. Once
a primordium is initiated, it moves away from
the meristem summit following a radial trajec
tory, due to cell growth throughout LI [2, 33 ].

4. In the LI, priInordiuIn cells act as
sinks by reInoving auxin froIn the LI
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layer downwards. This hypothesis is jus
tified by the presence of vascular strands be
low each primordium which seem to trans
port auxin downwards. We assume that a
primordium can easily remove any amount of
auxin (the saturation level is much higher than
the amount of auxin available in meristem).

5. Longitudinal sections show that pro-vascular
strands are approximately three cells wide
(data not shown). Therefore we assume that
a priInordiuIn is constructed froIn a cen
tral ceU and aIl its direct neighbours.

6. A new priInoriuIn is forIned as a re
sponse to high auxin accuInulation in a
cell [1].

7. Auxin and PIN reallocation are faster
than growth and cell differentiation.
Therefore, as a simplification, we consider
auxin concentrations and PIN localisation to
be in equilibrium at the time scale used to
model growth.

8. Auxin is concentrated in the LI and ac
cesses the inner layers via priInordia.
Because of the presence of AUXjLAX im
porters, it has been proposed that auxin is con
centrated in the LI layer. It is mainly trans
ported to the inner tissues via the pro-vascular
strands in the primordia.

Canalization model

Our model is essentially based on the canalization
concept, introduced by Sachs [14] who suggested
that auxin transport is increased during the vascu
lar induction by the auxin flux itself, leading to the
canalization of the flux (for earlier mathematical
formalizations see also [15, 16 , 17 , 18 , 34 ].

Conservation law for the transport of auxin. Let
us denote ai (mol.m- 3 ) the concentration of auxin
in a cell i and Pi,n (mol.m- 2

) the concentration of
PIN proteins in the membrane facilitating trans
port from cel! i to cell n. Vi (m 3 ) denotes cell vol
ume and Ni denotes the set of neighbouring cells



of cell i. If i and n are two neighbouring cells, then
Si,n (rn 2

) denotes the exchange surface between
these two cells. We assume that the auxin variation
rate results from the combination of three processes
i) diffusion ii) active transport of auxin by PIN iii)
local cell auxin synthesis and decay (based on AH
1-4).

oai
ot

(1)

where JE-m' Jt-m are the fluxes of auxin
(rnol.rn- 2 .s- l ) due todiffusion from cell i to its
neighbouring cell n, active transport from cell i
to n respectively (by convention, out-coming fluxes
are positive). aa (mol.rn- 3 .s- l ) is a constant that
describes the rate at which auxin is produced in
cells and f3a (çl) is a rate of auxin decay. Dif
fusion is modelled using Fick's first law, JE-.n =

ÎD (ai - an) where ÎD is the constant of perme
ability reflecting how easy it is for auxin to move
across the membrane (rn.s- I ). In his original pa
per from 1981, Mitchison proposed to model the
flux due to active transport across a wall between
cells i and n as Jt...n = ÎA (aiPi,n - anPn,i) where
ÎA (rn 3 .rnol- l .s- l ) characterizes the transport ef
ficiency of the PIN pumps. Hence the auxin varia
tion rate in a cell i can be expressed as:
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of auxin that crosses wall from cell to cell n is

k-m = JE-m + Jt...n·

(3)

where il> defines the intensity of PIN production due
to the feedback ofthe auxin flux, a p (rnol.rn- 2.çl)

describes the rate of PIN synthesis in the cell,
and f3p (S-I) the decay rate at the cell mem
brane. Depending on the nature of the il> func
tion, different types of canalization regimes can
be obtained, [17] (and see below). In this pa
per we use two types of functions: a linear func
tion il> L (Ji~n) = "'(J;~n / J re!) and a quadratic

. 2
functlOn il>Q (Ji~n) = '" (Ji~n/Jre!) ,where '"
(rnol.rn -2 .S-I) is a constant parameter and Jre!

(rnol.rn- 2 .s- l ) is an arbitrary reference flux that
makes it possible to keep constant units in the equa
tion. For negative flux the functions are trunctated
to O.

SAM model

As mentioned above we suppose that auxin flows
essentially in two separated conduits: the LI layer
and the sub-epidermallayers (PH 8 ). The two sys
tems meet at the primordia cells. This very local
ized coupling between epidermal and sub-epidermal
domains makes it possible to model the transport
in each pathway independently and to account for
their interaction at the sites of primordia only.

Canalization hypothesis According to Sachs'
original concept, canalization relies on a feedback
mechanism from the auxin fluxes on its trans
porters. More precisely, we assume that the con
centration of PIN proteins Pi,n in cell i transport
ing auxin to cell n changes due to i) synthesis in
duced by the flux ii) internal reaction mechanisms
(local synthesis and decay of PIN). The net flux

oai

ot
1

-11; L SinÎD (ai - an) +
1 nEN;

1
-11; L SinÎA (a;Pi,n - anPn,;) +

1 nEN,

+aa - f3aa;. (2)

Epidermal model We represent the LI layer by a
set of polygonal cells forming a 2D surface, rep
resentig the outer walls of the epidermis. Each
edge of a polygon represents a cell wall. Similarly
to other models of auxin transport at the SAM
[25, 24 J, the inter-cellular space was not represented
as a compartment of its own (however see [35]) and
the contact between cells was abstracted as a sin
gle "wall" allowing auxin molecules to flow between
adjacent cells and PIN molecules to accumulate on
either side. To model phyllotaxis we included cer
tain topological and geometrical assumptions. We
identify a particular point z as the meristem cen
tre. Different zones of the meristem are defined
relatively to this centre z. The centroid of each cell



i is denoted by Di. The central zone, Z, is the set
of cells whose centroids have a euclidian distance
to the meristem centre z less than or equal to the
constant radius Rz . Similarly, a cell i belongs to
the peripheral (or competence) zone C when the
distance between its centroid 0; and the meristem
centre z is less than or equal to Re and greater than
Rz . Cells i in the peripheral zone can be promoted
to primordia cells (which is denoted by i E P).

Sub-epidermal model Second, to model the vas
cular pathways below the primordia, we designed
a 2D model of a longitudinal section of the SAM
where the connection between the epidermal and
sub-epidermal layers could be explicitly repre
sented. In the sub-epidermal layer, the definition
of the zones Z, C, and of primordia cells P is analo
gous to that of the epidermal model. Cells are also
represented as 2D planar polygons whose edges rep
resent cell walls. In addition, a new set of cells is
identified which represent the outset of the internai
organ vasculature V.

Growth of the SAM To simulate the meristem
dynamics throughout time, we used a purely kinetic
description of meristem growth [25]. We explicitly
defined the velocity v of every point at the meris
tem surface in a reference frame attached to the
meristem centre z. The velocity v(x) of a point
x at the meristem surface is assumed to be pro
portional to its distance to the meristem centre:
v(x) = p lx - zl, thus simulating isotropie radial
growth [2]. The constant p defines the growth in
tensity. Due to this global kinetic process, the ver
tices of each cell move toward the meristem pe
riphery with a velocity growing exponentially. This
movement makes the cells grow smoothly as they go
away from the meristem centre. As soon as a cell
surface exceeds a prescribed threshold Smax, the
cell divides by creating a new wall inside. The po
sition of this wall is computed using a modification
of the optimization criterion introduced by Nakiel
ski [36], i.e. finding a wall that both minimizes
the distance between two opposite walls of the cell
and that divides the cell into two polygons with the
same surface. Then, similarly to [25], the cell ver
tiecs of newly created walls are slightly moved to
ward each other to provide a more realistic aspect.
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After a cell division, auxin and PIN concentrations
are inherited by the daughter cells from their par
ent.Primordium identity is inherited by randomly
choosing one daughter of the primordium cell as
the new primordium cell. The new wall is initial
ized with basic amount of PIN Cip/ (3p on both sides.
Finally, to keep a constant size of the overall sim
ulation, a cell i that gets too far away from the
meristem centre z (its centroid 0; is at a distance
greater than R sim ) is removed from the simulation.

In order to integrate in a single model the different
processes involved in the system, i.e. auxin trans
port, cell growth, division, PIN allocation, and cell
differentiation, we assume that these processes take
place at different paces. Auxin transport is sup
posed to be much faster than growth and cell dif
ferentiation so that in the growing meristem, auxin
concentrations are always at equilibrium.

Practical aspects of simulation

Numerical solving The non-linear system of
equations describing the canalization process is in
tegrated using the Scipy package designed for ODE
solving 137]. The integration algorithm uses the
Adams predictor-corrector method in the non-stiff
case and the Backward Differentiation Formula
(BDF) methods in the stiff case [38]. Solver itera
tions are performed until a stable state is obtained,
i.e. until change in auxin concentration becomes
less than a predefined threshold value Emin in ev
ery cell.

Boundary and initial conditions The boundary
conditions for every simulation are specified in
the supplementary material. In most simulations
boundary cells do not receive any auxin flux from
the outside and we assume fixed, null concentra
tion in sinks. In all simulations we assume that
the initial auxin concentrations are null and PIN
concentration in the wall is initiated is with basic
amount of PIN Cip/ (3p.

Visualisation and simulation environment The
visualization of tissue simulations was carried out
with PlantGL, an open-source graphie toolkit for
the creation, simulation and analysis of 3D virtual



plants [39] available in the OpenAlea software plat
form for plant modelling.

General convention for figures In ail figures rep
resenting l-D or 2-D tissues, we adopted the follow
ing graphical conventions: an absence of auxin in
a cell is represented by black color while high con
centration is shown in green. Intermediate concen
trations are represented by interpolations between
these two extremes (see supplementary materials).
Polar active transporter concentrations are repre
sented in red, with a thickness proportional to the
concentration of transporter on the wall. In sim
ulations, sink cells are tagged with blue dots. In
"top view" simulations central zone cells are marked
with white dots and primordia with blue dots. In
"transversal" simulations LI was tagged with black
dots, vasculature and old primordia with white dots
and newly created primordium with blue dot.

Supplementary materials For every figure show
ing a dynamic system, we provide a correspond
ing movie to capture system dynamics. Movies are
available as supplementary materials and named af
ter the figures. Also supplementary text is avail
able, specifying equations, parameters, boundary
and initial conditions and display specifie conven
tions.

Results

The study of systems controlled by canalization is
not straightforward as the process relies on a feed
back loop between auxin concentrations and auxin
fluxes in tissues. To address this problem, we first
defined different remarkable properties of the canal
ization process that are essential in the generation
of patterns. These properties are illustrated on sim
plified ID or 2D "virtual tissues". Based on this
analysis, we then investigate the ability of canaliza
tion to produce phyllotactic patterns at the SAM in
a way that is consistent with the current biological
knowledge and observations.

Canalization amplifies fluxes In the canalization
paradigm, any small flux appearing locally in the
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system is immediately reinforced by a positive feed
back due to the increase of active transporters gen
erated by this flux. Initial fluxes may typically be
generated by diffusion between zones with different
concentrations. We illustrated this phenomenon
on a l-dimensional tissue with two perfect auxin
sinks at both extremities (Fig,ure lA). The auxin
is produced in every cell except of the sink cells.
Initially, the highest flux appears close to the sink
cells, due to diffusion. According to the canaliza
tion principle, this small initial flux is reinforced by
a polar allocation of PIN transporters in each cell
that favours the evacuation of auxin in the direc
tion initiated by the original flux. If the auxin sink
is maintained, the auxin flux reaches a stable state
with maximum concentration of auxin appearing at
the maximal distance from both sinks (Figure lA).
Figure lA shows that the concentration of PIN in
each cell wall linearly increases from the location
of the auxin maximum up to the sinks. This is
because each cel! is producing auxin at a constant
rate aa and in the stationary state this amount of
auxin must be evacuated to the neighbouring cells
(if we neglect auxin degradation). It implies that
the auxin flux should grow linearly in the direction
of the closest sink. If the feedback function <P is
linear, this results in a linearly increasing alloca
tion of PINs to the cell walls in the direction of the
closest sink.

Canalization allows auxin to flow with or against
auxin gradients Although the molecular mecha
nism underlying PIN polarization is still unknown,
PIN proteins can polarize either with or against the
gradient of auxin [40, 22 , 8 ]. If a unique transport
mechanism is operating in the plant it should thus
be able to reproduce this property. In the previous
example, auxin fluxes were amplified from regions
of high concentration of auxin to regions of low con
centration (Figure lA). Auxin thus flowed with the
auxin gradient.

To show that canalization can also lead to flow
against the gradient, we modified the above 1
dimensional model by weakening the sinks in such a
way that they were only able to degrade auxin at a
finite constant rate. This simple modification pro
duces a drastic change in the system's behaviour.
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Fig. 1: Canalization in a I-dimensional cellular system. The system consists of a file of 20 cells.
Boundary ceIls are acting as sinks, hence they evacuatc or destroy auxin. The simulation starts by
imposing initial conditions on the system with null auxin concentration in aIl cells. Then the simulation
l'uns until a stable state emerges. On two first plots blue and red line correspond to PIN concentration
in the right and left wall respecti vely. The two systems cliffer only by the way auxin is removed: in
1A we assume that the rernoval in the sink cells is very efficient whereas in lB the removal efficiency is
limited. This difference leads us to two different stationary patterns in which the auxin gradients are
opposite and the sink ceIls are minima of auxin lA or maxima lB. In Fip;ure le concentrations of auxin
in the two cells in the stable state as a function of the degradation rate ,.-lof the sink. The green (resp.
blue) curve corresponds the source (resp. the sink). In the grey region, pumping is carried out against
the auxin gradient, while in the white region, purnping fol1ows the gradient; In figure 10 similar curves
for the variation of the feedback strength I( of flux on PIN synthesis.



Fig. 2: Weak and strong canalization, In Fig
ure 2A stable state in case of weak canalizatiun.
The 2D [attice of hexagunal cells is ini tializecl \Vith
cmpty cells (i.e. cells that do not contain auxin).
The sink cells are tagged with blue dot.s. Auxin
concentration is progressively inereasing from the
sink towarcls the periphery. PIN, markecl in recl, is
present in ail cells leading to a la.minar flow over
the entire surface. In Figure 2B strong eanalization
\Vi th one sink It'ading to t,he formation of r;:ulals
(where PIN is present) and patehes of cells without
t.ransporter.

The auxin gTadient is now reversed in the stable
state, with highest concentrations at the sink loca
tions and lowest in the places maximizing thE' dis
tance to ail sinks. Figure lB shows the correspond
ing stationary state of this systE'm. The transition
between both regimes, pumping "with" or "against"
the gradient, can be obtained by varying differE'nt
parameters of the model (Figure 1 ).

To study the conditions for either pumping "with"
or "against" the gradient, we considered a ,~ystem

of two cells sharing a wall. üne cell is a suurce
of auxin while the other acts as cl sink destroying
auxin at a constant rate. Once this system reaches
a stable state, the net flux across the wall s<'pa
rating t.he two eells is exa.ctly equal to thc' rate
at \vhieh the source creates auxin and leads t.o a
polarization of PIN from the sOurce to the sink.
Depending on the model parameters, the system
can rearh different levels of concentration in both
cells. Jwo rq,;irrH':' may be obtaincd as shown by
the following graphs. The transi tion between both
regimes, pumping '\vith" or "against" the gradient,
ran be obtained by varying clifferent parameters of
the mode! (Figure 1 ).

A Linear l' B Quadratic cp
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Canalization has two different regimes ("weak"

and "strong") Init.ially, the concept of canaliza- "w k" l' t' d f' Id fit 1
.. d 1 he' ·f, ea cana Iza Ion may pro uce le 5 0 a era
tlOn was mtrocluced to mo ete 10rmatlOn 0 \ as- 'h'b" f ' 't 't' .\ l' l

. . - III 1 ItlOn 0 varYIllg III ensl les, .~s exp amee
cular canals m stern ancl leaf tissues [1::>, 16 , 17, l' h t'cl 1 t d th f h 1. . .:. ear 1er, t e mos WI e y accep e eory 0 p y-
19 34 1· ThiS mav seem 111 contradICtion wlth the 1 J' he' f' h'l't fi Id' ". . ot~'(y re les on t. e 10rmatlOn 0 ln 1JI ory e s
absence of canals at the menstern surface. Feugler 1 h . cl' n t dl'

.. . aroune eac pnmor lUm. necen mo es propose
et al. [171 clemonstrated that a canahzatJOn reglme 1 h fi Id . f th' .

" .. t lat t ese e s are ln ac zones w ere auxln lS
where the feeclback functlOll <I> was llllear ehcl not .1 1 d [3 2 6 J 'T' h th t l' t'o

. . .. r C ep ete , , ..10 S ow a cana Iza 1 n can
result III the formatlOn of canals trl a tissue. v\ e . 1 1 b 'cl 1 1 'bl h' th 's

. . . lIlC eec e conSl eree as a p aUSI e .Ji po eSl, we
further confirmecl thlS by companng the behavlOur d d h t 't t l' h'b't

. emonstrate t a 1 can genera e suc 1 l1l 1 I.ory
of auxin transporters in a 2D sheet of cells showmg fi Icl . h .. t 't'

e s wlt varYl1l CT ID enSl les.weak or strong feed back. When the feeclback func- b

tion <I> is "non-accelerating" (increasing linearly or Weak canalization as shown in Figure 2A leads to
Jess rapiclly than linearly) the process creates lam- the formation of a zone around the sink where auxin
inm flows transported by homogeneous arrange- is clepleted. The intensity of the auxin clepletion
ment of PINs and converging to the sink (Figure fields around sinks can be changed by tuning pa
2A). We will cali such a system '\veak" canalization. rarneter fi that con troIs the feedback level of auxin
Conversely, when the feedback function <I> is "ac- fluxes on the synthesis of PIN proteins in walls.
celerating" (increasing more rapidly than linearly), Figure 3 shows the extent of inhibitory fielcls (in
canals appear, creating branching structures in the black) arouncl the blue sinks for increa,'3ing values
2D tissue (Figure 28). We will cali such a system of parameter li. It can be observecl that PIN is
"strong" canalization. In bot.h cases, Huxes may be regularly clistributecl throughout the tissue, with a
orientecl with or against the gradient, depencling on polarity that is cleterminecl by the relative distance
the moclel parameters and initial concl.itions. of the cell to the different sinks. \Veak canalization



thus makes it possible to continuously vary the in
tensity of auxin depletion level around sinks. It is
therefore a potential candidate physiological mech
anism to explain the formation of inhibitory fields
during organ initiation at the SAM.

Canalization as a source of patterning in a grow
ing structure The mechanism that controls PIN
orientation in cells takes place in a growing struc
ture. Therefore we constructed adynamie model
with dividing and growing cells. Like previously,
we assume that ail cells create auxin except for a
limited number of cells marked as sinks in which
auxin concentration is fixed to O. To produce phyl
lotactic patterns, the combination of canalization
and tissue growth should therefore show a recur
rent, temporal patterning property. We show this
property in a simplified ID model by introducing a
sink creation threshold, i.e. an auxin concentration
at which a new auxin sink is created. In a growing
system, neighboring auxin sinks are pushed apart.
Due to the weakening of the sink influence and
the constant local hormone production the level of
auxin increases in the zone between these two sinks.
At a particular auxin threshold (the sink initiation
threshold w), the amount of hormone is sufficient
to initiate a new sink at the location which is the
farthest from the two sinks, Figures 4A-4B. As a re
suit of sink creation, sorne of the PIN pumps reverse
toward the new sink, with PIN and auxin patterns
similar to that of the previous sinks. By chang
ing the sink initiation threshold w, it is possible
to augment or to decrease the initiation frequency,
Figures 4c-4n and 4E-4F.

Canalization can reproduce observed PIN maps
and realistic influence zones In Barbier et al. 06,
we showed that the distribution of PIN at the SAM
(called "PIN map") is very specifie in Figures SA-SB
. In particular PIN labelled membranes are point
ing to nearest primordia (blue dots in Figures SB
Sc) and in addition a significant number of cells
appear to transport auxin to the meristem summit.
A plausible model of phyllotaxy should be able to
reproduce similar distributions of PIN.
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To determine to what extent canalization could re
produce realistic PIN maps, we digitized the cell
walls on the images of real immunolabelled meris
tems. We recorded the PIN orientation in each cell
as described in [10]. This defined "real PIN maps",
Figure Sc. The position of each primordium could
be clearly identified as indicated by the convergence
of PIN toward particular cells and the presence
of vascular strands below these primordia seen on
other sections of the same meristem (blue dots in
Figure SB, longitudinal images data not shown).
We a]so identified a central zone of about 6 cells
in diameter at the meristem summit. This zone is
usually free of primordia in the wild type Arabidop
sis SAM.

We then simulated the emerging arrangement of
PIN distributions according to the canalization hy
pothesis on the digitized maps. Primordia were
considered as perfect sinks while ail other cells in
the meristem were assumed to produce auxin at a
fixed rate according to Equation 2 . The resulting
PIN distributions are shown in Figure 6. Close to
the primordia, the simulated PIN arrangements are
converging toward the sink cell and look similar to
the PIN arrangements on the real PIN maps (Fig
ure SA). Besides, auxin accumulates at the posi
tion where one would expect the next initium in a
spiral phyllotaxy (Figure 6A). However, contrary
to real PIN maps, virtual PIN patterns did not
show any significant converging tendency towards
the centre of the meristem. To alleviate this dis
crepancy, we made a second simulation, where the
cells in the meristem centre were assumed to de
grade auxin at a higher rate. Results are shown in
Figure 6c. While the convergence of PIN toward
the primordia cells is preserved, a convergence of
PIN toward the centre is now observed, reflecting
more faithfully the observed distributions of PIN in
the immunolabelling images.

To go beyond a simple visual inspection for simi
larity, we computed the influence zone of the pri
mordia and of the central zone in the real meris
tem and compared them to those in the simulated
meristems. The influence zone of a region (i.e. a
c!uster of cells) is the set of meristem cells that are
connected to a cel! of the considered region through
a path of PIN arcs oriented in the direction of this
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Fig. 3: Inhibitory fields induced by a canalization system. TI1l' size of the field changes according
to the value of parameter ~ which regulates the feedback of fluxes on PIN pumps synthesis.

region. Figure 7 shows the infiucnce zones of differ
ent regions (centre and primordial on real (Figures
7A-7o) and simulated (Figures 7E-h) PIN rnaps.
In real maps, pumps are distributed in such a way
that auxin can reach the central zone from ail the
directions between each pair of primordia (with a
small auxin pathway between Po and P2 , a larger
one between Po and Pl and the largest pathway be
tween Pl and P2 ). Influence zones of the primordia
are restricted to the neighbourhood of each primor
dia and do not overlap with the cells of the central
zone. In comparison, the influence zones comput.r,:d
in the first simulation (where the central zone cells
are not sinks) did not give satisfactory matching
both for the central and the Po zones. For the cen
tral zone (Figure 7E), only two auxin pathways of
equivalent width can be observed. The pathway be
tween Po and P2 that is observed on the real data
has disappeared. The influence zone of Po in the
real map is restricted to the direct neighbourhood
of Po, while the same influence zone largely crosses
the meristem centre in 7F of the first simulation.
By contrast, the influence zones of the simulations
with auxin depletion in the centre (Figures 71-7L)
showerl better agreement with the influence zones
computed from real PIN maps: with three auxin
pathways of gradually increasing width going to the
meristem centre and the influence zones of primor
dia being almost not overlapping with cells in the
central zone.

Formation of phyllotactic patterns and pro
vascular strands Based on the previous results,

we clesigned a clynamic model of phyllotaxy us
ing the canalization hypothesis. The epidermal
and sub-epidermal layers were assumed to be rel
atively inclependent, except at the primordia. loca
tions were the two systems interact by exchanging
auxin. In particular, we assumed that auxin could
not leak from the LI layer due to the presence of
influx carriers of the AUX/LAX family on the cell
walls. This macle it possible to simulate the two
processes Oieparately and to summarize their inter
actions as bounclary conditions. Since in the LI
layer no canals of auxin transport are observed, we
supposed that weak canalization prevailed at the
surface. For vein formation in inner tissues, we
supposed strong canalization.

The simulations using the model characteristics cle-
scribed above resulted in a dynamic pattern of
auxin distribution and primordium formation. The
following general scenario was observed. In the LI
layer, each primordi Ulll evacuateOi auxin by its pro
vascular system to the inner parts of the meris
tem. In LI, the primordium can thus be consid
ered as a sink depleting auxin in its immediate
neighbourhood. This in turn inhibits the forma
tion of new primordia close to the existing ones,
Figure 8A. Due to cel! growth, primordia progres
sively move away from each other, which allows
sufficiently distant cells to accumulate auxin. A
maximulYl of auxin concentration gradual1y appears
in the place maximising the distance between ail
primordia, thus clefining the location of the next
initium ( Figure 8G). As soon as the auxin con
centration exceeds a preclefined threshold in a cell,
the identity of this cell changes and becomes that
of a primordium (Figures 8B, 8c). This implies
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Fig. 5: SAM digitalization. In Figure 5A PIN distribution in the meristem obtaüled from immunola
belling. In Figure 5B same image showing primordia cells (blue dots), and central cells (white dots). In
Figure 5c reproduction of PIN distribution and polarity in a digitized rneristern.

A B c o

Fig. 6: Simulation of auxin transport in a digitized meristem based on the canalization
hypothesis. The cells and prirnordia of the real meristern shown in Figure 5 were used to initialize the
system, and the virtual PIN rnaps were then calculated based on the canalization hypothesis. Green
depicts virtual auxin concentration. In Figure 6A simulation with centre playing no special role in the
auxin Aux. In Figure 6B gencration of the initium at the highest auxin concent.ration point at the junction
between the central zone and the peripheral zone. In figure 6c simulation with centre destroying auxin.
In Figure 6D initium creation in caile of a centre destroying auxin.
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Fig. '7: Influence zone analysis. The inftuence zones are calculated for the central zone (first column),
Po (second column), Pl (third column), P2 (fourth column) respectively in Figures 7A-70 realmaps with
actual digitized pumps. In Figures 7E-7H digitized maps with simulated pumps. eeUs in the central zone
are identical to other ceUs. Primordia (blue ceUs) are perfect sinks 71-7L digitized maps with simulated
pumps, Bath primordia and ceUs in the central zone (white cells) are removing auxin.
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Fig, 8: Formation of phyllotactic pattern. In a stationary regime, primordia close to the centre
deplete auxin from the meristem (Figure 8A). While primordia get apart from each other due to growth,
auxin progressively invacles the meristem centre across the widest pathway left by primordia. After
the level of auxin has reached a critical threshold in a parti culaI' cell (Figure 8c under the red arrow),
this cell gets the identity of a primordium (Figure 8B). Auxin then leaks from the LI layer into the
sub-epidermal layers (Figures 8H,8c) and fonTIs a vascular strand via the canalization process in the
inner layers (Figure 8r). Phyllotaxy then proceeds and further primordia are created sirnilarly (Figures
8o-8E). In Figure 8F the position of 65 primordia were recorded. Time variation of the divergence angle
at cell scale during a simulation. The mean value is close to the golden angle (137'5).



that auxin can leak at the initium location into the
inner layers, which triggers the creation of the pri
mordium vascular strand (Figure 8H). The vein
being formed below the initium drains the auxin
out from the LI layer and converts the initium into
an auxin minimum (Figures 8c, 8H). The flux in
duced by this process reverses pump polarisations
in the direction of the initium in the LI (Figures
8c, 81). Then, due to tissue growth, the primordia
get further apart from each other and the process
reiterates the formation of an initium at a posi
tion rotated by a phyIlotactic angle with respect to
the previous one (Figures 8D-8E). This system is
able to produce a stable phyIlotactic pattern, with
a mean angle close to the golden angle, 137'5 (Fig
ure 8F).

Discussion

Canalization as a unifying concept So far two
different concepts have been proposed to explain
the patterned distribution of auxin during plant de
velopment. First, the "up the gradient" hypothesis
provides a satisfactory explanation for phyIlotaxis
[24,25 J. It was also recently suggested that this hy
pothesis may account for venation patterns as weIl
[26J. However, the ability of this hypothesis to gen
erate a range of vascular patterns (loops, branch
ing systems of different types, reaction to wounds,
etc.) remains to be thoroughly studied. In addi
tion, it cannot explain the maintenance of stable
peaks of auxin as observed in the root meristem
[27], implying that at least one other mechanism
must operate in the plant. In a recent study, Sauer
et al. suggested that ceIl-type specific factors could
decide whether one or the other mechanism would
be used [23], but this remains to be proven. An
alternative is canalization, which proposes a grad
uai reinforcement of auxin transport by the hor
mone flow itself. Previous work has shown that
canalization can account for major developmental
patterning processes in plants, including vein for
mation or embryo axis formation. \Ve show here,
that it can also explain phyIlotaxis, predicting pat
terns of PIN distribution that are very similar to
the observed ones. In addition, since canalization
aIlows for transport with and against gradients, it
also provides a plausible explanation for the stable
auxin maxima observed at the root tip. Indeed, our
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simulations show that this model can reproduce re
alistic patterns of PIN and auxin distribution in the
root as weIl, Figure 9 . We therefore conclude that
canalization clearly provides a unifying concept for
auxin transport throughout the plant. It is im
portant to note, that canalization, like the "up the
gradient" model is an obvious abstraction of reality.
They both do not take into account the interceIlu
lar space for instance, nor do they indicate how
auxin fluxes or auxin concentration gradients are
sensed. A process like canalization could, therefore,
be much more complex than just PIN proteins sens
ing auxin particles flowing through the ceIl. What
is important here is that the overall behaviour of
the system can be described accurately by canal
ization with predicted, testable properties.

Some implications of the model for phyllotaxis
The model proposes a patterning process that
mainly occurs in the LI layer at the meristem sur
face. This is based on the hypothesis that auxin
is concentrated there by auxin importers (AUXI
and LAX proteins) which are strongly expressed
in the LI [42J. The model leads to a classical in
hibitory field scenario where the very young primor
dia pump auxin towards the inner tissues, draining
the hormone away from their immediate vincinity.
As long as these sinks are close to the competence
zone, no new primordia can be formed. However,
as growth drives the sinks away, auxin concentra
tion can locaIly build up again because of local syn
thesis and transport, creating a new auxin maxi
mum. The model proposes that the import capac
ity of AUXI /LAX proteins at the surface is overrid
den when a certain auxin concentration threshold
is reached after which the hormone starts to l'eak
away to inner tissues. This initial diffusion-driven
flux will be reinforced by canalization. This in turn
will rapidly create an auxin transport channel con
necting the local surface maximum to the inner vas
culature and transforming it into a sink. The main
requirement here is that canalization should be rel
atively weak at the surface, switching to a higher
regime in inwards directed fluxes .

An intriguing aspect of the model concerns the Cen
tral Zone ceIls. Like for the other models [24, 25 ],
canalization does not require any particular prop
erty of this zone, other than a lack of competence
to generate a primordium. \Ve could, however, only
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Fig. 9: Canalization in the root system. Canalization is compatible \Vith the maintenance of an
a.llxin maximum and \Vith the general organiz<:Ltion of PIN at the t'Qot tip. The existence of a stable
auxin maximum at the t'Qot tip was demonstrated experimentaUy 1131 (FigurE' !h). At the shoot apex,
the general orgallization of the different PIN transporters in the c1ifferent tissues may be sl1lnmari:œcl
from the literature as a "fountain model" (Figure Oll). In the simulation IVe performed, a root apex
was digitized from Ambidopsis root optical and confocal microscopy pictures. Similarly to PIN maps at
the shoot apex, the polarity of PIN \Vas recorded in each cell. This PIN maps were used as ail initial
condition for the simulation. The cellular system was provided with a fixed global quantity of auxin
initially di vided equally between each cells. In addition, two border cells of the epidennis were chosell as
auxin sinks, to comply with the biological assumption that a fraction of auxin is evacuated from the t'Qot
tip along the epidermis [cl Lj. Auxin arriving in these sink cells is completely depleted at each simulation
step. The apical auxin maximum and transporters patterns were maintained by the circulation of auxin
and showed a strollg resilience while transitory auxin maxima present in the central tissues progressively
disappeared. This \Vas also the case when cells contained almost no initial auxin and a permanent auxill
source lVas added on the border of the cellular system and provided auxin in a constant fashion, in
accordance to biological auxin source localization in the vascular bunclle (data not shown). Simulations
revealed that transporter dynamics based on canalizatioll are sufficient to cnable and mailltain auxill
accumulatioll ill the collumella and quiescent celltre Figure \Jc, as observed in Figure !1 \. Additionally,
transporter distribution profile were mailltained by the callalization process, wllile Ilew pUlllpS appeared
directed toward inner tissues, reinforcing the reHux system.



obtain realistic patterns of PIN distribution when
we attributed a sink function to this zone. This is
in line with earlier observations by Barbier et al.
(2006) who provided evidence that the CZ does ac
cumulate auxin [10]. Interestingly, auxin sensors
like the DR5 promoter remaine insensitive to auxin
in the Central Zone, suggesting that auxin percep
tion there is quite different. A possible explanation
for this could be that the CZ requires auxin for its
proper function.

An experimental framework to compare and
test the models Having established two potential
mechanisms for patterning at the meristem surface,
it now becomes essential to compare and test the
models as rigorously as possible. We have made
a first step towards this procedure by comparing
the predicted PIN protein patterns with the ob
served ones. This test, which in principle should
be very stringent, must now also be performed on
the up the gradient' model. This might not be
sufficient to discriminate between the two. How
ever, we can already indicate sorne major differ
ences between the two mechanisms. One of the
main implications of the up the gradient model' is
that auxin maxima must be maintained at the sum
mit of the young initiating primor:dium to guaran
tee correct patterning. Canalization, by contrast,
requires that this maximum should be transformed
rapidly into a minimum. In principle this should
be testable. For instance, auxin sensors such as
the DR5 promoter could be used in this context
[10]. Alternatively, modifying the amount of auxin
in the young primordia should have different effects
depending on the proposed mechanism. Typically,
we would expect that increasing auxin in the pri
mordium using transgenic plants locally overpro
ducing hormone synthesizing enzymes would have
more dramatic effects in the case of canalization
than in the case of the up the gradient' hypothesis.
The interpretation of these results, however, might
not be that straightforward. We do not know, for
example, whether the DR5 auxin sensor reacts to
absolute auxin concentration or not. Indeed, since
high amounts of auxin transit through a cell when
the flux is high, it might also be possible that auxin
response sensors are sensitive to both flux and con
centration. By any means, the testing of the hy
potheses will imply the development of new tools.
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In view of the very precise predictions with cellular
resolution, these tools should typically involve live
imaging technology, quantitative microscopy and
the possibility to manipulate cell behaviour in a
very localised manner.
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1 Simulation overview

Supplementary materials

1 Simulation overview

1.1 Conventions

Notations: In the equations describing changes in PIN and auxin concentra
tions we use the Iverson notation [l, 2]: if 1/J denotes a logic statement then,

if 1/J is True

otherwise

Supplementary movies: For each figure demonstrating a system changing in
time, a movie showing the process dynamics is provided. These movies are
named after the Figures with supplementary letter "8" at the beginning (eg.
the movie corresponding to Figure 2B is called "SMovie2B. avi").

PIN display conventions: The thickness of the line representing the PIN accu
mulation in cell membranes is proportional to the computed PIN concentration
in this membrane. However, high values are truncated to allow better inspection
of visual results. The minimal displayed value of PIN concentration is always
equal to api{3p, whereas the higher value corresponds to the maximum displayed
concentration of PIN, which is 2ap/{3p. AlI values of PIN exceeding this value
are capped to 2ap/ {3p, allowing a ratio of 200% between extreme values.

Auxin display conventions: Auxin concentrations below minimal (resp. above
maximal) threshold amin (resp. a max ) are depicted in black RGB(a, 0, 0) (resp.
in green RGB(a, 255, 0)). Intermediate values of auxin concentrations are de
picted with a double linear interpolation function: a percentage Pmid of the
visible auxin range [amar , amin] defines the auxin concentration amfor which
the colour should be intermediate RGB(a, 127, 0). Colours are then linearly
interpolated between amin and am and am and a max respectively to render the
colour of any auxin concentration within the interval [amax , Qmin]. Values for
parameters Pmid, a max , amin are defined for each simulation in table 1.

Integration: The number of snapshots was specified for each simulation. For
each simulation a number of steps is also given. This number is used to inte
grate the system with given, fixed step IL between taking a snapshot. For sorne
simulations the number of steps may vary if we target in having a quasi sta
ble state between the snapshots (eg. phyllotaxy simulation). A stable state is
reached when the change in 1AA concentrations in every cell becomes less than
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a predefined threshold value Emin (using Loo norm). In such a case the time
interval between each snapshot may be different. If it is the case it is specified
in the simulation details.

At each step a non-linear system of equations describing the canalization pro
cess is integrated using the SciPy package designed for ODE solving [3J. This
package wraps ODE PACK, which is a collection of Fortran solvers for the initial
value problem for ordinary differential equation systems [4J. The collection is
suitable for both stiff and non-stiff systems of the form dy/dt = f (t, y) where
y is a vector. For solving the equation system, the LSODE (Livermore Solver
for Ordinary Differentiai Equations) solver is used. It uses Adams methods
(predictor-corrector) in the non-stiff case, and Backward D ifferentiation For
mula (BDF) methods in the stiff case [5J. Ali linear systems that arise are
solved by direct methods (LU factor/solve). As mentioned before, solver iter
ations are performed i) until a stable state is obtained ii) for fixed number of
steps. The precision values for the algorithm LSODE are set to be 10 times
smaller than Emin (rtol = atol = O.lEm in)' which determines the number of
sub-steps taken by solver.

2 Simulations

2.1 The basic system of equations

The basic system of equations equations, which we use in the simulations are
defined as in the article:

(1)

(2)

(3)

{

KX
<l>dx) = 0

x2:0

x<O

x2:0

x<O

(4)

(5)

In the forthcoming sections we report which basic equation is used and which
is modified for a particular simulation. The parameters for the system can be
found in the supplementary Table 1 .
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2.2 Figure lA

Specification: The cells which bclong to Si were selectcd as dcscribcd in the
main article. The simulation was run for fixed amount of steps. The system
reached the stability before the last step.

Model: Vve use equations 2 , 4 , we redefine l , 3 :

oai
ot

2.3 Figure lB

Model: The simulation differs from 2.2 only by modifying equation l in the
following way:

OCi

ot L Ji~n + Qa. - ({Ja. + {J~ [i ~ Si]) Ci

nEN;

Ali the parameters are exactly the same and can be found in the Table l .

2.4 Figure 2A

Specification: The cells which belong to Si were selected and the simulation
was run for fixed amount of steps. The system reached the stability before the
last step.

Model: \Ve use equations 2 , 3 , 4 , we redefine l :

And we assume that <1> = <1> L
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2.5 Figure 28

4

Specification: The cells which belong to Si were selected and the simulation
was mn for fixed amount of steps. The system was stable after the last step.
The figure presented in the text is not the last step of the simulation. The
system still develops and creates more complex vein pattern (with loops). This
evolution can be observed on the supporting movie.

Madel: We use equations 2 , 3 , 5 , we redefine 1 :

And we assume that <1> = <l>c.

2.6 Figure 3A-3D

Madel: vVe use equations 2 , 3 , 4 , we redefine 1 :

And we assume that <1> = <1>L.

2.7 Figure 4A-4F

Madel: vVe use equations 2 , 3 , 4 , we redefine 1 :

And we assume that <1> = <1>L.
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2.8 Figure 6A-D

5

Specification: The simulation was run in two variants: with and without a
centre. In case of "with centre" simulation a subset of cells which belong to Cz
was chosen. These cells were destroying the auxin. The initial geometry of cells
was acquired from con-focal images. The simulation was run for 60 steps. It
reached a stable state with a visible maximum of auxin formed in the place of
the future initium. Then the initium was inserted and the simulation was run
for additional 60 steps.

Model: We use equations 2 , 3 , 4 , we redefine 1 :

And we assume that il> = il>L.

2.9 Figure 8A-8E

Specification: To simulate the influence of old primordia, each removed pri
mordium was tagging a c10sest neighbour cell with a special cell identity, "an
nealing primordium". This property was propagated over a gi ven time. The
cells tagged with "annealing primordium" identity were acting as sinks but the
sink strength was gradually decreasing with time. These cells are tagged with
yellow dots.

Model: \Ve use equations 2 , 3 , 4 , we redefine 1 :

~~i = (_ :L S~n k~n + aa - (f3a + f3~ [i <f- Cz]) ai) [i <f- Pr]
nEN,

And we assume that il> = il>L.
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2.10 Figure aG-ai

6

Specification: Cells with white dots are simulating sinks and they belong to
Si, cells with black dots are LI cells and they belong to LI, the cell with blue
dot is a new primordium and it belongs to Fr set (and LI as weil). We assume
that the LI cells are separated from the inside cells except for the primordium
cell. This cell is allowed to exchange the auxin with both LI and inner cells. The
feedback from flux on PIN polarisation in LI and and inner cells is different and
it is modelled with a change in <1> function. AIso, the cells in LI layer produce
much more auxin auxin than inner layer cells.

Model: We use equations 3 , 4 ,5 we redefine 1, 2 :

For cells i such as i E LI:

OUi ( ""' Si~'n [ ] )) [ ,f7ft = - ~ TJi~n nE LI ViE Fr + (aa + aLl - ;JaUi i 'F Si]
nENi

For cells i such as i ~ LI:

(- L S~n Ji~n [n ~ LI ViE Fr] + an - ;Jaai ) [i ~ Si]
nEN;

Parameters: a Ll = 0.3

2.11 Figure 9C

Specification: The simulation was mn until the system reached a stable state.
In this state an auxin maximum was established in the root apex. The fact that
sorne paranleters strongly differ from those used in previous simulations is due
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to specific structural choices of the root model (eg. PIN and auxin constrained
to a [0,1] range).

We use equations 3 , 2 ,5 we redefine 1:

And we assume that <P = <Pc.

Initial conditions: \fi tj. Si.ai = 0.3; \fi E Si.ai = 0.0; Pi.j = 1.0 if PIN exists in vivo else 0

References
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Parameter

Pmi.cl

3A-D

01

o 01

0.1

0.01

0.1

0.03

L

1.3/1 !ij1.7j2.0

8

Tab. 1: The simulation parameters. The "*,, is used when the parameter is
changed in complex way (which is explained in details in the text), the
"/" means alternative values used in simulation and "-" means that the
value is not included in the experiment equations. The units for the
parameters were specified in the main article.
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" root: the aIl powerful administrative user, bearing absolute system control. "

The Linux Information Project

It is of interesting note that roots, the most hidden part of plants, have

become a symbol of uttermost importance in the world of computer science.

Roots have played a capital role in the conquest of emerged lands by

plants, offering them support and anchorage. In our society, roots have smce

become synonymous of strong attachment to place, time or people.

Here we have tried to shed sorne light on these organs growmg m

darkness using the model plant Arabidopsis. We were able to show that the

ramification of the root system is intimately linked with the perception of

gravity. Both initiation and emergence of new lateral roots are enhanced by

changes in gravity, and we found that auxin plays an important role in this link.

We also demonstrated that initiation and emergence of new lateral roots

are not random processes, and obey intrinsic developmental mIes. By mean of

observation and statistics, we isolated sorne of the specifie properties arising

from these mIes. We postulated that these mIes could be auxin-based, and

proposed an integrative model of ramification based on inhibitory field concepts,

drawing a parallel between root ramification and shoot phyllotaxis (Figure 46).

Where the phyllotaxis of the stem depends on the ratio between the size of the

competence zone and the size of inhibitory fields, the global architecture of the

root will depend on the inhibitory effect of developing primordia in regard to the

cost of initiation of new primordia. While allowing for a high level of variability,

this process may weIl merit the name "rhizotaxis", for it apparently depends on

the same mechanisms as phyllotaxis.
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emerging LRP

developing LRP

LRP 1st asymmetric division

LRP pre-initiation

Figure 46. An integrated vicw of root ramification
We propose that auxin coming from the aerial parts regulates the development and emergence of primordia along
the raots, and that the remaining auxin take part in a reflux at the root apex, where it will regulate the initiation of
new primordia. The competition for resources between developing primordia and the initiation system at the raot
apex will determine the final architecture of the whole system.
The precise nature of initiation control by the reflux system and its interaction with graviperception are still unclear.
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We initiated a multiscale modelling appraach, considering the

development of the raot system either at a macrascopic or cellular level. The

models we designed were invaluable tools to ponder on biological issues that

were left in the dark at the time. There are still a lot of black-boxes left however,

such as the mechanisms of transition fram vascular auxin transport in the phloem

to active auxin transport into the raot tip, or the precise extent of symplastic

territories allowing auxin to diffuse directly from cell to cell.

The subject of raot ramification regulation itself is far from being a

closed topic too, as auxin is not the only player on this specific field. Gthers

hormones such as cytokinins (Nordstrom et al. 2004; Laplaze et al. 2007;

Kuderova et al. 2008; Zhao 2008) or ethylene (Ivanchenko, Gloria K Muday, and

Joseph G Dubrovsky 2008; Negi, Ivanchenko, and Gloria K Muday 2008) and

molecules such as flavonoids (Murphy, Peer, and Taiz 2000; Brawn et al. 2001;

Besseau et al. 2007) also play a role in raot development, if only by interacting

with auxin fluxes and auxin signaling.

Circadian rhythm also appears to affect the regulation of auxin fluxes and

auxm response (Salisbury et al. 2007; Covington and Harmer 2007). More

generally speaking, variation in auxin sensitivity and response has not yet been

fully investigated at the cellular level, and may prove to be a critical factor in the

mechanisms controlling lateral raot primordia initiation.

Another factor we have not taken into consideration here is the existence

of long-distance exchanges and synchronisms between the shoot and raot

systems (Costes et al. 2006). Indeed, the aerial part of the plant is the main

source of auxin and photoassimilates essential for raot development, while the

raot system is the source of water and nutrient essential for shoot development.
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Hence both parts of the plant need to develop in a closely coordinated fashion.

Further biological investigation will be needed to elucidate the details of

shoot/root interactions and synchronisms.

"There are two lasting bequests we can give our children. One is roots. The

other is wings. "

Hodding Carter Jr.

We wish here to propose a possible pursuit for our work.

We have the intimate conviction that the next step in understanding plant

development will come from the unification of shoot and root studies, for the

plant organism should be considered as a whole. As it would appear inadequate

for a zoologist to study half a dog, so should studying half a plant appear

inadequate for a botanist.

On the basis of what has been presented here, we consider it important to

direct future studies toward the interaction existing between the aerial and

underground organs of plants. Experimental strategies should be designed to

evaluate the synchronism between leaf and root emergence, using the available

quantification tools to establish the timeline of auxin fluxes and exchanges

between these organs. Perturbation of these exchanges might be considered as a

hypotheses validation process, be it from the use of mutants, chemical

compounds altering hormones fluxes, or any others means. Multiscale computer

models would be an asset for this investigation; provided that they incorporate

dynamics of sources and sinks interaction to account for observed mechanisms.

Only through such dual approach combining biological experimentation

and modelling can we eventually hope to one day create the seeds and blooms of

true virtual plants. And shall we be always wary of the inevitable thorns.
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APPENDIX 1

Parts of our work were presented as oral communications and as a poster

during international congresses. The corresponding abstracts are gathered in this

appendix and presented as they were submitted and accepted.

The first abstract was submitted and accepted for the 5th Functional

Structural Plant Model Congress (FSPM07), held in Napier, New Zealand, from

the 4th to the lOth of November, 2007. ln this communication, we presented our

macroscopic and microscopic models of root development. The file used for the

presentation and the complete proceedings are available are available in the DYO

joined to this manuscript, under the Icommunication/oral communicationl

FSPM07 directory.

The second abstract was submitted and accepted for the 1st Advanced

Workshop on the Understanding and Modelling of Auxin Transport in Plants,

heId in Nottingham, United Kingdom, from the 14th to the 16th of May, 2008. ln

this communication, we presented the principles goveming cellular model of

auxin fluxes and the results we obtained on the topic of auxin transporter

dynamics. The file used for the presentation is available in the DYO, under the

Icommunication/oral_communicationINottingham08 directory.

The poster was submitted and accepted for the Agronomics Workshop on

Growth Phenotyping and lmaging in Plants, held in Montpellier, France, from

the 17th to the 19th of July, 2007. ln this poster, we presented the results we

obtained conceming gravistimulation and lateral root initiation (Part Il of this

manuscript). The poster .tiff image is also available in the DYO, under the

Icommunication/posterl directory.
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Introduction

Plant primary growth occurs in two opposite directions, stems and roots both

generating branched patterns during their development. However, where stem

development appears extremely regular, based on phyllotactic patterns, root architecture

appears somewhat random, controlled essentially by extemal clues such as nutrients

concentration (Malamy et al. 2005).

The regularity of stem development has been ground to a large panel of pure

mathematicaI and physical modelling (Adler et al. 1997). By contrast, the apparent

chaos of root development has essentially directed the modelling effort toward

ecophysiological and environmentally constraincd models (Doussan et al. 2003).
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Yet, as the biological knowledge of development and the available microscopy

tools evolves, mathematicians and computer scientists are now able to glimpse at the

cellular level of development. They can create new models taking into account

previously ignored mechanisms and giving rise to new perception on ancient problems,

as described by Barbier de Reuille et al. (2006), J6nsson et al. (2006), and Smith et al.

(2006) on the topic of phyllotaxis.

Until recently, root systems development was considered too chaotic to be

modeled on the same basis as shoot development. However, recent biological results

suggest that lateral root initiation (LRI), main determinant of root architecture, may

itselfbe more regular than first supposed (Dubrovsky et al. 2000; Dubrovsky et al. 2006;

De Smet et al. 2007; Lucas et al. 2007). Global root architecture now appears as the

superposition of regular LRI and irregular emergence, the latter phenomenon being more

strongly subjected to environmental conditions.

As LRI and root development both depend on complex auxin fluxes and genetic

interactions, we used a modelling approach to integrate the large biological knowledge

available on root development and the complexity of flux dynamics. The models we

choose to develop address the control of LRI by auxin fluxes. Our aim was to test

various hypotheses concerning LRI regularity and the positioning ofroot primordia.

Modeling root development and auxin fluxes

Auxin fluxes occurrmg during root development can be considered at the

macroscopic (tissue level) or microscopie (cellular level) scales. We will here

distinguish between two kinds of models we developed, each aiming to reproduce the

fluxes at one of those two levels.

The first kind of model is centered on the whole root. It is geared toward a

representation of the whole developmental sequence, and weIl adapted to treat the

problem of the regularity and distribution of LRI. The spatial representation of the root
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in this model can be considered as almost linear. The main computational topic of this

model is one of competition and transport within a dynamic system based upon a

dynamic structure, also known as (DS)2. The principal advantage of this model is the

ultimate possibility to generate LRI distribution to be compared with LRI distribution

observed in vivo. We addressed the inherent lack of precision on the positioning of LRI

at the microscopie scale by developing our second model.

Based on the cellular structure of a single root slice, the second model is geared

towards the simulation of cellular auxin fluxes dynamics. This approach is similar to the

one currently applied to stem apical meristem modelling (Barbier de Reuille et al. 2006).

The cellular structure of the root slice is here represented as a static graph taking into

account each cell and its cell wall. The main computational topic associated with this

kind of model is the complex flux dynamics and the study of its stability. This model

has the advantage to allow us to test various hypotheses concerning the precise

positioning of root primordia, and to experiment in silico on the consequences of auxin

fluxes perturbation on initiation. lt is however static, and as such can only be used to

simulate a snapshot of the auxin accumulation points during root development.

Results

The large scale model was developed based on L-System. Biological studies

indicates that LRI is caused by basipetal auxin fluxes, flowing back from the apical root

meristem along the lateral root cap, and that primordia development and lateral root

emergence are caused by acropetal auxin fluxes coming from the aerial parts (Casimiro

et al. 2001; Bhalerao et al. 2002). We introduced those two fluxes in our model as weil

as auxin production in the aerial parts and at the apex. We were able to generate auxin

accumulation at the root apex under certain conditions, and to test which parameters

influence this accumulation, as well as other characteristics of the fluxes (fig. 1).
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Introducing LRI in the mode! proved to be problematic, as little was known of

the precise dynamic of auxin fluxes which take place above the root apical meristem and

are responsible for initiation. We proceeded to a thorough structural analysis of LRI. We

showed that LRI appears tightly co-regulated with gravitropism in Arabidopsis, as the

mechanisms controlling those two phenomena involve a common auxin transport route

(Lucas et al. 2007). We suggested that observed LRI regularities may in fact be linked to

the periodical nature of gravitropic and thigmotropic responses.

We integrated those results in the fine scale model, as well as known dynamics

of auxin fluxes in root tissue whenever such data was available (Friml et al. 2002; Blilou

et al. 2005; Swarup et al. 2005; Sauer et al. 2006; Fukaki et al. 2007) (see fig. 2 for an

example of flux dynamics). To palliate for the lack or imprecision of data conceming

sorne tissues, we implemented in our model rules for PIN dynamics such as those

described in Feugier et al. (2005, 2006), J6nsson et al. (2006) and Smith et al. (2006).

We will insist in our talk on the cellular modeling approach and on the

associated problems. One of the main topics we will address is how to account for the

observed inconsistency between the positions of the gravitropic responsive tissues and

the lateral root primodium. Indeed, the auxin maximum causing the gravitropic response

in the epidermis appears on the inside of root tums, whereas LRI always takes place on

the outside of root tums, where one would expect the lowest auxin level. We will

present one hypothesis to explain this paradox and the results of its implementation in

our model. We will also discuss of the potential evolution of the cellular model toward a

(DS)2 mode!.
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Figure 1.
L-System based model of auxin
fluxes in a growing root

Global auxin fluxes are the synthesis
between cell wall diffusion, cell/cell
diffusion, active transport and
con vection of auxin.

Auxin production takes place in the
aerial part and at the root apex.

The control panel on the bottom Jeft
show the various parameters that
can be changed to challenge the
stability of the model.
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Figure 2.
Dynamic of auxin fluxes in root tissues

A. Root superstructure. Each colour
identi fies a speci fic tissue.

B. Global auxin fluxes. Tissues are
grouped under a new common colour when
they direct the flux along a common path.

C. Changes in auxin fluxes patterns during
an exogenous auxin application. Tissues
react according different rules, creating
divergent auxin paths and isolating inner
tissues from auxin present in outer tissues.

The black border define the size and
position of the root slice considered in the
fine scale mode!.
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Study of plant development and growth is a fructuous field. In order to integrate

biological data, a numbers of high-Ievel conceptual models have been formulated

through time, such as the ABC-model of floral development or inhibitory-field driven

phyllotaxis(1). However, as biological knowledge is refined and experimental data

accumulate to the point of being sometime inextricable, more mechanistic models are

becoming both a possibility, and a need.

Computer models of auxin fluxes are prime examples of such a mechanistic

modelling approach, seeking to integrate and explain mechanisms behind complex

phenomena such as phyllotaxis(2,3,4), vein patteming(5,6,7), or gravitropic root

reorientation(8).

We propose here to explain through modelling the role of auxin fluxes in root

ramification. Our model is geared towards the simulation of cellular auxin fluxes within
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the root tip of Arabidopsis thaliana. The cellular structure of the root apex is represented

as a digitized static graph taking into account each ceIl , its cell wall and auxin

transporters. The dynamic of the transporters themselves is also taken into account.

We will present the advantages and issues associated with this cellular

modelling approach and the results it yielded. We will show how far this type of model

explains lateral root primordia positioning, how it allows to experiment in silico on the

consequences of auxin fluxes perturbation, and which auxin transporters dynamics allow

simulation to fit with observations. As a perspective, we will discuss the various

computational and biological obstacles which will need to be addressed in order to

develop fully dynamic cellular models.
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APPENDIX2
We will present here sorne specific achievements which were left aside

from the main discussion for the sake of clarity.

Virtual Plants team visual identity

As an independent project, we designed the characteristic logo of the

newly created Virtual Plants team, as weIl as the website iconography (Figure

47). The chosen logo represents the focus of the team on plants and their

meristems. The various graphic files of this project are available on the DVD

joined to this manuscript, under the /MedialVP_website directory. The website

itself is accessible at the following internet address:

http://www-sop.inria.fr/virtualplants/wiki/doku.php

Growing roots ieonography

We chose to focus part of our effort on the development of a set of high

quality / high resolution pictures of roots growing in vitro (Figure 48). This

iconography is to be made freely available with the release of our work, as an

ongoing effort to promote exchanges of scientific illustration material. Samples

from the picture set are available on the DVD joined to this manuscript, under

the /Medialpictures/wholeJoot/ directory.

Radiophonie Interview

Our studies were presented during a short radiophonic interview for the

radiophonic show "Surpris par la nuit". This interview was part of the "root

episode" of a special series of emission themed on the underground, and was

aired on the 15th of May 2008 on Radio France Culture.
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'1 irtual Plan1:s

Figure 47. Virtual Plants iconography
The logo, its alternate version, the banner and the website iconography
were ail designed and created by yours truly.
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Figure 48. Sample of the high resolution root images data base
Pictures were taken in optical microscopy, and fused using image processing software.
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RESUME en français

Les pLantes dépendent de Leur système racinaire pour Leur ancrage au substrat et
leur nutrition hydrique et minérale. La bonne réalisation de ces fonctions dépend
fortement de l'architecture du système racinaire dans son ensemble. Dans la plante
modèle Arabidopsis thaliana, la ramification racinaire est la résultante d'événements
d'initiation et d'émergence de nouvelles racines latérales, et présente un fort lien avec
l'hormone végétale auxine. Le déroulement des événements d'initiation et d'émergence
est aujourd'hui bien décrit aux échelles moléculaire et cellulaire, mais peu de données
sont disponibles pour expliciter la régulation globale de ces événements. A l'aide d'une
approche mêlant biologie, analyse mathématique et modélisation informatique, cette
thèse s'est attachée à élucider les mécanismes de régulation de ces événements chez
Arabidopsis, afin de proposer une vue intégrée de la ramification racinaire. Nous avons
montré que la graviperception et l'initiation des racines latérales sont régulés par un
même flux d'auxine, et qu'une gravistimulation peut induire l'initiation d'une nouvelle
racine latérale. Nous avons mis en évidence l'existence d'un équilibre entre initiation et
émergence basé sur une compétition pour les ressources. Enfin, nous avons développé
un modèle macroscopique et un modèle cellulaire de flux d'auxine dans la racine, et
avons analysé les propriétés respectives de ces deux modèles.

TITRE en anglais

Auxin Fluxes and Root Ramification in Arabidopsis thaliana:
Toward a Virtual Root

RESUME en anglais

Plants depend on their roots for anchorage and nutrition. The architecture of the
root system a key factor for these two functions. ln the model plant Arabidopsis
thaliana, root branching is the composition of events of initiation and emergence of new
lateral roots. While individual events of initiation and emergence are weIl described at
the cellular and molecular level in Arabidopsis and are known to be linked with the plant
hormone auxin, little is known about the precise mechanisms regulating those events.
Using an approach combining biology, mathematical analyses and computer modelling,
this thesis project aimed to elucidate those mechanisms, and to propose an integrated
view of root branching. We showed that lateral root initiation and graviperception are
co-regulated by the same auxin fluxes, and that gravistimulation induced the formation
of new lateral root primordia. We demonstrated that the developing primordia interact
with the initiation system through resource competition, and that it exist a balance
between initiation and emergence. Finally, we developed macroscopic and cellular
models of auxin fluxes within the root, and analyzed the specifie properties of those
models.
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